Your Key 7
To The Fah
Your future is filled with challenges
and excitement as radio evolves further
into the digital age.
To help unlotk some of the mystery of
digital radio broadcasting as it stands
today, Harris has published a book
titled Key To Digital Radio.
The first copies will be available at
Booth # 1007 at the Fall Radio Show.
Or, check out your book at
www.broa

ast\harris.com/the-key

where you e

Also request a hard

copy.

next level solutions
WIRELESS
BROADCAST
GOVERNMENT
NETWORK SUPPORT

1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com
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SEPT 6TH
Live 9am - 12pm EST, 2nd feed 12pm - 3pm EST

here you want to be in the future

888-383-3733

Tedinica
support.
At Prophet, we don't believe that apager in someone's back
oocket is your idea of support- it certainly isn't ours! So we
expanded to 24x7, a24- hour manned customer support center.
What does 24x7 mean for you? It means alive voice-first time,
every time- when you need us most. It shows you our
commitment to quality in the service and products 'ive oiler.
Twenty-four seven, just one more way that Prophet is dedicated
to continually improving everything we do.
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24-hour MANNED
tech support.
It's what sets
-Prophet Systems
apart.

ur users spea
• ';'-*

WMCA 570
ARM»
VMa
«NW

Original MessageFrom: Stuan Engelke engh .ering@nycraffio.com
To: WIZARD-VriLISTSERV.BOISESTATE.E4
WIZARD-L@LISTSERV.BOISESTATEEDUn
Date: Friday, April 30, 1999
Subject: Re: Ineed 5reccons Ishould WI Pro

Original Message
From: Peter Fiveland comments@nycradio.com
To: WIZARD-L@LISTSERV.BOISESTATE.EDU
;WIZARD-LeLISTSERV.BOISESTATE.EDU
Date: Friday. April 30, 1999
bject: Ineed 5reeons Ishould buy Prophet

• . t4

Just as the three things to look for in real estate
are location, location,and location, the top five
reasons to get aProphet System's unit are:
#1:
Prophet Systems' tech. support
#2:
Prophet Systems' tech. support
#3:
Prophet Systems' tech. support
#4:
Prophet Systems' tech. support
#5:
Prophet Systems' tech. support

Tech support. Italk to real people
1
Tech support, Iget answers and solutions.Tecbeupport. Igei. upgrades the same day if
that§livhat it takes.
Tech Support, IRe what Iask for added into
the 1:dtware mime* request is reasonable.
Its agreatcapable Product.
That heir „4;.
Stuart ! ngelke
Chief Engineer
WMCA/WWDJ Radio

Peter Fiveland
Operations Manager
WMCA1VWDJ Radio

Do you have aquestion or acomment? Subscribe to the Wizard ListServ.
Simply send an email to ListServ@ListServidbsu edu
The body of the email need only contain the follawing command. Subscribe Wizard- L

PROPHET SYSTEMS
,nnovations

Sales:
Support:
E-Mail.
Web:

(800)658-4403
(800)658-4396
sales@prophetsys.com
www.prophetsys.com

CHANGE LEADS TO GROWTH, ADDED SUCCESS
IN BEAUMONT-PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS
CUMULUS CASE STUDY NO. 1 KOHN-AM KTCX-FM
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The past year

%

.•••••`

KAYD-FM KIKR-AM BEAUMONT-PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS

USA

was filled with chânge

for our'clusteOn Beaumont-Polt Arthur — afact to
•
which Irittie Wellman, Market Manager, can
est.

e

..e4 t

"
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KTCX-f M
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Perhaps our biggest change, "

she says, " is thaiwe flipped KQHN-AM from News/Talk to Urban

%=_lEDjk
‘
,
I
KAYD-FM

Gospel; Markct reseat
t:a sugge4ted that tfet new format, " The Light,"
vyoulà complement the changes planned for KTCX-FM,
the station that would have the bigger impact in the coming year.ii

,
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éC8111111Y
KIKR-AM

"With KleX, or Magic 102.5, - Welliiian explains, " we saved the
best of the old programming, pa't•ticillatly the Ton,
coming up with aformat and five announcers th
i

eler Show, and added local, live Dis,
haxe take'h the market by storm...and

. first Arbitron book together proved it!"
their

KQXY-FM

•,.

Z
CUMUke

1SO split,he F1%1/AM s'

tilcast of KAYD. KAYD-1111/1,e4,'

with its strofing, tiecognizable staff and programiffi
.
ng, remained intact. But to fulfill
agrowing appreciation for country, KA
geared toward the older country demographi

became KIKR " Real Country,"
•
nSoutheast Texas.
4

Cumulus is commietted
<1

to making changes nice theséi'

4

in order to achieve an audiencuttelanF that will reate te greatest possibre
e

choices for listeneïï'à#4 adveregérs. ,Itt4particular, -it gives our advertisers more
opportunity to target and segment their audierices, which in turnsgenerates
higher sales revenues for the Company.

(4
CUMULUS
www.cumulusmed a.com
In the 44 cities in 22 states across the nation that Cumulus now serves,

everything radio once was and everything radio can be... radic, is again.

KOHN-AM
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Web Rebel
Niait 1)rudge has been stalked by the White
House, berated by the mainstream media, and
praised by the like of Rush Limbaugh. He's created one of the most-visited sites on the Web.
Is he just misunderstood, or is he the antichrist
disguised as aregular guy?
Cover and interviene photographs courtesy of Lester Cohen
of Los Angeles.
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we know it? Satellite Radio, micro-Radio, Internes'
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In an industry of
continual change, some
things never change.

ABG
CI

Audio Broadcast Group Inc.

Your Single Source Solution For All Your Broadcast Equipment Needs.

Everything from mics to transmitters to systems
"One On One" personalized sales & service
39 years of equipping broadcast facilities nationwide

MAIN /MIDWEST OFFICE

NORTH CENTRAL OFFICE

Grand Rapids, Michigan
Voice:
Fax: 616-452-1652
E-mail: support@abg.com

Duluth, Minnesota
Voice:
Fax: 218-525-0455
E-mail: cgrace@abg.com
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NOTES

attempt to make Gore look like he's "helping the little guy." If Gore is in fact elected, it will be interesting to see how he
rewards Kennard for selling out America's
broadcasters. I
can hear Gore's speech now:
"I personally opened the airwaves to the
people." Think this sounds farfetched? Remember, this is the same Al Gore who is
currently trying to convince us that he personally created the Internet.
The National Association of
Broadcasters is fighting micro-radio
harder than Napoleon fought at Waterloo. My fear is that, like Napoleon,
the NAB is destined to fail. My prediction is that micro- radio will very
soon be areality. If I'm right and microradio happens, broadcasters will then
be forced to pull out the big guns for
the battle of their lives. Their last remaining option will be to challenge the
FCC all the way to the Supreme Court,
shouting " Red Lion!" all the way.
If micro- radio happens and broadcasters are forced to appeal to the Supreme
Court, Ibelieve there's agood chance thé
FCC will be dismantled as aresult. Kennard will definitely have earned his place
in history, not only as the man who destroyed Radio, but as the man who
single-handedly put a "space for rent" sign
on the FCC building in Washington. gi

Will Political
Aspirations
Destroy The FCC?

T

ie FCC is about to send shock waves
through Radio that will peg the needle
on the Richter scale. All their past screwups will soon pale in comparison to the micro:
Radio rulemaking that is about to take place.
At first glance, micro-Radio creates the appearance that it's good for America, great for diversity, and as American as apple pie. After all,
what could be better thap giving minorities a
voice in their community? The problem is that
the applicants who receive these stations won't
have acoverage area that can actually make adifference. All it will do is fracture the signals of existing Radio stations — the ones that are currently
serving the people of America.
In its landmark decision of 1969, "
Red Lion vs.
Federal Communications Commission," the Supreme
Court affirmed that: " It is the right of the viewers
and listeners, not the right of the broadcasters,
which is paramount." In his attempt to give "rights"
to minority broadcasters, [ FCC Chairmanj Bill
Kennard has betrayed the right of America's
listeners to hear astrong, clear signal.
Capitol Hill scuttlebutt puts VP Al Gore behind Kennard's push to ramrod micro- radio
through the FCC as atool for his November
dcction campaign. Politically, micro-radio is an

B. Eric ithoads, Publisher

To reach me, write: RADIO INK, B. Eric Rhoads, Publisher, 224 Datura Street, Suite 701, West Palm Beach, FL 33401 Phone, 561-655-8778 • Fan, 561-655-6930 Email: Ericrhoads@radioink.com

Thunder TruckTm is agreat, customized remote vehicle.
Built-in remote studio, custom graphics and LED message boards
create an impact when your station vehicle goes on location.The
Thunder Truck can be completely customized for your needs.
For more information and acustom quote, call today!
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ASCAF ..,•.
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LYLE LOVEIT
HIS LARGE BAND
NAB RADIO SHOW MARCONI AWARDS
SEPTEMBER 2, 1999
THE PEABODY HOTEL

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

LYLE WTI

Available .on
Curb/MCA Records

SCAP

Alusic Begi:isTM

111111'.11S(1111.(0111

PEOPLE IN INK® •

Scarborough's first Radio marketing conference, held in New York City, was attended by more than 80 radio stations
last month.

—
"And this is how you fill out adiary: first your name, your address, and our call letters 100 times. In return, you each get a
hundred dollars." Oh, we're just kidding.

"The publicity packet said this conference would guarantee
us aten-share; that's why we came."
(L-R) Entercorn/Seattle's Marin Brustuen, WBZ/Boston's
Laurie tamper, and KZZP/Phoenix's Lindy Wilkes.

"Arajua, didn't you get the blue-shirt memo?" (L-R)Arbitron's
Bill Rose, fiCTE/Kansas City's Gary Halles, and W860/Newark's
Arajua Backman.

"Is this Pierre guy serious?" ROS Media's Randy Schroeder ( 0and Arnold
Boatner of Dan Coleman 8i Associates look on in amazement

"Hey, Ted, what's John investigating?" At arecent
Virginia Broadcasters Convention, ABC's John
Stossel chatted with VAB president Tedd Teffnei.

American Standards by the Sea
hosted by broadcast legend
Dick Robins() *

vailab

cusiv

he soon- o- se sindicàte three- ou
merican Standards -by the.Sea" (with up to.erg
'cal avails per hour) is broadcast from Robinson
edia's 70 ft. Hatteras Motoryacht, "Airwaves,"
¡ch will be docked in ports from Maine to Florida,
the Bahamas and be opd throu hout.the' ear

Dick & Ton Bennett - 1964

Dick & Sinatra -1984

achta per available for exclusive c ¡en
se of rivatéeclug, condos, twin rolls--ro ,ces urnmers in.i ew England
inters in the aim Beache
For ademo and more fishtails, call Joanie Lincoln
1-800-TV- RADIO (1-800-887- "

*Robinson in addition to being arado ard TV personality, has also owned WRCH/WRCQ. Hartford, and for 35 years,
the oldest ard largest group of broadcasting schools in the nation. Connecticut Schools of Broadcasting'.
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To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

Dick Promoting Diana Krall,
Newport - 1999
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* * * * * *
Listen as
•Jackie Mason

TALK AMERICA

•Raoul Felder
•Gene Burns
•Armstrong Williams

Radio Networks

•Harry Brown

is the ONLY national
network which offers:

•Tom Gresham
•Chuck Harder
•Pat Choate
•Ken Dashow
•Michael Harrison

* 2-way talk programming,

•Paul Lyle
•Phil Paleologos

24 hours aday,1 days aweek

Talk about
•addictions

* Talk shows on three

•automotive
•Ines

separate networks

•cooking
•disabilities

* More than 80 top-of-the-line

•educiiiion
•environment

talk show hosts

•gardening
•guns
•outdoors
•relationships
•entrepreneurs
•extraterrestrials
•holistic healing

r

•nets
•seniors
•produce

To learn more, visit our website:

www.talkamerica.com

¡
sit
j

•travel
•politics
•business
•health
•computers
•sports
•entertainment

WorlcTJLIieG
NEWS NETWORK
Join us for news, snorts and
weather around the clock on
the World Well News Network.

Call about our
FREE

ad promotion.

Sign on for 10 hours of
weekly programming and
we'll advertise your statior
locally.

(781) 828-4546

* * * * * *

LETFIERS
MORE MERCURY
MADNESS

W

hat do you get when you put a

The following letter was written to RAB President Gary
group is/ hip, 30•yearold,
detumbled
lacto t sea
reinvent
years the
on a
awards,
row. whose producemn van., ¡ lad
New York City agency cre•
Fries and copied to Radio Ink.
attire directors tbget her with agroup
Ti,e original concept was valid Hold an enormous
id good old hoy suits front Radew
black id event at the Waldorf. Core out the largest cash
Dear Gary:
Linrelatabelity Disaster Fonbar.
awanli in : he advenoung Industry. And, put on a
show
eassment Shame
with
a
lot
al gla, on the hopes of shantung the perception
(Gary Fries, President/CEO, The Radio Advertising
Right or nod die big boys in New
that Rader, 0asecond.class onetime', It was working.
York are snickeong at Radio
Bureau)
ase,
Riotond.class
this year'smidge.,
Moony
at Awards
all. It% in
proved
amuch
thatlower
Radioclass
not
Iwatched in stunned lye.
rorasheadoho kIll dn,
reinforced the perception that Radio es Inferior
Yes, Iread Eric's editorial in Radio Ink (
Pubbelief thnoghuit dre
It' almos too painful to recount the huer . r
room Othenuen.
lisher's Notes, "IDemand An Apology".July 5, 1999),
of haveng the event moved from aworld- class
nly dropped
crystal.chandeliered ballroom, which hoot,
their
heads
and it conjured up numerous unpleasant pictures of an
aihousand people ro formal at tere, to atact.
onto
their '
hammered looking supper club that barely hcl..
hands
Therm
event, Radio-focused or not, gone awry. Then Iread
three hundred. And, at least hall those srets
harrasunent was
were empty
julpsibie
your letter, about the very same evening, and it brought
It's even more shametul to rehire the
Radio has spent
botched start, a -montrte pause of dead air
an entirely different set of visions to my mind.
eight vean and nibs of
People wormed in thew seats wondering what
:Milton, cif dollars hold was happening
Two intelligent people, both feverishly striving for
pig up its anlebeloty in the ere- •
Then, there was atedious piece ol poochsi
dive communny Then, this
better Radio, with two different views of one awards
.redibelity wasset back 20 yean et
hogestor
aroteld
led talking.
audio which
whelefeatured
an ernbareasungly
agroup of lodges
br,d ihde
mu
ane hoeing:night — or nightmare.
was poureied onto the screen for an eternoty. Attendees
show. Strange?
Isat quietly and listened to,
stared
then the snicker.ng began.
roe comments around nie
Not really?,
'nreenny
We're
Ican
an audio
just hear
mechum.
the planning
damn it C0111111.1lee
We don't need vide.,
'Thos set Radeo hack no
reart •
or Production values
Alittle over yearia0, Radio Ink published a
' 'What abunch of losers'
Thoo-gh hint and WKYS morning man Isaac Hayes
'Let's get this liasco over
Chris Lytle interview — complete with boxing gloves
tried
iv, it towas
..ave
likethe
tryout
showtowall
stophis
theinlet:emus
leak on the Titanic
with so Ican get my
adnnk.'
and acouple of sharp jabs — that caused waves
with awad of gum.
Radros most embarrassIn fact. The Mercury Awards %ism down lager than
throughout the industry. You took the high road by
ing moment en history hapthe litere, and Iitar they took Radui di mon with them
We arc th l h
pened at this year's Mercury Awards
not responding in print, and for that you should be
Dreades may pass before they stop talk.
'Please don't trash th event, Fete. Ofier constructive
said on
b
iron about the shine that killed Rados in 4goned hoard
commended. Conversely, Eric wouldn't print somethe eyed */ Madison *venue
soway, guys, hut IId that fus, year, and you dedn't listen.
Harsb' Perhaps. Honest:• Always
the awards next ve-ir may be like runneng Ross Perot for pees.
t
o
thing that didn't have some shred of truth.
kniRemienting
aeon. rm not sure people would show up ef they resurrected Solana.
Followin last year's Radio Mer.
curs, Awards, Itook a
The Radio Mercury Awards lust Isn't cool anymore, and cool is pretty in, Gary, you don't owe us an apology for the night,
ponant in ideative directors In fact its critical
L
kir wetting apassionate, bean- felt letter el concern to RAU president Gary
l'or thr
tinte in my career fleas ashamed to be in Radio
and Eric doesn't have to lose sleep over lost advertisCary
an
cis es
Inn In that letter Ibegged the Radio
(iv. tire Fund ( which the RAB contods,
ing revenues. What you should do is see what can
be improved upon and what can stay the same.
-Age.t Ro
For example, if memory serves me right, perception is reality ... therefore keep the budget-watchers happy by serving Smirnoff instead of Stoli. But, keep the regal
aspect of it by pouring it all into fine-cut glassware. In addition,
while renting achandelier for the night might prove to be difficult,
New ideas are never without risk. Have you ever published
aspotlight or two to blaze the heavens above The Supper Club isn't.
anot- so- good issue? Lighten up.
Unfortunately, while these examples might improve the look
William W. Campbell, CEO
and feel of Mercury Awards 2000 to everyone's satisfaction, the
Charles River Broadcasting, Waltham, Mass.
perception of the 1999 event, for the Radio Ink readers who weren't
privy to your letter of July 12, is entirely different.
Congratulations. You have written one of the best edTo that end, The Mercury Awards Board has got to work douitorials on our industry that Ihave ever read. Obviously,
ble-time to encourage increased participation, not only from the Radio
you, like I, are sick and tired of the second-rate, old-time
station production heads, but also from the agency members who
way this industry is run.
did not witness the '98 and '99 affair, but simply "
have heard or read
Iwant to thank you for telling it like it is, and Iagree.
about it." That, or please mass niai/ your letter immediately.
You are owed an apology. Hopefully you will attend an RAB
Brad Goodwin, MRM, RAB 2000 Committee
convention and demand another apology from the sales side.
Mike Grimsley, GM. Comcorp Radio, Lafayette, La.
Iunderstand that you were offended by the Mercury
Awards venue and program. Furthermore, Ihave learned
On June 10, 1999, Iwent to the Radio Mercury Awards in
that anumber of us did not enjoy the evening.
New York. However, after reading your editorial in Radio Ink, I
Too bad. Gary and his colleagues were trying to do somehad to give you my take on the Awards. It was much different.
thing creative and different. That's what Radio is all about.
Nowhere did Ihear the comments mentioned in your artiIt is refreshing to know that the Mercury Awards
cle. Neither did Isee heads in hands, people squirming, or shakpeople were willing to take arisk, even though they
ing of heads. That must have been what occurred at your table.
failed. Itrust that they will continue to try and evolve
It's true that the opening video presentation was flawed,
an evening of creativity on behalf of our most creative
but is that reason to call Radio an inferior medium? Is that
medium — Radio.
reason to proclaim the death of Radio? Is that reason enough
great
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to slam the event to which thousands of Radio creative,
submit their best work? Ithink not.
This year's offerings were some of the best Ihave ever
heard. Nowhere in your aricle do you comment about the
fquality of this year's winning commercials. That is what
we should be talking about.
What makes the evening for me are the commercials.
Who won? What made the commercial awinner? How can
Imake my commercial better next year? Those are the questions I'm asking.
It almost sounds as if you had an agenda long before
the event even started. Idisagree with the assumption that
this year's Awards destroyed Radio. I 'believe it raised it to
another level. To berate the event because of some technical difficulties is throwing the baby out with the bath water.
In contrast, Iam not ashamed to be Jut Radio. Iam
proud, especially this year, as aRadio Meet* finalist. I'm
not sure what your point of conterition is with the Radio
Creative Fund, but Ibelieve it is best resQl
in aface-4face meeting with the person who-has of erided you, not
in amagazine article like this.
My commercial didn't even win, but I'm
teful to the
Awards for honoring excellence. The event inspires me to reach
higher. That's what the Awards are all about.
Eric, you owe us an apology.
Steve McKenzie, Pride Communications (fax)

... AND, SOMETIMES, READERS DISAGREE
In Roy Williams' column (" Why 0.E.S. Doesn't Work:
Building Better Results With Reach," Radio Ink, July 19,
1999), he made some comments about 0.E.S. The misleading headline led the reader to believe that Williams
was an opponent of O.E.S.
But, acareful reading finds Williams in substantial agreement with me and my co-author, Arbitron's Pierre Bouvard
(Radio Advertising's Missing Ingredient: The Optimum Effective Scheduling System). Williams does not claim that 0.E.S doesn't
work, and 0.E.S. was not even the real focus of his column.
Perhaps it is atestament to the interest which 0.E.S.
continues to hold that Radio Ink used the 0.E.S. angle in
the headline in order to at4act readers.
What Williams says about Q.E.S. is simply this: Sometimes the O.E.S. formula will result in too many spots per
week. But other times,
too few spots per
week. Well, gee, that's what Piegs
ve been saying
since 1985.

That's why we reprint, in its e tii-ety in our book, the
artieleby Joe Ostrow in which he lists 20 factors that may
servo increase or decrease the number of spots needed
per week. Seven of the 20 are what Ostrow calls " Message
Factors." Williams offers only one factor — his Impact
Quotient — which he does not explain.
The real point that Williams was trying to make in this
Lolumn, before Radio Ink twisted it with acrazy headline,
is that advertiser expectations are key to determining the
WE MUST BE DOING SOMETHING RIGHT
best schedule. We couldn't agree more.
Just anote to show you how important Qur magazine - ‘ i
We developed 0.E.S. in response to the expectation
is to EBC. Once Ireceive the magazine, Ire
th
ereceive 99 percent of the time from new prospects
, 'riMmediately and pull the articles needed for my cales a"n
rogramrobably 90 percent of the time from current clients):
ming staff. Then, at our weekly meetings, Ihavé the sales
tcan you do to make it happen this week?" That quesand programming staffs present this information in their
etty well expresses the advertiser's " term of comown words.
mitment," to use Williams' phrase.
Radio Ink is avaluable tool
Given that term of commitment, there ain't nothin'
Jerry Hinrikus, VP/GM. EBC Inc., Abilene, Kan.
bett4rbil this earth than an 0.E.S. schedule ( modified as
necessary by Ostiow's 20 Factors). 111 had an advertiser
with a52- week tec'h of commitment, Iwould probably devise avery different scheduling strategy ... but this is a
CANADIAN TALKER SPEAKS UP
very hypothetical " if," since such advertisers have been
ssomeone involved in issue- oriented Talk Radio since the
dwindling over the years from very few, all the way down
mid ' 60s, Ifound your May 24th issue (
Talk Radio Is On Fire)
to none.
to be of great interest. Iam aCanadian broadcaster who has
Steve
Marx, Chairman/Creative Director, The Center for Sales Strategy, Tampa, Fla.
been around high- impact, issue- oriented Talk Radio for more
f.

ex
•

A

than 35 years. Imention this because your outline suggested
that it was afairly new phenomena.
Talk Radio rose to prominence on Vancouver Radio with
Pat Burns' original hot-line show on CKLG in 1961. CKNW-AM
countered with journalist Jack Webster, who became the first
nationally known Radio Talk show personality in Canada.
Your article suggests there has been too much government interference. Nothing could be further from the truth.
My own experience is that Canadian Radio has been the greatest " public forum" on the most important and sensitive issues
for the last 38 years.
Mel Cooper, Chairman/CEO C- FAX- AM, Victoria, B.C.. Canada
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COMMENTARY
Our research

The FCC Is About
To Create Radio
Ch
aos

demonstrates that,
contrary to the
FCC's contention,
interference with
existing stations
would be profound

by Eddie Fritts

and wide-ranging.

S

ince the Radio Act of 1927, the
FCC has been charged with the
role of traffic cop of the airwaves, not
only to promote the efficient use of the
spectrum, but also to manage the allocation of spectrum to prevent interference. In other words, one of the
agency's most basis and longstanding
missions has been to serve as guardian
of the Radio spectrum.
Earlier in 1999, the FCC proposed
the creation of low- power FM Radio service to encourage, in their view, diversity of broadcast ownership and programming. To find room for this service on
the already crowded FM spectrum, the
FCC suggested eliminating interference
protection standards that have served
listeners and broadcasters for decades. If
adopted, the proposal could create hundreds — if not thousands — of new
Radio stations across the commercial
FM band.
However, it also would create enormous new interference on the airwaves
for millions of listeners. Recently, the
National Association of Broadcasters
filed, perhaps, the most exhaustive and
extensive document we have ever filed
with the FCC, providing commissioners
with unassailable evidence that the proposed low- power Radio could degrade
Radio service for millions.
Our research demonstrates that,
contrary to the FCC's contention, interference with existing stations would be
profound and wide-ranging. Moreover,
our filing soundly rejects akey premise
of the FCC, that modern Radios are better at rejecting interference.
The FCC put forth its low- power
Radio proposal with no scientific data or
testing to support it, claiming that it
would create new diversity in both
Radio ownership and programming.
Indeed, NAB believes more "voices" and
more diversity are laudable goals and

has long been committed to increasing minority ownership opportunities in our
business. That's why we helped wine the original tax certificate program that
encouraged media companies to. sel! their stations to minorities. That program has
since been eliminated, but we staisel fully supportive of efforts by Congress and the
FCC to reinstate aminority tax certificate program.
However, the laws of science and physics do not lie. The conclusion of our
study, which we prepared with the assistance of four highly respected consulting
firms, is unassailable: Millions of listeners could experience interference caused by
new signals being shoehorned into the Radio dial. And, it should be noted that each
of the five commissioners has stated that proven interference would be avalid reason not to proceed with low- power Radio.
In addition to interference to existing stations, the low- power proposal did not
contemplate whether the industry's long-awaited move to digital transmission
might also be affected by adding low- power stations. In short, the FCC is putting
the low- power cart before the digital horse.
Science aside, broadcasters take issue with the FCC's contention that programming diversity on the dial is lacking. Anyone who says that listeners have few Radio
format choices is not listening to the Radio.
In Washington, D.C., for instance, at least 13 of the more than 50 Radio stations offer program formats targeted toward minority audiences, while seven stations primarily carry religious programming. Meanwhile, more than 500 stations
nationwide now provide Spanish language programming. In short, diversity on the
Radio dial is already areality.
The FCC has received hundreds of comments regarding the low- power Radio
proposal. It must now choose between serving the interests of would-be lowpower Radio operators or serving the interests of millions of listeners who currently enjoy local Radio. We believe that choice is clear: The FCC should reject
low- power Radio. à
Eddie Fritts is President and CEO of the National Association of Broadcasters
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Try DIRECT MelLmbefore your boss does.

Creative
Media
Direct, Inc.

(727) 536-9450
1000 Belcher Rd. S., Suite 10 • Largo, FL 33771-3307
01999 Creative Media Direct. Inc.

LEADERSHIP

How To Gauge When Rs
Have Lost Control
They Start Taking
Themselves Too Seriously

D

ilbert, which is carried in
1,100 newspapers, has
helped us laugh at the
crazy dynamics of the workplace. Now, if only we could start laughing at ourselves.
The late, much he
eloved
BY HARVEY MACKAY chief executive of Coca-Cola-,
Roberto Goizueta, had that ability. By standing back and observing things objectively, he
could see the irony. It's no accident that the
market value of Coke increased from $4billion to $ 145 billion in 16 years. Humor is a
critical business weapon.
In the midst of the " New Coke" debacle in
the ' 80s, conspiracy buffs circulated the idea
that Coca-Cola introduced this " mistake" deliberately to get more attention for Coke. When•
pres'ented with that theory, Goizueta answered
that Coke was neither smart enough nor dumb
enough to have dreamed up the ploy.
We've all worked for the humorless. There
are the bosses Icall " Rocky," who take on the
whole world through earnestness. And we're in
big trouble if we don't seem equally serious. We
can't joke that sales plunged one percent or that
asupplier might not meet adeadline. In such
offices, you can cut the tension with aknife.
And usually, results aren't what they could be.
A We've all
No matters who's the boss, we can still get
orked for huafew laughs at our own expense — and be able
morless bosses.
to work better. Acolleague of mine is agenius
In such offices,
at this. If his plane is late and his blood presyou can cut the
sure is rising, he distances himself. He often
tension with a
thinks: " How will this 'nightmare' seem to me
knife, and usually, results aren't
ayear from now ... ablip on the screen?"
what they could be.
Another colleague, when stressed out, tries
• There's no excuse for total, selfto imagine how he would explain his " predicaabsorbed seriousness. It pushes
ment" to his 6-year- old. Pretty quickly, the conothers away from you.
cerns of the day start to sound ridiculous. He
• On formal performance apcalls it " baby- proofing" his consciousness.
praisals, it might be agood idea
There's no excuse for total, self-absorbed
to introduce the category Can
seriousness. It's boring. It pushes others away
Laugh At Themselves.
from you, and it requires awhole lot of energy
A In an organization where a
to assume such aworld view.
little self-deprecation is
Of course, there are times for seriousness.
encouraged, people are more
We all know when they are. If the company
likely to take risks and, there-

fore. make mistakes.

IF,

Pomposity is the end of the
line for General Managers.

can't seem to achieve aturnaround, there will
be plenty of people focused solely on the bottom line. No chuckles there.
When someone else has aproblem, it's showing respect to treat their situation seriously. In
addition, as we enter acompany or grow into a
new job, we can leave the levity to others.
At my company, there are few managersin- training who are abarrel of laughs. Learning the ropes is definitely serious business.
On formal performance appraisals, it might
be agood idea if we introduced the category
Can Laugh At Themselves. In an organization where
alittle self-deprecation is encouraged, people
are more likely to take risks and, therefore, make
mistakes. In the current global marketplace,
where there are few precedents anymore, plenty of errors of judgment are going to be made.
Incidentally, Coca-Cola eventually hired
back the man who put New Coke on the market. Those who can't laugh at themselves
should be penalized. Their over- earnestness
can be an albatross around the neck of the
organization. à

Harvey Mackay is CEO of Mackay Envelope Corp. He may be reached at harvey@mackay.com
This article is excerpted from his book Pushing the Envelope.
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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Your Wide Area
Net workability Is Limitless

ENCO
DAD pR0 32
Digital Audio
Delivery System

The demands of today's fast paced broadcast marketplace require maximum
utilization of resources to achieve cost effective performance. Thanks to tne
latest advances in digital technologies, multiple broadcast facilities can now
seamlessly share audio inventories, news, scheduling and billing data, and
often consolidate other redundant functions.

All of this is possible by combining the advantagas of non-proprietary products
such as the ENCO DAD pRo 32 Digital Audio Delivery System with Wide Area
Network ( WAN) architecture. Audio production may now occur from virtually
anywhere within agroup, ilormation flow is automatically managed between
multiple remote locations, and transfer schedules are configured to take advantage
of varying tariffs for maximum efficiency and cost control.

The ENCO DAD pRo 32 Digital Audio Delivery System provides apowerful
professional audio management tool for both live assist and automated on-air

next level solutions

operations, production, and inventory control. Support of Wide Area Networking

WIRELESS

is inherent with DAD pRo 32, providing capabilities to take full advantage of
distributed data and group interconnectivity.

BROADCAST

GOVERNMENT

NETWORK

1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com
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GIFF ON SALES

Making The Case
For Micro- Management

p

Work time should not
,
., be spent on personal
issues. Hold your reps
accountable.
_
,

It's About Accountability

T

DAVE " GIFF"

A The cultural
changes in our
society. heavily
influenced by events that shaped
the 60s and ' 70s, have had their
affect on people's attitudes in
the workplace.
A Like it or rot, you have to manage different attitudes than did
previous generations of Radio
sales managers.
If you want to build atrack
record you can cash in on. you
had better micro- manage how
many presentations and ' opportunity" calls get made daily and
what happens on those presentations and calls.
A Lesson: Hire the right people,
and stop apologizing for asking
them to do what they agreed
to do when tney were hired.

he cultural changes in
our society, heavily influenced by events that
shaped the '60s and '70s, have
had her affect on people's attitudes in the workplace.
With the changes created
GIFFORD by people challenging the validity of the "establishment," with the fallout of
awar that killed America's optimistic spirit as
well as its young men, with the plague of drugs
that still spread like cancer, with the terrifying
rise of violent crime, with the evolution of the
"sexual revolution," with the emergence of the
"women's movement" and its influence on the
growth of two- paycheck households, with the
breakup of families via an epidemic of separation and divorce, with the pulling up of one's
roots, and with new standards for living to adjust to, no wonder people's 9- to- 5attitudes
changed as well.
.
Like it or not ( it's called "coming to grips
with reality"), you have to manage different attitudes than did previous generations of Radio
sales managers. The most obvious manifestation of those differences is the fact that; whereas yesterday's Radio salespeople ept up in the
morning for their careelernM of today's
younger Radio salespeople got up this morning to subsidize their lifestyles. Asweeping generality, to be sure, but one that most professors
of management and business historians would
be quick to support.
4*
Now, since most salespeople don tlike to
he micro- managed, how does that affect the
way you manage your salespeople? .
For starters, since so many salespeople
have to drop off and pick up their children at
daycare centers, noon sales meetings are probably more accommodating than 8a.m. meetings. And, since "time-off" incentives have their
own special appeal, you might be wise to build
certain:Illifestyle" incentives into your compensation plan. Also, having observed firsthand how many European and Australian Radio
companies flourish despite giving employees
four to six weeks' annual vacation, you might

also consider loosening your vacation poliLy.
Oh, and one more thing. Understanding that
salespeople who feel good àout theieselves
sell better and sell more, try"- ating them like
you wish your boss would treat you.
That said, here is the case for " micromanagement." Despite the changes in people's attitudes in the workplace, some thin i
s
ie
have to be micro- managed.
If you want to build atrack record you can
cash in on, yiSe.0had better micro- manage how
many presentations get made daily, bow many
new account presentations get made daily, how
many " opportunity" calls get made daily ( what
others refer to negatively as "cold" calls), and
you had better find out what happened on those
presentations and opportunity calls.
Lesson: Hire the right people ( people who
can work comfortably in a " highly structured
sales environment with daily accountability");
sell them, during'the interview process, on
why the salespeople benefit as much as the
station does by being accountable ;be sensitive to their needs as people and treat them
with respect and, finally, stop apologizing for
asking them to do what they agreed to do
when they were hired. là

Dave Gifford is President of Dave Gifford International and Founder of The Graduate School for Sales
Management. He may be reached at 505-989-7000 or by e-mail at Giff@talkgif.com
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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"Tom, we bought another
radio station last night."

Intraplex
STL PLUS

Wondering how to handle growth? More groups have
placed their trus: in Intraplex than any other digital
transmission solution.

The Intraplex STL PLUS Ti multiplexer transmits program
audio for STLs, TSLs and intercity links, data for remote
control, automation, and LANs and voice for off-premise

next level solutions

extensions and intercom. Consolidate program audio,
data and phones over one high quality digital line, with

WIRELESS

STL and TSL at any distance over any terrain. Even better,
you'll be ready to handle the next station. And the next.

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

i m
»HMS
1-877-468-7275 • www.harris.com/communications

Communications

THE WIZARD OF ADS

Increase Revenue
Stop Being Logical

T

ROY H.

is an utterly immutable and incontrovertible
li ree men enter ahotel
and ask the price for a fact. Likewise, is the fact that the bellhop
room. The desk clerk has only $2remaining. You can re- add the
numbers as often as you like, but you'll not
tells them that they may share
aroom for only 530 —$ 10 come up with more than $ 29.
Ishare this story to illustrate the point
each. Delighted to find accommodations a,t so cheap a that the truth isn't always logical, and that the
WILLIAMS price, each of the three men logical isn't always true. Most bad advertising
decisions are made as the result of just such
quickly hands over the required $ 10 and proPeople waste enormous advertising budceeds up the stairs to their room. '
gets by trusting
Moments later,
•
"facts" that are perthe desk clerk refectly logical but
members that triple
which are also tragoccupancy is priced
ically untrue.
at only $ 25. Being
Specifically, I
an honest clerk, he
TH -- • refer
to the three
summons the bellFOR AL — I.;
JBLIC
LDEE 1.s.
sacred cows of adhop, hands him five
vertising: gross rat$1 bills, and ining points, media
structs him to take
mix, and decisionthe money to the
maker targeting. Almen who just went
though each of
up the stairs.
these is perfectly
The bellhop,
logical, they lead us
being dishonest,
to make decisions
says to himself, " I
that are rarely the
can't divide $ 5
highest and best use
evenly
among
of our ad dollars.*
three men. Besides,
To reach new heights with your clients, learn and
understand
the
laws
of
logic
and
truth.
Back to the
Isaw how delightstory
of the three
ed they were to get
men.
The
fact
that
each
of
the
men has $ 9
aroom for just $ 10 each. They will be even
invested
in
the
room
is
utterly
irrelevant .
happier when they learn that the room will
The
question,
"
Where
is
the
missing
dollar?"
cost them only $ 9each. I'll give each man
can
only
be
answered
by
tracking
the
locaback adollar and keep the other two for mytion
of
each
of
the
dollars
in
question.
self." And this he did.
We know that the desk clerk has 25 of
Upon receiving their $ 1refund, each of
the
original
dollars. We know that each of
the three men had exactly $9invested in the
the
three
men
has one of the original dolroom, just as surely as if they had originally
lars
back
in
his
pocket. We know that the
handed the desk clerk $9, right?
bellhop
has
the
remaining two ( 25 + 3 + 2
Here's our dilemma. Each man has paid
=
30).
$9 to occupy the room ( 3x9= 27). The bellThe location of the money was never a
hop has only two remaining in his pocket. This
secret. We got distracted when we began exgives us 29. So, where is the missing dollar?
amining a " fact" that was utterly irrelevant.
Mathematics is the only branch of sciYou haven't been doing this in your adverence in which the rules have no exceptions.
tising, have you? ai
That each man has invested $ 9in the room

4

People waste

enormous

advertising

budgets by
trusting ' facts'

that are

perfectly

logical but
which are also

tragically
untrue.
22

Roy H. Williams is President of Roy H. Williams Marketing, Inc.
He may be reached at 512-2 95-5 700 or by E-mail at roy@WizardofAds.com
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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"It was simple
enough for even my
most computer- phobic
jocks to understand."
—Troy Richards at KCCS
KCCS had challenges to overcome. With their mixture of talk
and music, they needed adigital audio delivery system that
wouldn't be high maintenance. Something easy for their air
talent to handle. And it had to serve up aprofessional sound
in everything from their voice tracks to satellite material.
After looking at the available options, Operations Manager
Troy Richards chose Digital Universe.

"Digital Universe has been awonderful addition
to KCCS and has resolved many, if not alt, of the
conflicts we have faced in the past."
KCCS salespeople are auditioning
spots for clients right from their
desktop workstations. Production
staff are using sound files more
flexibly than ever, with the universal format of uncompressed audio.

"I want to personally thank you for making
my life easier and for building us asystem that
brings us peace of mind. Thank you also for your
excellent customer service. That was your
greatest selling point."
Easy to use, flexible to work with, and designed for the
long haul — what can CBSI's Digital Universe do for your
station? Call us today to find out more about how

800 547 3930
www.aigitaluniverse.org

broadcasters around the country are stepping into the
future with Digital Universe.

MARKETING

Here's What's Wrong
With Your Media Kit
It's About Them, Not You

p

TOM

The philosophies and fun-

A

damental
business approaches to
marketing
and innovation are
diametrically opposed.
• In marketing, it doesn't matter what customers think
about you. What matters is
how they feel about themselves and their experience
in your presence.
• Customers want to treated
as individuals. They want
you to respect their time
and keep things as simple
as possible. Most of all, they
want you to be human.
A Design your marketing as
you do your wonderfully innovative products — by realizing that your customers
are not creatures of logic.
Then, focus on the human
factors that will truly improve their quality of life.

24

eter Drucker once
said that business
has only two basic
functions — marketing
and innovation. I've
spent the past 25 years
living, breathing and
ASACKER
dissecting the art of
marketing. It's an extremely complex
and exhilarating field.
I've also spent the past five years
practicing and studying the art of innovation. It requires an intense focus
on meeting the needs of your audience, better than your competition,
in order to have any chance of success.
So, why are the philosophies and fundamental business approaches to marketing and
innovation so diametrically opposed? Here's an
example of what Imean.
Imet with an entrepreneur to discuss his marketing strategy for anew product launch. During our meeting, the entrepreneur passionately
described the various human factor considerations
designed into his products. His audience was first
and foremost in his mind. He had done an outstanding design job.
Then, he handed me his product brochure.
What does conventional, product-oriented marketing wisdom teach us to do? What did his
brochure highlight? Features and benefits, of
course. The completely rational copy highlighted all of the product's differences from his competitors' products.
After discussing these differences, we concluded
that any logical person would choose his product
over the competition in ananosecond. He only had
one little problem — finding logical people.
Isn't it strange? He tried to design his products to prevent human error, to save his customers
time and money, and to enhance their experience
with them — to improve his customers' quality of
life. And, he did all this knowing that people are
not logical creatures.
He took the exact opposite approach when
designing his marketing. Instead of trying to prevent human error, he filled his marketing with
confusing data and "chest- thumping" superlatives.

WXYZ

Here's why you should
buy our station.
We don't really care about you.

ATypical Radio Station Media

Rather than attempting to save his customers
time and money, he'll waste it by inundating them
with redundant information, sales calls, junk mail and
e-mail. Instead of trying to enhance his customers'
experiences with his marketing, he'll use his cleverness and try to impress them with eye-popping Websites and fancy corporate brochures. He will try to
make his customers like him by telling them all about
what makes his company so special.
Here's something you may have atough
time swallowing. He did. It doesn't matter what
customers think about you. What matters is
how they feel about themselves and their experience in your presence.
Think about what it feels like to be aconsumer
today. By doing so, you'll discover exactly what
your customers need from your marketing to feel
good about themselves and their quality of life.
They want to treated as individuals. They want
personal control, and they want to be recognized
for their contributions. They want you to respect
their time and keep things as simple as possible.
They want you to speak only in terms of what's relevant to them (and please don't bore them). And,
they want to feel important and appreciated.
But most of all, they want you to be human,
which to them means genuine, consistent and caring. Start designing your marketing as you do your
wonderfully innovative products — by realizing
that your customers are not creatures of logic.
Then, focus on the human factors that will truly
improve their quality of life. Gi

Tom Asacker is President of Humanfactor LLC. He may be reached at
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

603-629-9474

or by e-mail at Toma@hfactorcom
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Experience. Stability. Vision.

And Ray Carroll.
A pillar of strength in radio sales, Ray Carroll has flourished in arapidly changing industry for more than
25 years, half that time with Susquehanna. In that period,
he's experienced the challenge of representing his station
in an increasingly competitive ratings market. But
through it all, he's never enjoyed his job more than during the time he's been with Susquehanna. "When you go
to work for Susquehanna," says Ray, "you get to work
with alot of good people!" And we're glad he's on our
team.
Today Ray is capitalizing
on new opportunities
like NTR, and helping
his clients integratei
radio with their e-csbrnmerce activities. With
this kind of versatility,
Ray's stature in the
industry continues to grow.

‘11111111•11111111

Make aSound
Career Choice!
With operations in major markets across the USA,
Susquehanna offers anumber of employment options.
For more information about radio career opportunities,
call our Human Resources Department at ( 717) 852-2132.

Ray Carroll
Account Executive
KRIM Houston

SLISQUEHA\NA
RADIO

CORP.

A subsidiary of Susquehanna Pfaltzgraff Co.

140 East Market Street MI York, PA 17401
(717) 852-2132 • Fax ( 717) 771-1436
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TOUR

10 hours oPowerfit
illiti
tSales training...

The Super Success Formula
for Radio Sales
Ten hours of power-packed selling strategies from two of the hottest young radio sales
trainers on the circuit. This will be atag-teen-style seminar, which will be fun, energetic
and activity-driven. Sessions start at 8a.mj,iand go until 7p.m., with aone-hour lunch and
four 15-minute breaks.
Enjoy arock-concert atmosphere with c4ival dress. After the seminar, take home aseminar manual, as well as agraduation certiffette.
b.

the most unforgettable seminar you
will ever attend in Radio... two of
the top speakers in the industry

N*4

Please Note:
100-person limit at each seminar.
Be in that first 100, or LOSE OUT.

eele4vem....
Chuck Mefford
is one of the
country's leading
sales trainers and

4-0,
e+ Gin 4
«41 4444

the author of The
Power of Win-

,

Date

Location

November 2

Chicago

November 4

Orlando

January 31

Win Selling!

Birmingham

February 2

Charlotte

February 4

Nashville

February 21

Denver

February 23

Salt Lake City

February 25

Las Vegas

February 28

New Orleans

March 1

Austin

March 3

Dallas

March 20

Boston

March 22

Philadelphia

March 24

Atlantic City

March 27

Cincinnati

March 29

Indianapolis

March 31

Milwaukee

April 12

San Diego

April 14

Seattle

Register now for $ 199. On
October 1, the fee increases to
$299, and on the day of the
event, it's $350. There is a100%
money-back guarantee.
Cancellation policy: Cancellations not
accepted, but substitutions are permitted.
*For dates in 2000, checks should be
received by December 1, 1999.

He is also one of
the highest-rated
speakers in America, consistently graded
as the best at RAB and NAB shows.

Sean Luce, one of the top,
up-and-coming Radio sales
trainers and speakers, has
.published two of the fastestselling books in Radio —
Luce 'sLaws and Luces'
Leadership Laws. He was
awarded the 1998 Radio
Ink Sales Manager of the
Year in Radio and has
consistently rated as one of the top speakers
on the Radio circuit.

He4£412440,zepete/ati
etleeAte
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

How to make money with the Internet
Hottest NTR categories
Recruitment revenue ideas
Proven pre-call planning and telephone prospecting techniques
5 "Must-Haves" on your CNAs
Power presentations and proposals
Time management case studies
Power negotiating and dealing with objections
Hard-hitting copy that gets results for your clients
Maximizing your own personal performance
After the sale: get your customers back for more!

Call 1-800-627-4778
to order by credit card. Visa and MasterCard accepted.
Or make check payable to:
41111111RD—LUCE

TOUR

Mail check to:
Mefford-Luce Tour
250 North Mill Street
Building #2
Lewisville, Texas 75057

.•
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ABC Radio Today Entertainment. Cutting edge for the ear.
Classic

Rock. Oldies. Country. Regardless of format, stations across the country look to ABC Radio Today

Entertainment to provide the services they need to keep them at the forefront of the latest trends. We provide
the

syndicated

programs

IMDIO 1011«
EN

I
EN
NMT

that

get

into

listeners'

heads.

And

production

libraries

that

stations need for hot, on- air imaging. More than 1,000 stations

Today Entertainment services. You should too. Van Gogh had the right
a little ahead of

his

time too.

deliver

everything

subscribe to ABC Radio
idea. He was

just

Instigator
Matt Drudge has been dubbed the " Rush Limbaugh of the Internet" — not bad, especially when the one doing the dubbing
is Rush himself ( see sidebar, page 30 ).
Drudge considers himself " aprosecutor," not areporter. He has no political affiliation: " I'm awanderer." He is not
wealthy: " Idrive abeat- up Geo Metro." And to be quite honest — given all the time he spends on his Website — he says,
"I'm trying to figure out how to update it in the shower." His office an eyesore, He works out of his siiall apartment in Los
Angeles, and his Dick Tracy hat looks as old as the comic strip.
www.drudgereport.com7

None of this matters. Drudge has figurei out how to gain an addience that network
news anchors and mainstream media can only dream of. He gets attention. lots of it.

and from people in power. He reports on the news, and he spins it the way he wants to spin it. He breaks news, sometime
scooping national news organizations with hundreds of employees.
It's amazing what one person can do with aPC and apionE line.

THE WEBSITE

REPUBLICAN OR DEMOCRAT?

INK: What is the goal of The Drudge Report?
DRUDGE: There are no more goals. There was never agoal. There
is the power of an individual to be reporter, editor, producer. It is
completely beyond any wild expectations to be sitting here communicating with this wide group of people. One out of five of
these people are outside the country.
It's anew thing. Ican't say this will get old quick. Iam the
bureau chief, the news president, stockholder, anchorperson,
editor, runner.
When did you discover you could make money at this and that you didn't
need to fold T-shirts anymore?
Only recently have Istarted make money oft the site. Ihave a
TV show and anational Radio show. Idon't sell ads on the site. The
Website has only one ad because it is aone- page Website.
Iam constantly updating the site. I'm trying to find away to
update in the shower.
As for hiring reporters, people call me all the time. On the day
of this interview, Ihave 9,000 e-mails in my inbox. Anyone can he
atipster.
How do you follow up on tips?
Sometimes Itake tips at face value. Sometimes Icompare them
to wire copy.

Eescribe your political philosophy.
Imove around. Iam not aliberal. Ihate taxes. Iam pro life. I
am not aLibertarian. Iam not aRepublican behind the anointed
one, George W. Bush, without pricking him to see if there is anyone in there. Iam aman without aparty.
Iwish the government would leave me alone. Every day, Iget
angy that they are taking 40 to 50 percent of my money. 30
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Drudge's Views On Today's Media Stars
_arry King?

Fading

Rush Limbaugh?
Howard Stern?

King
Idon't wake up that early

om Russert?

.. Adequate

Dan Rather?

.. Patriotic

Bill Clinton?
Ablessing
j
r...pore Bush
114ti
- -( the father)? .. Agood iraugural address

To subscribe, coil 1-800-610-577 I
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I
think that is completely violent. I
don't know
what services Iam getting in return.
The next big fight is against taxing the
Internet. Stories about the big White House
databases people want to build to monitor
all the computer systems is prime meat for
me in the next couple of years
Do you consider yourself areporter?
Iam not areporter. Iam aprosecutor.
When did your Website become popular?
It was catching on from the word go.'
Ten readers turned into 100, to 1,000 so
quickly. It was tremendous. Inever thought
Iwould have 1,000 readers. It grew and
grew. Then, there were afew newspaper
profiles, magazine articles and a Ted
Koppel profile. Now, my site is up to 22
million visitors amonth.
When we began to get attention, it
was negative. God forbid it would be positive. The day you get positive press from
these scoundrel mainstream press people is
the day you are done. They criticize anything they can throw at me. It is abattle of
the eyeballs, and if they are coming to me,
they are certainly not going to the CNN
Website. It is avicious battle.
They have tried to destroy my reputation, from the White House on down. It has
been great for business. Iam Bill Clinton's
biggest fan. When he was impeached and they
deposed him, he kept saying my name. That
was the meltdown. It's hard to believe you can
do alittle Website — from your apartment —
that gets the attention of the president. Ihave
aphone jack. With that, you can cover the

"Matt Drudge is the Rush Limbaugh of
the Internet," says Limbaugh. " It is amazing to watch the parallels of our arrivals
virtually from out of nowhere and to compare the way we were both 'treated' by the
mainstream press.
"First, the media was curious and did
all sorts of profiles, helping to elevate the
awareness factor. Then they attacked the
method(s) of performance, impugning the
honor, honesty and integrity of the work.
This was followed by ageneral assault on
the medium.
"In my case, it was Talk Radio; in Matt's,
the Internet. Both are criticized as illegitimate and insignificant. Then, both of
our audiences are savaged, portrayed as
mind- numbed robots incapable of independent thought.
"The culmination is the attempt by the
media, after all of this, to pretend neither of us exists in arelevant state any
world. It puts me on an even playing field with
any reporter in the world.
What mistakes have you made along
the way?
Ican't say that Iwould change athing
— not even being sued for $ 30 million by
Bill Clinton's right-hand man, Sidney
Blumenthal, for reporting that Republicans
said he had committed spousal abuse in the

longer. It really is stunning to compare the
way we both were ( and are) reported on by
the elite media. We both continue to confound the media by, in essence, doing their
jobs for them. We both do what they used
to do: report it all, without judging what
the people were capable of dealing with."
past. It was adetailed story that included
the charge and the denial, and that was it. I
said it was amistake the next day.
Then, two weeks later Iget sued for
$30 mi'lion. The guy was trying to thwart
me. He did not know that Iwas working on
stories that were going to expose his boss as
aliar and amolester of interns.
Iam not sure Iwould take anything

More than $800,1100 of ne NUI
in the first 6months of 1999M
That's exactly what Stonick Recruitment's Indianapolis
client (Susquehanna Broadcasting — market #38) has
experienced. And that's just one of the incredible success
stories with the Stonick Recruitment NTR program.
Emmis-St. Louis (market #19) has written $140,000 worth
of new biz in the first two months we've worked together.
(June/July 1999). Their Hartford client stations (
AMFM —
market #45) wrote more than $200,000 in the second
quarter of 1999 alone. Cox Broadcasting-Dayton (market
#55) enlisted Stonick Recruitment at the beginning of
1999. The result? More than $200,000 worth of new business on the air so far. Then there are the folks in Princeton
(Nassau Broadcasting — market #139). They billed more
than $100,000 in the second quarter!
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Recruitment advertising revenue is the hottest growth
area for radio today... and Stonick Recruitment can train
you and your staff to get these massive dollars quickly.
Ready to ?et your unfair share of the wealth? Then call
Stonick Recruitment at 954-680-6322 or visit them on the
Web at stonickrecruitment.com. Clients for the new millennium are now being accepted on amarket-exclusive basis.
For nearly 15 years, the radio industry has turned to the
experience and expertise of Stonick Recruitment.
Not ready to make the big commitment? Get the video.
The Stonick Recruitment Video Training Course will be available on November 1, 1999. The price is $699. Put it into
your budget today!!!
Real stories. Real money...Real fast!!!

To subsc8be cull 18006105771

Stonick Recruitment
Incorporated '

I

'
954-6811-6322 '
www.stnickrecruitmentlin
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back. Being sued by aWhite House aide,
with the endorsement of the president and
vice president, led to my Nightline appearance. Ibroke the Monica LeNvinsky story 10
days later.
How did you, and not Newsweek, manage to
break the Lewinsky story?
Ibroke it before Netvstveek. Newsweek
reporter Michael lsakoff had every option to
quit his job and hold apress conference. The
press would have reported what he said. He
could have published it on the Internet as
well. He decided not to do any of those
things, and for four days, he let me hang out
there as George Stephanopolus and Mike
McCurry were calling me a liar who
defamed people. For four days, Ihad it all to
myself, every aspect of the story.
What is the status of the Blumenthal
lawsuit?
It is cold as ice. There is no movement
on it. It is fun to read every profile on me.
They always mention the lawsuit, but profiles about CNN don't mention their le,suits. The press bias keeps fueling my success. The more they bash and marginalize
me, the more success Ihave.

AREAL JOB?
What do you think you would be doing now, if
not this?
Iwould still be folding shirts or working at McDonald's. Idon't have acollege
degree. All my interests are in news and
media, and Icertainly would never work, or
Ishould say, they would never hire me, at

the Los Angdes Times. If the Internet crashes
and burns tomorrow, Imay have to go back
to folding shirts.
What is your impression of the national media?
In the next 20+ years, they will
become absolutely useless. Those who
thought they were the bureau chiefs of the
country are going to be useless, because the
individuals will become bureau chiefs. I
think that is wonderful.
The alternative is one massive corporation. All of asudden, you get this eruption
of individuals put there who are able to do
wb4 the big boys are doing without the
need tor an FCC license. It has changed the
equation.
Do you still get requests for interviews from the
national media?
• I
deflect them all because I
have my own
gigs. Ihave one of the top cable news shows
in America, as far as the ratings go. Iam second to Wolf Blitzer and afew others.

DRUDGE RADIO
How did you start the Radio show?
Phil Boyce ( I'D of WABC-AM) sent
me an e-mail telling me that he had asub
spot open. He asked me if Iwanted to try
it. He knew Iwas coming to New York
every weekend. Iasked him if we should
start in a smaller market instead. Ihad
never done any Radio, except as aguest.
During the first show, Ibroke part of the
Lewinsky story.
Phil then moved me to Sunday. We got
our first book, and we were No. 1in NYC

z
12+. Ihave since fallen to fourth place with
a6.2, but that is still nice. So, the Radio
show was afluke.
What is your Radio show about?
Iam on the air with afew callers and
afew guests. Ithought it would be agreat
opportunity to do aRadio show in the
same spirit of all the news that has not
reached the newsstand yet and put my
own spin on it. The listeners get to hear a
story — filtered through my sensibility —
on the Radio before they see it in the
newspaper.
Since Ihave been online, Sunday has
always been the best day. All the weekly
magazines are closed. All the Monday
newspapers shut down early, and all the
media people are off duty. Ihave agreat
time on Sunday. It is one of my bigger days,
as far as traffic to the Website.
Irush this stuff out and twist it like a
pretzel. Sunday night is prime because it is
when everything happens in the media. It is
one of those secret formulas, like the recipe
for Kentucky Fried Chicken.
It is the best time to do this. Ihave
done it out of New York for ayear and have
been loving it.
What is your opinion of Radio?
It is the closest thing to citizenship,
even more so than the newspapers which
have lost their way in this country. When I
listen to people like Rush Limbaugh,
George Putnam or even Art Bell, they are
the closest things to being the pulse of this
country. Look at where Ilive in 32
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Digital C
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As simple as
.1. ;elect input
2. select °trip
3. select level
4. relax

FIDELIPAC ®

Broadcast Studio Equipment

T1

Division of Amplifonix
2707 Black Lake Place
Philadelphia, Pa 19154
Phone 215.464.2000
fax 215.464.1234
www.fidelipac.com

It is aspecial formula. It is acombination
of news yet to come out and my own spin on
things. For example, my lead now is locusts
in Russia and Asia. Who is doing that stuff?
It is aweird combination. The whole
thing is what interests me. Inever write
orud ge@drudgereportc
about anything that doesn't interest me. It is
should be
future medium. Iknow that sounds odd hard to take for many who think I
objective and cover everything.
since it is the past medium. Ithink it will
There are no rules in journalism. That is
outlive TV. Ihave my TV off these days. I
why, when Igo to colleges and lecture, the
think Radio is more creative.
Would you like to do afive-day-a-week Radio
students like me and the professors don't.
The second they start putting rules on
show?
broadcasting, newsgathering, and opinNo. The Internet is where, the action is,
ions, we are all finished. If you look at all
even more than Radio. Iam more successful
the success stories, like Howard Stern,
on the Internet. You never have to explain
Limbaugh etc., all of them continuously
yourself on the Internet. You can do whatever you want, for whatever reason, all the break the rules.
Are you in it for the mocey?
time, and never explain athing.
No. The money thing is an extra
THE LEGEND OF DRUDGE
that has come recently. Idrive abeat- up
CEO Metro. Ithink that is agood thing.
Do you consider yourself an Internet pioneer?
Ihave aweird personality. Iam interestNo. Iam just alucky guy who thinks
ed in current events, citizenship etc.
he knows afew things. The Europe version
of the Associated Press did the ' 10 media What's next for you?
Idon't know what is left. Ihad been
moments of the century,' and Iwas Number
talking to someone about amovie. Ithink I
10 after Ted Turner, MTV, etc.
am overwhelmed now. Iam only as good as
What makes your Internet site different from
what anyone else like you is doing
the next story. I
will spend the rest of my life
on the Net?
coming down from this cloud. Gi

Hollywood. Even Art Bell has had atremendous impact in this town.
Ialways listened to the Radio. Inever
watch TV Ilistened to WOR as achild, and
it always kept me company. Ithink Radio is

0
m

Phil Boyce, Program Director of WABC-AM New York
Boyce gave Drudge his first shift in November of 1998.
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"I heard Matt as aguest on the Sean Hannity show on WABC," says Boyce, " and thought
Iheard the magic spark you look for in apotential talk show host. Drudge would have
been acomplete bomb, if he didn't have the spark to make it entertaining."
While it was reported in the Washington Post that ABC News chief David Westin was
against turning Drudge loose on anational level with ABC, Boyce says he had no resistance at all.
"I am fortunate," he says, " to work for some people who encourage me to think out of
the box. Mitch Dolan, my GM at the time ( now Group President of half the ABC stations)
was very supportive and thought he heard the same spark Iheard. I'm constantly looking for the next big star.
"The only question at first was ' Is there life after Monica?' He's now proving every week
that there certainly is. The show is compelling, with asense that something big is
about to blow at any second. It's entertaining and informative, with his quirky personality rolled in."
Boyce says he's happy with his decision as well as the results: " When you are No. 1in
New York City out of the gate, I'd say it's working amazingly well. His Website is agreat
promotional vehicle, so it's atrue Internet/Radio marriage.
"It's very gratifying to me to see this little idea turn into such abig national success.
He's now had the biggest national rollout of any talk show in history — and on Sunday
night, which is sometimes adead zone! To top it all off, he's one of the most decent
guys I've come across, and all this success hasn't fazed him one bit."

lo subscrIbe, call I - 800-610-5771
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Ideas to Knock the Socks
Off Your Competition!
Bedsit,- pt Marketing
Secretstxposed 'Aye!
FROM:
Harvey Mackay

Best-selling Book Author—

Laura Kroll
Roy Williams
Bob Davis
Sylvia Allen
Sean Luce
Michael Corbett
Harry Beckwith

Swim with the Sharks, Pushing the Envelope
Media Buyer for Intel
Author — Wizard of Ads
Non-Traditional Revenue Specialist
Expert on Sponsorship Selling
National Radio Sales Trainer
Best- Selling Author— 33 Rules of Ruthless Advertising
Author— Selling the Invisible
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Radio Ink Live— one- hour monthly audio cassette series

No Nonsense — "Take No Prisoners" Tactics & Ideas
To Build The Most Powerful Marketing Assault Force.
Each tape retails for $ 19.99 twelve times ayear for atotal of $ 239.88

ORDER NOW AND SAVE $ 50!

RADIO INK LIVE $ 198 per year! Only $ 16.50 per month!
Radio Ink Live is NOT the magazine on tape...It's just cash- making ideas!
Money- Back Guarantee:
If at any time Radio Ink Live doesn't live up to your expectations,
we'll refund the unused portion of your subscription.
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HEAD ON, "ME BEST
TRAFFIC SYSTEM IN
THE BUSINESS."

Computer Concepts' V.T. (Visual Traffic)
is the "best traffic system in radio." And
for good reason. Its Windows® based

\

It's the most flexible, fully integrated

\

traffic system available today.

visual interface is easy to learn and VT

STOP and take amoment to

offers multi station capabilities from

evaluate your current traffic system.

one location. Add to that pre-defined

With VT's management oriented

management reports, station split functions

approach, you'll keep pace with our rapidly

for billing, A/R, commissions and more ... you'll

changing industry whether you run one station

soon discover why V.T. makes it safe to play in traffic.

or several groups of stations.

Windows is aregistered trademark of Microsoft.

See us at NAB Booth # 517

.0/Computer Concepts
Corporation
8375 Melrose Drive • Lenexa, KS 66214 • Toll Free 1-800-255-6350 • Phone 913-541-0900 • Fax 913-541-0169 www.ComputerConceptsCorpcom
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Don't Conduct
Junk Interviews

When looking back, usually I'm more sorry
for the things Ididn't do than for the things
I
should have done.
77
-- Malcolm Forbes

tv

Employets routinely waste time in intervi t sby 4
:
ski ng the
wrong questions. There are two kinds of inte
questions: legitimate questions and junk questions.
Legitimate questions are specifically about the work and about
the candidate's ability to do it. These need to be asked first because the answers will determine whether the interview should
continue. Junk questions are ones the manager thinks he should
ask, either because they're on alist from the personnel department
or because he's heard that they're popular.
Some questions may be clever or interesting, but if they're not
about the work, put them aside until you've determined that the
candidate can do the job. Don't waste your time or the candidate's.
Review your list of questions: What's legitimate and what's junk?
Don't conduct junk interviews.

e

Nick Corcodilos is the host of
www.asktheheadbunter.com and director of North
Bridge Group in New Jersey. Arailable to Radio
stations for on-air interviews, he may be reached by
e-mail at northbridge@sprintmail con:
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Deceptive Internet Providers

Or The Way Of The Web?

Most Radio station GMs have bought into the fact that they
must put their station on the Internet. However, in their haste to
appear Web savvy, managers are farming out the content construction of their sites to third-party companies who promise
them ashare of national advertising.
The Scenario:
National ads are sold as banners on your station's site.
Sometimes, these ads ask your listeners to enter acontest to win a
prize, such as an automobile. However, you don't know that the
national advertiser is partially owned by acompeting Radio company in your market.
The Questions:

Do you expect full disclosure of this fact from your content
provider? Do you ask your content provider now? Would it make
adifference to you? What would you do if you found out that this
was happening?
Please e-mail your comments to edryan@radioink.com
Your answers may appear in afuture issue.
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PuLYour Life
lu Perspective

tuesdays with

Ah, the life of aRadio manager.
It contains enough drama, suspense and rumors to fill amadefor-TV movie. It can be ajob
that lasts only six months, with
an cml man, ayoung man,
pressures (mini corporate to increase the bottom line by yesenc life's greatest lesson
terday and employees who just
don't seem to have the passion
— like you did when you first
Miich Albo m
got into Radio.
You work long hours and
weekends. You carry acell phone and apager to return calls,
along with alaptop so you can keep in touch by e-mail. Yet,
your department heads still complain that they don't get
enough of your time.
If you drove off acliff tomorrow because you were trying
to answer two cell phones at the same time, the station would
certainly have to close its doors. There's no way it could continue without you.
At least that's what you think. Easy, Superman. Like it or
not, your station will move forward if you keel over.
Here's asuggestion. Read the book Tuesdays with' Morrie,
then leave it on your desk. This book will help you put life,
family and work in proper perspective.
If you do read it, send me an e-mail with your thoughts
(edryan@radioink.com), and look forward to an interview with
Mitch Albom, the author of Tuesdays with Morrie, in the Sept. 13,
1999 issue of Radio Ink.

Morrie

News and Notes
CD Radio Teams With Matsushsita
CD Radio has signed adeal with
Matsushita, an electronics company and maker of Panasonic products, to design and develop CD Radio
receivers. The receivers will be developed
for installation by automotive manufacturers and for sale to consumers in
the mobile electronics aftermarket.
Panasonic's automotive customers include:

Yttlk,/

j

DaimlerChrysler, Toyota, Honda, Nissan, GM, Mitsubishi and Subail.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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IT'S ABOUT
DAMN TIME!
It's about damn time you had the
opportunity to produce atelevision
commercial for your radio station
that doesn't cost as much as the
mortgage on your home.
Introducing Y- 17 from Bill
Young Productions.
Almost 20
years ago Bill Young revolutionized
the concert and entertainment
industry by creating cost effective,
advertising solutions for the biggest
acts in the music busiriess.

Now. were rewrierg
the rules for radio

Y-TV is...
Cost Effective - Up to 40% less
than the other guys.
Visually Compelling Designed to capture the attention
of hardcore "channel surfers."
Motivating - Turns TV watchers
into radio listeners.

It's about damn time...

To call for aFREE demo and
be gin savin g.

BILL YOUNG
PRODUCTIONS, I
NC.

HOUSTON

281 - 240 - 7400

www.billyoungprod.com

CLUSTER MANAGEMENT

Energize Your
Cluster

Establishing acluster plan, and
getting buy- in from all of your
stations, is the only way to
ensure c r ccess.

It All Starts with aPlan
by Lindsay Wood Davis

T

of individual stations in acluster doesn't ensure the success of the cluster
as awhole. This has certainly been a
difficult truth for many, if not inost,
cluster managers to accept, or sometimes, to understand.
The paradox is that without individual station success, it is difficult to achieve cluster success. This
isn't double talk. In fact, it is acritical concept.
The old days of bludgeon-andhammer, act- now- and- think- later
management should have disappeared from most of Radio on Feb.
8, 1996, the day the Telecom Act
became law. The business that we
knew so,well was thrown on its
'head, never to be the same.
.
' Unfortunately, much of Radio management ' didn't make the change,
matching the sentiment of this 1947
quote from Winston Churchill, " We
have changed the world around us
faster tha`4..we can change ourselves ;
we are aPiplying to the present the
habits of the past."
In our old world. if our station or
stations — because we either had astandalone or aCombo — were doing well,
then we were doing well. That habit of
thinking from the past, unfortunately,
has been applied to the present. Accepting that this logic no longer holds
is areal struggle for many, even among
the leadership of some major groups.
But, without this realization and understanding, true cluster success will just
not come. The same holds true for your
personal success as acluster manager.
Think of the amount of time you
spend planning the success of each station in your cluster. Now apply that
same measure to the amount of time
spent planning the cluster's success as
awhole.
he success

Usually, the first vastly outweighs
the second. Yet, cluster managers are
overwhelmingly compensated on the
success of the cluster as awhole, as opposed to the individual stations from
which it is assembled. That's apretty
big disconnect.
You gotta have aplan — awritten
one. Your plan should: 1) define the cluster's current situation, 2) describe what
future success will look like, and 3) detail what steps will be taken to get there.
One of the oldest chestnuts of
management is to " plan your work and
work your plan." But, without aplan
for the whole cluster, one that is understood by the entire staff, you'll end
up " applying to the present the habits
of the past." The sooner you establish
acluster plan, the sooner you can begin
working it. à
Lindsay Wood Davis is
Senior VP/Sales for Central
Star Division of AA/1FM Inc.
He may be reached at 608221-1541 or by e-mail at
davis7o3@aol.com

MANAGEMENT

Read This!
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• "Your two-day trip in January of
1998 made ahuge difference in
the productivity of my sales
staff. Our Power Ratio is up 10
percentage points, revenue is up
21% ($210,000 over budget and
$753,000 over last year) and our

Cr

cash flow has TRIPLED!"
— Andrew Powaski, Director of Sales,
WDBRIWOOL/WTAX/WVAX/WYMG/WYXY
Springfield, IL
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Finding Success
In The New Millennium

• "Because of you, we TRIPLED
sales in 1998 and have increased
sales over 1997 by 44°/o as of
October 31, 1998. You have
helped us tremendously."
— Peter Waak, Managing Director,
WOW 105.5/Lugna Favoriter 104.7 RTL,
Stockholm, Sweden

Be An Embracer Of Change

C

hange frightens people, and fear causes problems that, if not addressed, will have bad
effects on your staff.
For example, employees who are afraid of change may create small alliance groups
in the office to talk about the past and how to preserve it. They want to axoid change.
As aresult, productivity takes anose-dive.
•
There is also another type of fear: fear of making the wrong decision's. This kind of
fear can put the organization at astandstill. Decisions are not made, and people blame
others. Instead, managers must acknowledge the problems, focus on the' solutions .
and
move on.
What would happen in your culture if everyone focused on embracing change? What
if everybody accepted higher goals and worked to improve the station's sound? Could
it be done?
It could, by challenging every aspect of the station's thinking and asking, " Is there
abetter way?"
All change is not bad. Change can be an opportunity for growth and financial
gain. The Internet is atremendous example.
And, if the change is bad at first, remember that it will not last forever. Change always offers new possibilities.
Discover new ways to see obstacles as opportunities. The best ideas come from informal social situations in which creativity is up and the pressure is off. Brainstorm with
other managers in different fields. Have your staff be alert to innovative
ideas. Recruit people who like change.
Kill the phrase "We've always done it this way." Forget how it used
to be and look forward to creating ahuge vacuum between you and
the competitor. Qi
Chet Tart is VP/GM of Radio Ink magazine.
He may be reached at 56 1-655-8778 or by E-mail at chettareradioink.com

• "With your help we have already
exceeded our 1998 sales goal with
four weeks yet to go. Thanks to a
50% increase in billing, our group
has moved from 3rd place to 1st
place in total billing among all
the station groups in the market.
We have, in fact, toppled the once
perennial revenue leader for the
first time in at least 15 years."
— Lawrence VAmaturo, Managing
Partner, KXFX/KFGY/KSRO/KMGG,
Santa Rosa, CA
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1.900 TALK GIFF • ( 505) 999.7007
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Hop in and buckle up with Radio Disney,

unigue, fullservice kids marketing vehicle with an impressive track record and a brig -it

road ahead. Radio Disney already bioadcasts in 44 markets, including 14 of the top 20. During an average week, an estimated /. 5
million kids 6-11 and over 500,000 moms tune in to Radio Disney°. With an average kids 6-11 rating of 1.1°, Radio Disney now has
coverage in DMA's representing 46% of the country. And with over 50% of listening done
in the car, we're reachi -ig kids and parents together. You'll get great mileage for your
advertising End promotional dollars with Radio Disney. So call Jim Pastor at
312-899-40T6 to find out how Radio Disney will get you where you want to go!

Visit Radio Disney at www.Disney.com, part of the
.Chitee o's

(7 Network

ladio 91.1diefloe Estimates Mon Sun 6 am.1 pm. Apil 1999, Stat,stical Research In,.
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My station is planning to use aprerecorded
telemarketing message to notify listeners of special
promotions and programming on the station.
Is this telemarketing scheme legal?

S

orne broadcasters have begun promoting their stations through recorded messages left on residential
answering machines. One noteworthy example of this telemarketing tactic occurred
in January 1999, when people across the
country received afriendly message from
Dick Clark, urging them to watch the American Music Awards on their local affiliate.
This type of message may be illegal.
The Telephone Consumer Protection
Act of 1991 ( the "TCPA") restricts the use
of certain telemarketing messages. It is a
consumer protection statute enacted to protect the privacy rights of residential telephone subscribers. The FCC has
implemented the TCPA in Sections 64.1200
and 68.318 of its rules.
The rules prohibit using an artificial or
prerecorded voice to deliver amessage to
aprivate residence without the prior consent of the called party. Calls that are not
made for acommercial purpose, or that are
made for acommercial purpose but do not
contain an "unsolicited advertisement," are
exempt from the ban. However, other restrictions do apply.
The question is whether aprerecorded message that promotes abroadcast station or its programming would constitute
an "unsolicited advertisement." The FCC

Rules define an unsolicited advertisement
as " any material advertising the commercial availability or quality of any property,
goods, or services which is transmitted to
any person without that person's prior ex
press invitation or permission."
Some argue that such messages do
not " offer goods or services," so they do
not run afoul of the TCPA. Nevertheless, such messages appear to violate the
spirit of the rules, so it is likely that they
are prohibited.
Neither the FCC nor the courts have
determined the issue, but the FCC has
said that it will be " monitoring" the activity closely. Stations should refrain from
using any artificial voice or prerecorded
message that contains acommercial message to call private homes. If your station
plans to use such amessage, review your
plans beforehand with counsel.
This article contains information of ageneral
nature. It cannot be regarded and should not be relied
upon as legal advice. It is no substitute for legal advice rendered by aqualified attorney in the context of
aspecificfactual situation. Q ¡
Lisa M. Patera is an attorney a1
the law firm of Haley Bader es,
Potts PL. C. She may be reached
at 703-841-0606 or by e-mail
at Ipatera@haleybp.com

Radio Hall Of Fame Announces Six Inductees

T

he Radio Hall of Fame has announced that American icon Kate Smith, syndicated music personality Rick Dees, San Francisco morning news anchor Jim
Dunbar, comic actcr Gale Gordon, the late Los Angeles Radio legend Robert.

W. Morgan, and network talk show host Bruce Williams are its 1999 inductees.
The 1999 induction ceremony will take place during anational Radio broadcast and dinner from the Chicago Cultural Center on November 20. Radio Hall of
Famer Casey Kasem of AMFM Networks will host the broadcast, which will be carried on major stations coast to coast Jim Bohannon of Westwood One will return as announcer.
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To subscribe, «AI 1-800-610-5771
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Laptop Media Kit
is astateof - the-art media kit on alaptop
computer developed , ively for
radio groups. Its afully interactive
sales presentation featuring sound
clips and video segments that
enables salespeople to represent
their stations at anew level

Fully ustomized in under 30 days
Easier to use than PowerPoint, yet far
more sophisticated
Update graphs and charts in minutes
without special software knowledge
Close prospects more quickly and
up- sell existing clients
Modular so you can add teatui
they're needed

us

Starting at just S3,000
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"The client was .St) impressed with ( nil
ShareBuilder presentation that he
called in five other managers to sit in
on the meeting and asked the AE to
start the presentation all over!"
Chris Kropp, SM, KTCL, Denver

To learn more, please contact:
Ms. Joanne Callow
Cimarron International, Inc.
10630 E. Bethany Dr. — Suite A
Aurora, CO 80014
303.369.0500 x114
jcallow@cimintl.com
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SalesINK
PRACTICAL HANDS-ON SELLING TIPS AND IDEAS

Establishing Buyer
Confidence
1. Be completely prepared.
2. Involve the prospect early in the presentation.
3. Have something in writing to help build
credibility about your station.
4. Tell astory about how you helped anther account.
5. Use areferral.
6. Drop names of larger customers or of the prospect's
3mpetitors.
7. Emphasize along-term relationship.
urce Jeffrey Grlomer

Sell Substance To Auto Dealers ...

Not Just Spots

As the saying goes, "ACEO would give his right arm for
an original idea." Car dealers over the country are singing
the same tune. Offer promotions that are not merely fluff.
1. Have areason for asale or promotion. What does
3red-hot and rollin', super sizzlin' summer meltdown"
really mean? What benefits does it offer abuyer? None.
2. Plan the promotion in advance and build it around inventory. Most dealers buy media, then look out the window to see what they have on the lot. Convince dealers to
work in advance.
3. Cross-promote. Adinner for two with atest drive is not
incentive. It's cheap.
4. Take advantage of natural sales times. Memorial Day,
Labor Day, Christmas and New Year's are when people
spend money.
5. Forget the remotes, hot dogs and T-shirts. Make your
promotion mean something to the buyer.
6. Steal ideas. Research other cities. Find out what
dealers are doing in other markets. Call your fellow
salespeople.

HOW WOULD YOU
HANDLE THIS SCENARIO?
A Radio station in Des Moines, Iowa, wrote to Radio Ink with the following problem.
"A 10-year client recently stopped advertising with our Radio station.
She said that we were bumping commercials from her regular schedule.
"We bumped her commercials because we got buys from national
and regional accounts at amuch higher rate. We notified her each time
we bumped her spots, but after the fourth time in the last 18 months,
she told us she had just had enough.
'Then, the client called our rep into her office and went ballistic
on him. She was
absolutely right. We
messed up badly, and
in the process, we lost a
$20,000/year account
and a great relationship. Her exact comment was, 'I'm taking
my Radio business to a
station that appreciates
my money. ,
What would you have
done in this situation?
E-mail your comments to
edryan@Radioink.com .

,ource Chuck Straley

Sell With These Stats
Since 1990, the buying power of African-Americans
has grown 73 percent. This is according to areport authored by Ray Hockstein, Interep's Research Director. Hockstein's figures include the following:
HOT TIP ILLUSTRATION BY DAVID WANDER.

•Income of African-American families has grown 300
percent from 1970 to 1995;
•More than one in five African-American families now
earn more than $50,000 per year;
•One in eight Americans are African-American
13 percent of the population.
According to Hockstein, " Each year, it becomes increasingly evident that the black consumer base in this
country is an extremely important target for advertisers.
both in size and spending power."
norm: Interep

SALES MEETING IDEA- STARTERS
Here are three scenarios you can throw out to your sales team to
stimulate conversation at asales meeting.
I. How do you overcome this objection? "You did not come in at
the cost per point we were looking for, so that's why you are not
on the buy."
2. Have each salesperson come up with 10 new ways to prospect
'for new clients. Give them 10 to 15 minutes to create alist.
3. You know one of your sales reps has aproblem with constantly
interrupting clients during asales call. You've seen it happen (you
do make 'mils with your reps, don't you?). Discuss the importance
of listening to clients. Have your team come up with alist of 10
ways to " listen actively" during asales call.

"The three great essentials to achieve anything worthwhile are: first, hard work; second, stick-to-itiveness; third, common sense." ThomasEdisot,
RADIO INK — AUGUST 30, I999
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SALES

— not one, but always two — so they
can give the prospect achoice.

How To Master The Sales Game
A5-Step Plan
by Sean Luce

A

rc you astudent of the sales game?' Iused to think that sales boiled down
to three elements: t) qualifying prospects ; 2) determining the prospects'
needs ;and 3) influencing them to part with their money so they can invest
in your product in order to increase their business.
To me, this was sales. Yet, over the years, Ihave found that there are many
more elements to the sales game. Here are five techniques that you should be
using as you reach for the stars in Radio sales.
Public Relations Firm. Most of us can't hire apublic relations company, but
you can be your own. When you walk into aroom, is your presence noticed? People should know who you are.
Leading image conFultants tell us that acustomer will form IIdifferent impressions about you in the first seven seconds that you meet.
Pick up one of Letitia Bafdridge's books on professional etiquette. Remember,
clothes dot* make the man. or woman, but they sure go along way in saying
who you are and what you stand for. -

4

Self-knowledge. Self-knowledge
leads to self-mastery. A samurai
maxim says, "The greatest warrior
is the one who conquers himself."
Self-knowledge means reading
everything there is to know about your
field. Watch every videotape and listen to
every audiotape, then execute those techniques. Study and master the Internet.

5

Master Questioning. What is your
percentage of information- based
questions vs. problem- related
questions? Most of us ask 80 percent information- based questions on the first call. Instead, make it
a 50-50 split between informationbased and problem- related questions.
If you don't get to the problem, you
can't find the solution.
Hall of Fame basketball player Larry
Bird said that he always tried to elevate his
Attitude. When interviewing Michael Jordan at the Houston Summit
one evening, Iasked him, " What do you think about before you take the
game, every game, one game at atime, by
court every night in tl* NBA?" He answered, "The only thing Ithink
mastering his techniques on the court. You
about is that the onlylperson ,
4fio has any business on that court is
can do the same. à
ME." Take that attitude with you every day and see what abetter performance
Sean Luce is the Head
you will give.
National Instructor for the
Luce Performance Group. He
Idea Generation. Are you using spec commercials 7If you're not, how are you
may be reached at 888-369presenting your product? If you buy acar, do you usually buy it without a 1345 or by e-mail at
test drive? The same goes for Radio sales. The superstars use spec campaigns LuceSe@AOL.com

2
3

There's bad radio ratings and
there's bad radio rating surveys.
A flawed survey isn't going to give you anything you
can use. Find out where you stand with an accurate
and in depth survey. It's what we do better than
anyone. Call Willhight Research for ratings you
can count on.

"IN
Willhight Research, Inc
Audience Measurement Surveys

Seattle, WA • 206-431-8430
FAX 206-431-0603 • e-mail dbhaste@aol.com
www.willhightresearchinc.com
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NONTRADITIONAL REVENUE

Juicing Up Your
Station's Revenue
The Nantucket Nectar Way
by Bob Davis

N

ew product introductions are the
lifeblood of developing NTR manufacturing direct programs. Nantucket Nectars was started by Tom First
and Tom Scott, otherwise known as 'The
Juice Guys." In just 10 years, they have
expanded their operation from selling
their juice on aboat in Nantucket Harbor to becoming ajuice company with
sales of over $60 million.
Their new products are called
"Squeezed Nectars." They are not- fromconcentrate juices, and like their other
products, they are all- natural. Squeezed
Ntctars come in five flavors.
The company is introducing the nectars by apromotion with Trans World
Entertainment. It's a . redemption program: Consumers get $2.50 off their next
compact disc when they bring in five
Squeezed Nectar purple bottle caps. Participating retailers include Coconuts,
Camelot Music, Record Town, Specs,
Strawberries, and The Wall.
This introduction goes along with
Nantucket Nectars' tradition of " Quality Juice Evolution Solution." QJES is
their commitment to improve and adapt
to provide the best juice possible.
Squeezed Nectars will be positioned as
a high- quality product with unique
packaging and will be marketed along
with Nantucket Nectars juice, juice
cocktails, lemonades and tea lines.
Nantucket Nectars is carried by distributors that sell other juice and water products. The line is sold in 33 states. For a
complete listing and more information, check
out their Website at wwwjuiceguys.com. In
addition to listing the states in which
their juices are sold, the Website also
provides the names of retailers and the
cities that carry their products.
These guys believe in Radio. The ads
they are using to "break" Squeezed Nectars
feature their grandmothers You can listen

RADIO INK — AUGUST 30, 1999

to asample on their Web page. Their homespun, off-the-cuff Radio ads really work, and
their first ads won aMercury award for excellence in Radio advertising. According to
Tom and Tom, "Whenever we do Radio ads, the results are phenomenal."
Get in touch with them and develop apromotion that will tie into their redemption program. Or, develop asampling program for them. You
also might look at developing acause- related program. Nantucket Nectars supports the " Do Something Coast- to- Coast Challenge."
For more information, log onto www.dosomething.org.
To reach Bob Davis at Sell Thru Marketing, call
bobdaviçq_finfi.net

757-722-9170

or e-mail

TOP OF M IND AWARENESS - M ARKET SHARE

Where do businesses rank
in the minds of consumers
in your market?
Want to know?
THEY DO !!
ATOMA Survey is the most powerful sales tool available to the broadcast industry.
:n fact...it's the first and only measurement of advertising effectiveness. The TOMA
survey is abusiness report card. Sell new clients. Up-sell current clients.
"Have generated over $300,000 in new sales in 8weeks...
definitely worth the investment'
Christian Miller, Sales Manager
West Virginia Radio Corp., Charleston, WV
(304) 342-8131
Call TOMA Research Today:

800-597-9798
Larry A. Messick

VP Broadcast Division

To subscribe, cog 1-800-610-5771
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Radio, the Mobile Medium
Automotive
manufacturers,
pay attention. Detpoit, you better stop
retooling those factories and start building cars based on women's lifestyles.
While American men are buying foreign imports in droves, American
women ( 74 percent) continue to buy
American. Women already make up 50
percent of passenger-car buyers, and 41
percent of all vehicle buyers, including
light trucks. And you can rest assured
these percentages are only going to
increase. Remember, an automobile is a
Radio with four wheels

Radio's Biggest Opportunity
Working Women
by Bill Burton

W

orking women are apowerful and influential source in our economy Working
women spend 63 percent of their media time with Radio. Check arourd your
own workplace to see how real this number is. Women have gained power from
the boardroom to be elected leaders. Women have now served in most Çah net posts,
and we have our first woman secretary of state and attorney general.
Women are better educated, graduating more than men from either high
school or college, and are in high- paying fields, such as law, medicine, veterinary
medicine, and accounting. Nearly 25 percent of all married women in America earn
more than their husbands.
Numbers to Sell by:
• 46% of the work force (
60,800,000 people) are working women.
• 8 million own their own businesses.
• $2.3 trillion are generated by women- owned businesses.
• 53% of all shareholders are women.
•80% of all checks are written by women.
• 86% of the wealth of the nation is controlled by women.
Nobody's Home
The packaged-goods people and other heavy users of daytime TV have
long been chasing the so-called housewife. The problem is, she's no longer at home.
She's the working woman, and outside of New York, she's going to work in an automobile and listening to Radio. Radio has the inside track to reach these on- the- go
working women because they're in the fast lane, dropping kids off at daycare, going
to the cleaners, the supermarket etc. Generally speaking, the busier people are, the
better prospects they make.
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Working Women are Heavy Radio Listeners
Last year, an Interep study based on
Simmons Research concluded that
Radio reaches 80 percent of women in
all key buying demographics weekly.
More than half of all working women
work outside the home — 72 percent
when you look at women aged 25-54.
The report finds that women are 21
percent more likely to be heavy Radio listeners than the average adult. When
indexed for adults 18+, Radio at a121 index
beats out women's magazines ( 115), newspapers ( 110), cable (
95), and broadcast television (77). In capturing the attention of
working women, Radio reaches all female
demos, working and nonworking, with the
highest reach in the 18-to-44 range.
LISA Today recently pointed out
what 25-54 women and men do while
surfing the Internet: 62 percent listen to
Radio. So Radio not only gets you while
you're on the move, but it also becomes an
interactive medium that allows you to get
the commercial to buyers at the same time
they're on their computers.
The explosion in technology, coupled with women in the work force, has
set up adynamic springboard to have far
greater influence than ever before. You
can now reach this busy female consumer
in her home, in her workplace, in her
automobile and on her computer. Use
Radio to target your message to this evergrowing and important female audience,
and your place in the new millennium
will be an immeasurable success. tà
Bill Burton is President of the Detroit
Radio Advertising Group. He may be reached at
248-614-7244.
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EVENTS CALENDAR

ARBITRON DATES
Summer 1999: July 1-Sept. 22
Fall 1999: Sept. 23- Dec. 15
Winter 2000: Jan. 6- Mar. 29
Spring 2000: Mar. 30-June 21

AUGUST
Aug. 31- Sept. 3 — 1999 NAB Radio Show, Orlando, FL
202-115-3527, Website: www.nab.org

SEPTEMBER
Sept. 8-10 — Women in Cable & Telecommunications' Executive
Development Seminar, Loveland. CO
It 312-634-2330
Sept. 9-12 — Michigan Assoc. of Broadcasters Annual
Conference, Mackinac Island, MI
is 517-484-7444,
Website: wwwmichmab.com
Sept. 10-12 — American Women in Radio and Television 48th
Annual Convention, Washington, DC
tr 703-506-3290
Sept. 10-14 — International Broadcasting Convention,
Amsterdam tr +44-171-240-3839
(contact: Joanne Jones)
Sept. 13 — Canadian Country Music Awards (Canadian Country
Music Assn.), Ottawa, Ontario
ir 905-850-1144 (contact: Sheila Hamilton),
Website: www.ccma.org
Sept. 15-17 — North Dakota Broadcasters Convention, Minot, ND
tr 701-258-1332
Sept. 15-18 — National Conference of Editorial Writers 53rd
Annual Convention, Denver
tr 301-984-3015
Sept. 16 — Southern California Broadcasters Assoc.
RADIOFEST ' 99, Burbank, CA
✓
r 323-938-3100
Sept. 16-18 — Tennessee Broadcasters Convention.
Chattanooga
a 615-399-3791
Sept. 22-23 — Arbitron 101 PD Seminar, Columbia, MD
as 972-385-5357 (contact: Bob Michaels)
Sept. 22-24 — Broadcast Technology Society DEEE)49th Annual
Technology Symposium, Washington, DC
tr 703-591-0110
Sept. 23 — International Radio & Television Society Foundation
(IRTSF) Newsmaker Luncheon, New York
tr 212-867-6650, Website: www.irts.org
Sept. 24 — Alaska Broadcasters Convention, Fairbanks, AK
tr 907-258-2424
Sept. 29-30 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn. Fall Conference,
Indianapolis
tr 317-573-0119, Website: yamlndianabroaduasters.org
Sept. 29-Oct. 2 — Radio-Television News Directors Assoc.
International Conference and Exhibition, Charlotte, NC
rx 202-659-6510, Website: www.rtnda.orghlnda
Sept. 30-Oct. 1 — Washington Broadcasters Convention,
Bellevue, WA
rr 360-705-0774
Sept. 30-Oct. 2 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters Canvention,
Medford, OR
ir 541-343-2101, Website: www.or-broadcasters.org

OCTOBER
Oct. 3-5 - Society of Professional Journalists National
Convention, Indianapolis, IN
tr 765-653-3333
Website: www.spj.org/
Oct. 4-6 — North American Broadcasters Assoc. NANBA-EBU
Radio Conference, Montreal, Canada
rr 416-598-9877 or E-mail: pferreira@tvo.org;
Website:www.TVO.org/NANBA
Oct. 4-7 — NAB Satellite Uplink Seminar, Washington, DC
It 541-343-2101
Oct. 5-7 — NAB Education Foundation Journalism Seminar.
Atlanta
tr 202-775-3527, Website: www.nab.org
Oct. 12-13 — Ohio Broadcasters Convention, Coldmbus, OH
ir 614-228-4052
Oct. 12-15 -- Radio Ink Internet Conference,
Silicon Valley, CA
tr 800-610-5771,
Website: www.radioink.com/conference
Oct. 14 - Arbitron's "Beyond the Basics" PD Seminar, Orlando, FL
sr 972-385-5357 (contact: Bob Michaels)
Oct. 14-15 — New Hampshire Broadcasters Convention,
Bedford, NH
rr 603-472-9800
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Oct. 15-17 — First MusicBiz 2005 futurist music conference,
San Francisco
tr 415-221-0894 or e-mail to Mfo@hatschek.com
Oct. 16-19 — Electronic Retailing Assoc. 1999 Annual
Conference, Las Vegas
IT 202-289-6462
Oct. 19 — IRTSF Newsmaker Luncheon, New York
Tr 212-867-6650, Website: wwwirts.org
Oct. 19-21 — Society of Broadcast Engineers National Meeting.
Madison, WI
tr 317-253-1640
Oct. 20-23 — National Broadcast Assoc. for Community Affairs
Annual Convention, Minneapolis
tr 202-857-1155
Oct. 21 -- Bayliss Foundation Media Roast, New York,
tr 831-624-1536, Ext. 240
Oct. 21 — Connecticut Broadcasters Convention, Farmington
rr 860-633-5031
Oct. 23-25 — NAB European Radio Operations Conference,
Brussels, Belgium IT 202-775-3527, Website: www.nab.org
Oct. 27-31 — Collegiate Broadcasters Inc. (tied to College
Media Advisors), National Conference, Atlanta
IT 716-395-5626
Oct. 31- Nov. 2 — Canadian Association of Broadcasters Annual
Convention, Montreal
se 613-233-4035. Website: www.cab-acr.ca/welcome.htm

FAMOUS
SUCCESSFUL
BIG NAME
CELEBRITIES
and they're all yours for

NOVEMBER
Nov. 3-5 — 3rd Radio Ink Radio Vendors Summit,
Delray Beach, FL
tr800-610-5771, Website: ynintradioink.com
Nov. 10-11 — Arbitron's " Beyond the Basics' PD Seminar
(includes Arbitron University), Columbia, MD
sr 972-385-5357 (contact: Bob Michaels)
Nov. 10-14 — National Assoc. of Farm Broadcasters Annual
Convention, Kansas City, MO
a 612-224-0508, Website: www.natb.com

DECEMBER
Dec. 10 — (New York Market Radio) NYMRAD's Christmas Party,
New York City,
tr 212-808-4330

YEAR 2000
Jan. 6-9 — 2000 International CES (Consumer Electronics
Manufacturers Assoc.), Las Vegas
tr 703-907-7500
Feb. 5-6 — National Religious Broadcasters 57th Annual NRB
Convention & Exposition, Anaheim, CA
ir 703-330-7000, Website: www.nrb.com
Feb. 16-19 — RAB 2000, Denver
•zr 972-753-6740, Website: www.rab.com
Feb. 21-23 — Great Lakes Broadcasting Conference, Lansing, Mi
a 517-484-07444, Website: www.michmab.com
March 1-4 — CRS 2000, Country Radio Seminar, Nashville, TN
tr 615-327-4487, Website: vffidv.crb.org
March 1-5 — Canadian Music Week, Toronto
tr 416-695-9236
April 10-13 — NAB 2000, Las Vegas
sr 202-775-3527, Website: www.nab.org/
May 21-24 — Broadcast Cable Financial Management 40th
Annual Conference, San Diego, CA
rr 847-296-0200
Sept. 13-16 — Radio-Television News Directors Assoc.
Conference & Exhibition, Minneapolis
tr 202-659-6510
Sept. 20-23 — NAB Radio Show, San Francisco
is 202-775-3527, Website: www.nab.org

MARK YOUR CALENDAR
Oct. 12-15, 1999, Silicon Valley, CA

Radio Ink
Internet
Conference

For information
call 800-610-5171.
www.radioink.com/conference

To subscribe, coil 1-800-610-5771

SUCCESS Qte
More than 365 motivating and
inspiring minute- length features
spotlighting the success strategies
of the world's most famous people.
Convenient daily format.
Call now and listen to asample.
Available for local sponsorship.
Advertiser friendly - highly saleable.
Inquire about market availability.
Receive afax on demand order form

Toll free BIN 5116 4440
momentum rnedia
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PROMOTION PLANNER ideas you should start planning NOW

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

OUICKFIXT'
"Nuts & Bolts Party" -- National Singles Week typically
comes the third week in September. for the occasion, the station will have asingles night at aclub, hotel or restaurant
with afun way to match listeners. Host anuts-and- bolts
party. Give the single girls anot with anumber; give single
guys abolt with anumber. They have to walk around the bar
and find their match. As they find their match, the two wilt be
interviewed onstage for all to see. People who hit it off will
gather at the end and play games for free dinners, movies etc.
"Hardest Worker in America" -- The station will host a
contest to find the hardest-workiog person in America. One
person will write why aco-workei shpuld win. Both the *ark& and the co-worker will win big prize provided by the station and asponsor.

PLANAHEAD
"Prize Cassettes" — This promotion will get foot traffic into
an electronic store (or any retailer) and promote the Radio
station. The station will give away "WXYZ Prize Cassettes" on
the air. Prizes will range from dinners to cortert tickets, and
there would be one grand prize. Winners wit go tothe retailer,
choose their cassettes, and listen for what prizes ! hey have
won. Host aremote and give the first XPof listeners acassette. The station will produce the ce.settes with music. promos, and station information along with the prize. Listeners
should keep the cassette.

THE BIG PLAN

DATES TO REMEMBER
1
National Day Without Crime
4
Newspaper Carrier Dad
6
Labor Day
8
National Fight Procrastination Day
11
Rosh Hashanah
12
Video Games Day
Grandparents Day
National Pet Memorial Day
13
National Boss/Employee rycnange Day
13-19 National Housekeeper Week
15
Begins Hispanic Heritzge Month
National Caregivers Day
17
Citizenship Day
National Waitress Day
17-23 Constitution Week
18
National Kids Day
19-25 National Dog Week
Religious Freedom Week
Singles Week
National Farm Safety Week
National Music Appreciation Wee
20
Yom Kippur
22
1st Day of Fall
Dear Diary Day
22
End Summer Arbitron
23-26 National Imperfection Week
23
Begin Fall Arbitron
National Win With Courtesy Day
25
National One Hit Wonder Day
27
National Hunting & Fisbinz Day

Tattoo Parlor
:60 Outrageous Ink Tattoo
Anncr: January 17th, 1996. Alovesick young man by
the name of Timmy strolls in to Outrageous Ink Tattoo to
declare his devotion to the love of his life, Rachel. Three
months later ... (
sfx: slap) Female: Jerk. Anncr: They
decided to see other people. November of that same
year, our Timmy has again laden in love. This time, its
Veronica. Certain of their love, he goes to Outrageous.
Ink Tattoo. Shortly after that ... (
six: slap) Female: Jerk.
Anncr: They became 'just friends.' Ever the romantic, in
March of this very year, the fair Barbara captured his
affection. Once again, our Timmy went to Outrageous
Ink Tattoo to forever display their love. However, just a
few weeks ago ... (
sfx: slap) Female: Jerk. Anncr: They
began to drift apart. But, don't worry, Timmy.
Outrageous Ink Tattoo, on Nicholasville Road, special izas in cover-up tattoos. There's no need to live with a
tattoo that you don't want. Cover it up with anew one.
They also do great original art work, or you can pick
from the wall. Always safe. Always clean. Outrageous
Ink Tattoos on Nicholasville Road. Open Monday through
Saturday. 3till 11.
Jason Phillips, Jacor Broadcasting, Lexington, Ky.

Shoe Store
:30 Brunswig's Shoe Store
(sfx: door opening) Woman: Whaf an Earth ... ?! Man:
(gasping, out of breath) Ijust ... had to ... run over ...

"Coma the Country" or "Count the Nits" — This contest is
des;oed to be d major lime Spent Listening contest for the
Rejio stet an! Listeners are told when to begin aperiod of time
icr ourtteig Country or the Hits. To win the prize then, they are
toid other, to stop counting and call to tell the number at songs
plaed. An winners can be registered to win agrand prize.
Heath, it would be best to give $ 106 (dial position) to each
winner, have aclient provide other major prias, trips, ar corear'
tickets; elrand prize should be abig trip, cruise, cash or acar.
Example: 'It's time to play 'Count the Country' Count the number of Country hits, beginning now until I
tell you to stcp...then
be the sixth caller, tell me the correct number, and you will win a
cellular car phone with 1,000 free minutes, plus you will be reg istered for the trip for four to Hawaii." At 710 a.m.. give the con
test playing times for the day. Tie in clients who will post at their
locations the times the counting will begin.

DATES TO REMEMBER
1-5
3-9

4
4-8
14
10-16

II
15
16
17-23
19
19-23
22
24
24-30

25
31

No Salt Week
Fire Prevention Week
Get Organized Week
Mental Illness Awareness Week
Child Health Day
National Customer Service
Week
National Dessert Day
Home- Based Business Week
National School Lunch Week
National Pet Peeve Week
National Coming Out Day
Columbus Day
Grouch Day
Bosses Day
Sweetest Day
National School Bus Safety Week
Evaluate Your Life Day
National Business Winans Week
33rd Country Music Award!
United Nations Day
Mother-in-law Day •
National Consumers Week
Make aDifference Day
Halloween
Daylight Savings Time Ends

DATES TO REMEMBER
1-7
Drug-Free Babies Week
2
Skeptics Day
Election Day
3
Sandwich Day
6
Sadie Hawkins Day
7
New York City Marathon
11
Veterans Day
12
National Young Readers Day
14-20 American Education Week
15
American Enterprise Day
18
Great American Smoke-out
National Clean Out Your Refrigerator Day
19
Have-A- Bad - Day Day
21
World Hello Day
21-27 National Adoption Week
22
National Stop the Violence Day
25
Thanksgiving Day
26
Busiest Shopping Day

'Radio Ink assumes no responsibility for,!lie innbility of tbe prornoticn, mentioned Stations are advised to check
'pith legal counsel regarding legality and pos,ihIc lonely Sdk, P 0 110'10“ Planner is compiled by Kin, Stiles, creak.
the Promiguinal Marketing Planncr She may be retched by Phone or fax at 770-974-6590 or by e-mail at
,
om
,

Brunswig's ... sale! Twenty-five percent off al: current
styles of Nike track, running flats. hasetall, and Little
League shoes! Best prices around! If you see ... ad ..:
with abetter price on ... sanie style of shoe ... bring it
in! Brunswig's will beat it! No wonder they've been in
business for over ahundred years! Woman:
Erunswig's Shoe Store on Market in Chehalis? I've
already been there. Man: What??!!! Woman: Yeah, I
was about to go running in my new shoe. Wanna
come? (
sfx: sigh and loud thump, as if man faint?,d)
Heather Helling, KELA AM/FM, Centralia. Wash.

Boat Dealer
:60 Van's Sport Shop
tackground: Love Boat theme an beginning__ The
love boat, soon will be making another run) (
sfx:
Authentic #91 — surf throughout spot) Julie: (
very
perky) Gee, Captain Stubing. Why so glun.? Capt.: ( in
slight Brooklyn accent) Idunno, Jalie. Being out on the
open water just isn't as much fun as it used to be
Julie: Gee! And you're the captain of the grooviest
boat in the world! Capt.: ( sobbing) Iknow ... Iknow.
Julie: (
really excited) Hey, look! It's Caesar Romero!
Caesar: Hello, Icouldn't help overbearmg Captain,
have you ever been to Van's Sport Shop in Minerva?
Van's is the factory outlet for Play Time and Sea Ark
Boats. Van's specializes in deck boats, fishing Doafs,
VC's, pontoons, and runabouts. They're open Monday
through Saturday. Van's Sport Shop in Minerva will get
you back on the water, having fun again ir no tme!

To subscribe, call 1-800-o10 5771

,

Julie and Capt.: Wow! (
background: Love Boat music
underneath for tag) Anncr:
Right now at Van's Sport Shop
— a16-foot aluminum
fishing boat with console
and 9.9 horsepower motor
— only 4,399 plus dealer
prep, tax and title; and, an
1800 I/O with 135 horsepower Volvo and trailer — onii,
9,299 plus dealer prep, tax and title. See you at Van's'
Jeff Lauer, WZKL-FM/WDPN-AM, Canton, Ohic

Dry Cleaners
:30 Loohn's Cleaners
(sfx: cash register, ringing up) Man: Okay. Ma'am ...
that's one broomstick skirt, two matching tops, one
casual-wear dress, three pairs of front- pleated pants
two cotton- knit- blend blazers and one rayon-lycra
blend vest??? Woman: Yes ... that's correct. Man: Your
total, with tax, is 789 dollars and 22 cents. Woman:
(screams ... faints) Man: Ma'am??? Are yoa okay??
Ma'am? Anncr: With the high cost of even casual
clothes these days, keeping them in the best shape
possible will make them last longer, with the help of
Loohn's Diamond Cleaners! Even if they're machinewashables, bring ' em to Loohn's Diamond Cleaners!
Dry cleaning is not expensive; it's an investment!!
Patricia LaBarge, Corning SabreCom Inc., Elmira, N.Y.
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MOVERS & SHAKERS
MARILYN A. KUSHAK

REGINALD EDWARD

JAY KEAY

Marilyn Kushak has joined

THOMAS

Jay Keay has been named

the board of directors of the

Reginald Thomas has been

to the newly created posi-

NAB. Kushak is a partner

named General Manager

tion, Managing Director for

and major shareho:der in

of Radio Disney KYOK-AM

infinity Promotions Group

Midwest Farniiy Broadcast-

in Houston. Thomas has

in New York. He previously

ers' WMAY, WNNS, WQLZ Radio stations.

15 years' Radio experience, most recently

served as Director of Business Develop-

She is VP of sales and marketing.

with the Seven Hills in Moscow, Russia.

ment for CBS Radio stations in New York.

Thomas was also the Vice President of In-

SEND US YOUR PICTURES If you have anew employee or someone at your station has been promoted. please send us agood-quality in- focus, color
photograph accompanied by apress release Mail
to. Movers & Shakers, Radio Ink magazine, 224 Datura Street. Suite 701. West Palm Beach, FL 33401.
Attention Mary Crawley

ROSEMARY ZIMMERMAN

ternational Sales for Metromedia Inter-

Rosemary Zimmerman, a

national Inc.'s Radio group in Eastern

20-year Radio veteran, has

Europe. He began his career in 1984 as

been appointed NSM of

an AE in Baltimore.

Jefferson- Pilot Communications Company's WLYF
and WMXJ in South Florida. She will be

I

responsible for all national sales revenues.
GRANT WOODS

,
st;'
1

I

Former Arizona Attorney
General Grant Woods will
be featured on Chancellor
Media Corporation's KFYI
Phoenix, Arizona, MondayFriday during afternoon drive. The drivetime Talk show will address issues including
politics, law, lifestyles and sports.The program will also incorporate some of Woods'
most popular features over the years, including the granting of the "Woody" to the
week's biggest knucklehead, regular essays
in Generally Speaking, and the appearance
at regular guests, including The Amazing
Herbie, the World's Greatest Shoeshine Man.
TREY BENDER
Trey Bender has joined OneOn-One Sports as aSportsFlash!! anchor. He will provide
sports updates for the network. Bender has previously
worked as aRadio Sports reporter and Sports
director, and has play-by-play broadcasting ex-

One-On-One Sports Salutes
This Month's New Teammates.
KKGM - AM1250

WMFR - AM1230
Greensboro, NC

Sheldon, IA

WJCI - AM1460

WTMS - AM1560

WSPQ - AM1330

WENG - AM1530

KSBQ - AM1480

Kansas City, MO
Champaign, IL

Melbourne, FL

Englewood, FL

Santa Maria, CA

KIWA - AM1550

Springville, NY

WALQ - AM1420
Wilson, NC

With One- On-One Sports, our newest affiliates can now offer their
listeners no- holds- barred sports talk between our entertaining
personalities, opinionated listeners, and the biggest newsmakers in
sports. To find out what One- On-One Sports programming can do
for your station, call us today.

For Information, Call Chuck Duncan 847.509.1661

perience in TV and Radio.
SUE OSIER

SPORTS

Sue Osier has been named
Executive in Charge of Har-

(Ctnecenletn

ris Broadcast Communications Division's Operation

TAKING YOU BEYOND THE GAME

and Manufacturing Center

www. 1on 1sports.com

in Quincy, Illinois. She will continued to serve
as Director of Manufacturing and Quality for
Harris' Quincy facilities in addition to assuming responsibility for the day-to-day management of Harris' largest operation.
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one on one'

411#1 s
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WNRB Boston, MA
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KCTD Los Angeles, CA

WJWR New York, NY

lanCile
PORTS

RVI94.31

WJKL Chicago, IL

To subscnbe, call 1-800-610-5771
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World

Weather

Sports

Money

Showbiz

Countr

WHEN IT COMES TO
BREAKING NEWS,
Does your wire service
measure up?
In one year, over 600 radio stations have made Metro Source their source for
news. When news breaks, we're on-the-scene reporting from wherever events
are unfolding.
Metro Source affiliates receive special reports, long-form coverage, customized
feeds, and integrated text and audio at the click of abutton.
ONLY METRO SOURCE PROVIDES AFFILIATES:

•Breaking news with the local angle
•Extensive assortment of show prep material
•Format specific text and over 1000 audio cuts per day
•On-the-scene reporting
•Local, regional, national and international news
•Sports, weather and entertainment news
AND MUCH MORE...

Only one service gives you all this. For more information or aMetro Source demonstration
call 1-800-800-NEWS.
0*1

METRO SOURCE

The Successor to the Traditional Wire

Experts Say 40-60% of Radio Revenue will be
lb Thie Internet!
Preserve Your Career Before It's Too Late!

eRADIO
l
INK.

MINIM
CONFERENCE

Come Hear the

Truth "out

Radio and the Internet.

Are You Ignoring The Threat Of
The Internet On Radio?
Broadcast.com recently sold for $ 6.8 billion to Yahoo.

where we're going

Yahoo! creates Yahoo Radio with Spinner.com.
AOL buys Spinner.com Internet Radio for $ 400 million.
Search engine Lycos forms Lycos Radio.
Viacom buys Imagine Radio for millions to form VH1 and MTV Radio.

October 12-15, 1999

Rolling Stone forms Rolling Stone Radio;

artist

David Bowie to program stations.

CMG' to invest $ 100 million to rival Broadcast.com with I- Cast.

\reUg5,'

GTE and Sun Microsystems partner with WebRadio.com.

Santa Clara Convention Center
www.radioink.com/conference

Motorola/Cisco create world's largest wireless Internet, investing billions.
Microsoft/Qualcomm form wireless knowledge to broadcast Internet Radio.
Procter & Gamble says it is shifting 2/3 of its $ 3 billion ad budget to Internet.
Sony Records creates downloadable CD- quality audio sites in MPEG III audio.
Internet population in America grows from 22 million to 110 million in four years.
50% of U.S. population between ages 16-34 use Internet.
17% of those over age 50 use Internet.
43% ( 34 million) of Internet users are women.
64% of online shoppers are male.
71% of online purchasers are male.
48 million shopped on the Web — up 37% in one year.
20 million purchased products on the Web — up 100 percent.
Internet advertising in 1998 hit . 9 billion ( 112% increase), exceeding
billboard advertising.
Expected Internet advertising by 2002: $ 8.9 billion.
7.3 billion e- mails 2re sent daily.

Gold Sponsor...

• 320 million Internet users worldwide by 2002.

Microsoft®

MI 35% of U.S. population on Internet.
II 33% of U.S. households on Internet ( 56% by 2003).
• $ 38 billion spent on e- commerce last year.

Event Sponsors...
FR

cl

• 16 million households use online banking.

_C

(Dry Ç

snap.com
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ME-DIA CORP
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Media Sponsors...
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II 10% of Americans use Internet ,or banking, investing and regular purchasing.
• Dell sells $ 18 million per day on Internet.
• There are 7 million Websites.
• There are 45,000 advertising- supported Websites.
• 19% have listened to online Radio ( up 22% over last year).
• 13% sperd less time with Radio due to Internet usage.
• Auto-By-Tel.com sells $ 1million per hour in auto sales online every day.
• Dot- corn advertising to do $ 200 million in 1999.
• $ 1million made by one Radio station in 1999 online with no spots.
• One station made $ 600,000 on two Internet- only brand extension stations.

Face It:
Your
Future
is the
Internet
By B. Eric Rhoads,

Publisher, Radio Ink

See These Top Internet
(If you are not familiar with these names

a

tvirtually every

Radio conference, I
watch as tightlyknotted
crowds pack themselves into
rooms and Isay to myself,
"They're about to discuss the
Internet." Later, Istand unseen in
the doorway and listen as Radio's
own " Internet experts" spew
weird and dangerous misinformation.1 can almost hear the audiencthinking, " Is the Internet a
threat to Radio, or is it an opportunity?" After listening awhile, I
shake my head sadly and walk
away. It's never pleasant to watch
the blind leading the blind.
Seated in the audience, Istudy all
the faces in the room. I've never
seen any of these people before.
There's not asingle Radio face
anywhere, but that stands to reason; I'm part of an Internet conference at Stanford University, a
conference attended by only the
movers and shakers of the
Internet. These are the real guys
— the bad boys you read about
— not abunch of " Internet
wannabes." Within the first hour,
Imake up my mind: "
Radio Ink is
going to host the first Internet
conference for Radio and H•
going to hire these same Inter net
geniuses to focus their after" , on the unique opportunit,,• ,.
challenges facing Radio. It's time
for Radio to move into the
next millennium."
The experts at The Radio Ink
Internet Conference will explain
in detail the convergence of the
Internet with Radio, e-commerce,
streaming audio and traditional
advertising. The primary focus of
the conference will be income
generation for Radio. Learn how
Radio can best capture the
opportunities the Net offers in
sales, promotion and programming. This conference, unlike any
Raft conference there's ever
been, will be strictly limited to
607 attendees. No tape recorders
will be allowed.
I've spent most of the past 14
months attending Internet conferences, trying to grasp its meaning
to Radio. I
want you to come and
learn the truth.

Mark Cuban
EC)/ Found( r

ciroadcast com

Plus ••
Terry Simpson,

YO OM. corn
Amy VanHook,
Susquehanna Interactive
Mike Weiss,
Former Ve WebRadio.com
Kristin Gordon,
Radio In Interr, ,tEditor
Chad Meisinger,
CEO, First Internet Media
Brad Brunell,
Microsoft
Nathan " Bill" Pearson,
CEO, RadioWave.com '
Mitch Ribak,
Internet Community
Concepts
Adam Guild,
Interep Interactive
Cathy Taylor,
Editor AdWeek IQ
Brian Glicklich,
Premiere Radio Networks
Interactive
John Rizzuti,
CEO, Rizzuti.com
Gary Fries,
President, Radio
Advertising Bureau

And more than
50 other experts!

Will Poole

Kevin Ryan

Chris Kitse

Senior Executive

Pres;dent/C EO
DoubieClick

CEO
NBC interactive

Microsoft

Cutting-Edge Internet Sessions
▪ The Internet's Effect on Radio's Top
Spending Categories
Hear Internet companies who are targeting some of Radio's biggest advertiser categories, and how they intend to convert
that business to the Internet. Learn the
erres on your local advertisers, how they
.could be nurt and how they wi'l be
helped. Thtsisession will enable you tc
gke your advertiser:, an edge regarding
the Internet and understand how these
categories car change.
• Radio's Biggest Emerging Category:
DJt-Com Advertisers
Tejo years ago, they didn't exist on Radio;
suddenly, dot-corn 'advertisers are spend.ing millions or Rad o. Why - dio? What
.dc they want anti need4ri ius? How
can we capture even Mort ' these dollars? Hear from the advertiser themse'ves. Meet new leads the Ludo be
spending on your station.
II Is Anyone In Radio Making Real
Money On The Website?
Most people in Radio look at the Web as
alosing proposition ... money spent but
none returned_ Banner advertising hasn't
paid off. Selling station T-shirts isn't working. What is working? Meet stations who
are making real, substantial income on
the Internet and learn how they are doing:'
it. Hear the future of income for stations. '•••
• Internet- Only Radio:
Competition or Convergence? •
Internet-only Raul° stations are cropping
up everywhere. Are they like pirate sta- ,ttions of the past, or are they aserious
threat to listening? Should your station
do your own ta exlemItyour brand? Can
standalones hurt Radki listening? Meet
those who are ninning Internet-only
•
Radio stations and hear what they think
about your future.

• Online Retailing: What you can
provide to your advertisers and make
money from, too
YOJ re hearing more and more about ecommerce, but do you understand the
possibilities of how you can capture
income from those who spend money
with your advertisers? Meet e-commerce
specialists, and learn what your station
car do to benefit advert,sers and your
bottom line.
Internet Branding:
Your Station's Missed Strategy
Is Radio using its VVebsites properly?
What can we do to enhance our value to
Raaio listeners in our own market? Hear
how some stations are usng unique strategies and how Web experts ,ecommend we
brand our stations further.
▪ What Listeners Want
From Your Stations
You may be surprised. Hear the updated
Arbitron study on Internet listening. Hear
Web experts tell you what they have
learned. Learn how you cari gain byalty
and lock your listeners to your site for
their daily needs.
▪ Making Money On the Net In
Radio: 7Strategies
We've determined that there areseven solid
n'≤irternaking models for Radio
staiions: Our experts anticipate as much a
40 percent of your income may come from
,the Internet within three years. In many
cases, or ly those who get in early and estab•lisn abeachhead will own these moneymakhg strategies in their areas. See how you
can be the one who prospers.
• Radio Promotion: The Internet's
Untapped Opportunities
Contesting is taking anew turn that
Radio never considered. Learn how major
Net players are using gaming strategies

WWW.RADIOINK.COM/CONFERENCE

Questions...
see us at

Legends In Person

Register before September

17th,1999 1

Booth #
433

Attendance limited
to 607 seats.

all the more reason you need to attend!)

David
Samuel

Paul Saffo

Peter Winter

Steve Hicks

Greg Verdino

Director

President

Vice

't` aid GM

President

CEO/Founder

Institute for the Future

Cox Interactive Media

Chairman/President

intern, . formation Services

RealNetworks

AMFM Inc., New Media Dvision

Arbitron NewMedia

Spinner. Corn

Feeling aBit Behind
About The Internet?

All sessions are held in the auditorium; there are no breakout sessions. We believe this information is so new,
it is important for all attendees to hear together. Subject to change without notice.
or. the Net to lure audiences. See how
stations are using unique applications
available only on the Internet to interweave audience with your station.
• Exciting Products Which Will
Change Your Perspective On Your
Opportunities
See demonstrations of the products
we've discovered that will be important
for Radio to embrace. Make aleap forward to technology applications that will
generate income, increase listenership
and return site visitors.

good and what is not. They'll check sites
of those reçistered and let you know
how you're doing in relation to the rest
of the Web Plus, you'll hear them talk
about what makes compelling Websites
that people will visit time and again. This
includes the 7Cs of agreat Website.
• Can You Still Make Money With
Banner Advertising?
Are banners over? How are stations selling them and succeeding? Are they sold
by your exiiairig staff or by separate
salespeople? Can you make your site pay
for itself? Is it possible to make aprofit?
What can you get for abanner? Is there
anational ,r,les passibility?

la The Truth That Broadcasters Deny
The Internet brings new possibilities that
Radio has not considered, including listener- programmed Radio stations that
III The Uniqu( World
are personalized and can be heard on
Of Internet A( ertising
portable listening devices. What impact
Meet Int4i-iek 4 .. firms and learn the
will this have on Radio? How will the
advantages ' Internet advertising verdigital revolution in Radio provide oppor- : sus traditionai advertising. See how the
tunity and threat? How will satelliteInternet is being offered on anational
delivered Radio fit into the mix?
basis and why companies like P&G are
devoting so much time and energy to
• What Should A Great Radio
the Net. Learn about the Internet
Website Accomplish?
Advertising Bureaus, statistics about
If you think your Website is good, think
Web use by consumers, and the nationagain. We've asked three top Internet
al Web sa'es strategy.
experts to critique Radio station
Websites at random and tel us what is

Hours

Tuesday
2

• Internet Strategies
Of The Radio Groups
Just when you thcJght Ram was their
main focus, you'll ear) how some of the
top Radio groups in America are making
major plays Or the Internet. Learn their
thoughts about adrtiser ser. ces, online
buying and how t yintenc tisa the
Wee as arevenue source.
• Technology Md The Future
Where is all of this going? What's the
next step? What are the technologies on
the fforizon that most Radio people
don't even know are coming? Learn
these and other important movements
from the world's top technology trackers
— advisors to top corporations around
the globe.
• To Stream or Not To Stream
What about Real Audio, Microsoft
Media, Broadcastcom, WebRadio and •
others? Hear new developments about
streaming, which will open the Net to
millions more listeners. Hear the pros
and cons of streaming your station.
Sessions subject to change
without notice.

Wednesday
Oc:ober 13

Thursday
October 14

9a.m

Sessions

Sessions

12:00 pm

Lunch

Lunch

October '

Friday
October 15
1

Sessions
Adjourn
Conference

3:00-5:00 pm

Registration

Sessions

Sessions

5:00 pm

Sessions

Break for Dinner

Break for Dinner

Evening Sessions

Evening Sessions

Cocktails

,
7:00 pm

Dinner

Len Jordan

FEAR NOT.

Attend Our
Pre- Conference Internet
Basics Course.
We've all been caught
of guard by the rapid
growth of the Internet
and its impact on Radio.
If you barely understand the Internet,
attend our
pre-conference basics
ccurse. You'll be placed
in acomputer lab and
taught the basics of
e-mail, the World Wide
Web, browsers, bandwidth, Internet buzz
words, and the basics of
the Internet. You'll even
learn how to build a
basic Webpage, so that
you'll know how to
manage one.
PRE-CONFERENCE
SEMINAR
OCTOBER 12
9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
$295.00 EXTRA
Basics Course Sponsor...

N

MAGNITUDE NETWORK

Who Should Attend And Why
t

he Internet is ncw 5,,::h 3n important part of
Radio that Radi( prcfess nais who want
, continued success i' he industry need to
attend. You will learn ab( c changes that will affect
,advertising, managemeh ales and programming.
Bring The Team' You can't expect to hea' tus information for the
first time, tee..it home ' id translate it in full to
those working on your iternet strategy. Having
your management tear - hear everything along
with you enables ycu t'_ rainstorm your own
needs during brea, lu ches and dinners while
the information is fresh, arc while you ihave a
chance to ask questions 1is will :, cate synerg,, ,
and fresh, innovative id( us ana applcations for
your stations. This is an ii ): Jortani . ice to send
the entire team ;because _íç,u won t ,, rid these
speakers at atraditiona, Q.4.1io COi'Vf... ion.
-,General Managers:
Your presence is necesseyi. lead v:,... c'ai. -,.
into this critical revolutiore 70 . v.;!! n(. , - ii .station back if you assume ihat y, o 1s.
yo.

RAMO
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INTIRIET
CONFERENCE

Regisliter
Only

607

One form per

,0;e:

oday!

-F

person,

,
eceived

800-610-r71

in fui.

224 Datura Street, Suite 701, West Pall(' Bead), F:. 33401

ECheck if fórm was previously faxed. .

Name

El Visa

Address

Card Number

Phone

Fax

El REGISTRATION OPTIONS
Radio Ink Internet Conference $ 995
Before September

$1,295
17th

After September 17th

Internet Basics Course $ 295
Before conference Oct. 12, 9am 4pm

$495
TOTAL $

Air: American Airlines
Call 1-800-433-1790 and ask
for the Radio Ink group rate
(Star number or
AN Number 4109U0.)

Express

(
print)

Exp. Date

Signature
D Please check here if you have special needs.
Cancellation, substitution and refund policy:

E-mail

Hotel: Please make your
reservations at the Westin,
Santa Clara. Call 1-800-2283000 and ask for the Radio Ink
Internet Conference Discount.

D MasterCard D American

Card Holder's Name

City/State/ZIP

D

: .1WeleNT METHOD

Check (payable to: Streamlint,Publishing, Inc.
224 )etu? • reet, Suite 701, West Palm Beach, FL 33401)

Company

D

or 561-655-8778

• Mail Payments to: Streamline Publishing, Inc.

please.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION—please print.

www.radioink.comiconference

61-655-6164

tone:

Seats!

Seats are not held until payment

people to bring the info home. Without your support and clear understandinç, you risk failure.
Sales Managers:
HUGE dollars are quietly be,:ng made on the
Internet. One mid- market Radio station is selling
an extra million dollars ayear! As advertising
changes, we bring you strategies for advertising
and e-commerce. You need to know how the
Internet does business and what happens to
local retail.
NTR Directors:
The Internet is providing ahuge growth opportunity in the area of nontraditional revenue. There
is big money to be made in this arena, and we'll
show you what stations are doing to make it.
Program Directors:
PDs face loss of listening due to time shared with
the Internet, Internet Radio and other media.
You face changes in promotions, research and
listener needs. This conference will help you
understand how to compete, what you face, and
how to create alternative solutions.
Also for VVebmasters, Noncommercial
Broadcasters, Educators, and College Students.

Auto Rental: Avis
Call 1-800-331-1600 and give
the Avis Worldwide Discount
number; J097595

No full refunds will be issued for any reason, including illness and
family emergency. There are no refunds for " no shows."
Substitutions are allow
only with the WRITTEN permission of
the original registrant before full registration selection begins. To
issue a partial refund ( less 20% cancellation fee), Streamline
Publishing must receive awritten cancellation notice no later than
September 30, 1999, three full weeks before the opening day of
the conference. Any cancellation received after September 30,
1999, cannot be refunded. No excep ions, please. All requests for
refunds must be received in writing
Fax to 561-655-6930. Please note
Office Use Only
that non- registered guests and
Received
family members will not be admitted to conference or events. If you
Ch #
require special assistance covered
Ref #
under the Americans with Disabilities
Act, please call 1-800-655-8778 by
Conf . Seat
September 30, 1999.
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AVivid Reminder
Nash le c 'inters had the ppportunity to
view ar,.1;)we ,u' "drive safél6nessage. The
fireed 1
.eio.i owned by Ctiunby music legend
Georr
raiseilion acrane and displayed
for
1
,11Of
iwas seriously injured this year
.i
Lexi
sgi langiriffrom the vehicle urged
t
,
,sto tve safely. Radio station Music
iville carried alive broadcast
froi
asitt
4'

‘Y,

1

4(
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Before You Make AChang»

Consider The liming
by Alan Mason

tf

In Radio management, timing is everything. Taking action
,
. its,
retrench your present format, or abandon it may be the riici pie, but unless your timing is right, you mistakenly r
jus
before an economic or rati
Despite thousands of mark projections, the futurs unItnown. Every
strategic Radio ( lçision must be made in anticipation of --, 66, . ,ot witb 4Zeriain
knowledge of --- , . iture conditions, competitive reactions and developments.
It blrpcns ;Al the time. A management ,team pulls the plug on aformat t(
soon, only to be followed by asensational book fôr the now-departegl
.. foknat. The
station is left with regrets and what- ifs.
There are two phases to every Radio decision: pre- launch and post- launch. During the pre- launch period, all planniôg, -.valuatitkand " selling" ( to the group and/or
the board) occur. The post- launch era involves mansit happen. Perforiance during both phases is ameasurement cf your team's management capability. For loo
many stations, results are less- than- expected betpuse of breakdowns in control.
Effective management of pre- and post- launch action will quickly expose the
shortcomings of performance. Judgment of timing accuracy, however, can only be
measured by history. And history is always written by the winning side. As arule,
the longer the time period between launch and available data — usually ratings
which assess the outcome — the closer the hindsight of Monday morning quarterbacks approaches 20-20.
Here are five techniques to help control your action.
1. Get aclear and singular statement of the situation.
2. Share it with yotit core team, then with your hierarchy.
3. Use quality research to validate your thinking. Numbers know no bias.
4. Be doubly certain you're reading the research accurately. Don't create a
"New Coke situation" by misinterpreting the findings.
5. Lincoln was fond of saying ;" If Ihad eight hours to cut down
atree, I'd spend six sharpening the axe."
Plan your attack calmly and carefully. Timing is everything. (el
Alan Mason, Managing Partner of Audience Development Group, can be reached at
561-625-6815 or by e-mail at alan@goodratings.com
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Moonlighting Heroics
D'Shawn "Puffy" Johnson, PD for WMJM
Louisville, literally took ashot in the arm
recently. The 11-year veteran of Louisville
Radio is also a 12-year veteran of the
Louisville police force. In that capacity one
evening, he was chasing an Alabama parolee
suspected in the shooting of afellow officer
and two other men, one of whom died. Shot in
the right arm, Johnson switched the gun to
his left hand and returned fire, critically
wounding the suspect.
Ironically, just hours before the chase,
Johnson and other city officials had received
a "Community Support Award" from alocal
agency. à
Source Blue Chip Broadcastvo
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TALK RADIO

The Winning Formula

,Doujgo running into
io, screaming

For Creating AYoung Talk Powerhouse
by Walter Sabo

at the hosts that you'll

Here are five important insights iito ! iuilding anew, winning Talk station aimed
at the under- 40 croWd.
Talk isn't music, so be patient There is only one way for an audience to discover
and like your talent — by spending lots of time listening to then..5very FM Talk
station that stuck with the format for more than one year is aprc tit and/or ratings
hit today. No other format has tb.:1-tick recÓrd. But, the first yee is going to show
very little growth. It's worth thilinv . ment, but don't panic.
ric4 to keep their music-trained
É) Change the sales department. vtany opt -ators
L sales department, and it has !vc iwork d.
At id rut:
bless.
,
but if you wind
up keeping even one person from ti eold form..:. doing well. Talk is an entirely different sell. The primarY qu .; ification for ai.
zalve Talk salesperson is that he
must love the format. If he is offended by the content of the programming or just
doesn't get it, he cannot pos*bly sell the concept to clients. Don't try to be ahero on
this point. Cut your losses immediately. Bring in people who love the idea and will fight
for the dollars In the first year, that's all you're going to have to bring in revenues.
É) Keep fear out of the building. The fastest way to kill anew Talk show is to frighten
the talent. Don't go running into the studio, screaming at the hosb that you'll lose
money if they keep talking about acertain subiect. Stirring things pis the format.

1

lose money if they
keep talking about a
certain subject. Stirring
things up is the format.
Reaction from the crowd is the goal, not
something to be embarrassed about.
Worry if your office voice mail isn't filled
with complaints
Market, market, market. Our medium
'derives all of its revenue from advertising, so if we don't believe in doing it for
ourselves, we're just liars. Sell the end ben efit to the consumer. What's in it for the
listener? Apicture of your hosts on abillboard is no benefit. "We're talking now"
is abad promise to ayoung listener. Discover what your target listener likes to
talk about, pledge to them that the station talks about that topic, then deliver
on the promise.
Get good advice. This isn't aplug ;it's a
warning. Younger- skewing FM Talk
stations are entirely different than Talk
that appeals to people over 55. And, it reo. -es adifferent set of management skills
than does music. Make sure your expert
advisers can prove success. Many people
today are good at scheduling syndicated
shows or maintaining successes created
by others, but those are not the skills you
need for alaunch. Check and doublecheck the background of the advisers
you select.
Finally, don't be shy. Even if you've
been in the business for 20 years, nothing
you've done is going to get the reaction
of aTalk station launch. Step up to it and
enjoy it. It means your advertisers are
buying into an active, not
passive, environment. ai
Walter Sabo is President of Sabo
Media. He may be t
cached at
212-808-3005 or by E-mail at
SaboMedia@CompuSery corn

4
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Affordable
Research & Surveys
Customized for Your Station.
Ad Sales • News • Programming • Promotion
"The Questions you should be asking...
the Answers you need to know"

Visit us at
RTNDA
Booth 285

ArVe;

Call 1-800-RVS-6335
Web:
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Seven
Strategies
To Strengthen
Your Station
by Michael Luczak

S

always helping.
5. Ask for success letters. Frame them and adorn
.'`youi lobby and hallways. What
speaks more to avisitor: agold record from aforgotten pop star or asincere letter from
acommunity group thanking you for your support of anoble cause?
6. Act quickly and respond to emergencies. U& Radio's advantage of immediacy to make astatement. If tragedy strikes, don't talk about;it. Do something.
7. ite proactive. Pick 'a cause your tarret understands ;for example, teen suicide
prevention te raCHR, or Vietnam veteran: for aClessic Rocker. Some of the benefits are:.
•Your staff mmbers and personalities get out in the coMmunity in apositive
light. What better way to be perceived by your listt ners than in ahelpingriole?
•You establish relationships with your town's stakehéttlerâ. These leaders know
your clients. Tl' can be influential in returninb,•favors.
•Listeners feain emotional bond Alt the o nnlyt ity that is evoked through your station's actions. A loca' effort for alocal cause creat tAbiive emotional response.
•You raise the profile .4
ation Wh. . iot have your call letters backing a
good cause in pfint'and
•You help someone else
loney. You 1,.-eelife-long friends. No one ever
forgets someone who helped F.
aise money.
•
•Listeners get directly involved and feel as ough they are apart of something good.
Opportunities for "cause marketing" presentgliernsFlves daily.
Remain open to examining all requests for help. No cause should be
dismissed because it is too large or too small* Qi
Michael Luczak itOM for WING-AM/FM, WGTZ-FM Deton, Ohio. He
may be reached af-93 7-294-5858 or by E-mail at michaell@erinet.com

omewhere between adding aunit
an hour and running to the next
NTR meeting, remember that your
station is licensed to "serve the public
interest.' Working with charities can
be a strong tool in the programmer's
audience- building arsenal. The emotional connection with your listeners
and the resources of local charities can
help to grow audience. '
Change your perception of " public
service." Think about The Jerry Lewis
Telethon. It is now part of our culture.
You can turn the requests you receive for
help into station events that can become
marketing tools.
Here are some strategies you can try:
i. Create a yearly event that
belongs only to your station Pick one
charity to benefit. Enlist their help for
distributing printed materials. Many
organizations have volunteers who clan
ease labor concerns.
Any NTR project you are working
on can add on acharitable cause as a' -nefkiary. From akid's fair to acar show,
there is acharity that will welcome the
opportunity to be part of your event.
2. Think outside of traditional holidays. Christmas campaigns are nice, but
why not get behind acause in January
when inventory is light?. You will have
more airtime to devote to your cause.
January is also a good time for
Radiothon weekends.
3. Make one of your personalities a
cause spokesperson. Get their mug on
TV and in printed materials.
4. Support causes year-round.
Create an umbrella term for all station
public service: "WXXX's Committee for
Community Caring" or some similar title
that fits your station's style. Ultimately,
you create the image that your station is
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Doug Stephan's Good Day:
Making major radio rating
impact in LA.

Doug Stephan's "Good Day"
The Morning Drive Choice!
MONDAY- FRIDAY

4to 10 arm ET

SATURDAY 4to 9am ET "
SUNDAY . 4to 6am ET
"Wow! Up 270% with women 18+,
... Doug's topics are ALWAYS
relevant to whats happening in

today's society."
--Ron Escarsega, program director,
KRLA; LA Talk 1110 AM
The successful syndicated morning show
for REAL talk and entertainment stations.

The Doug Stephan Morning Show
800-397-8255 or 800-884-2546
or email at: dsgoodday@cs.com

for affiliation call:

To subscribe. call 1-800-610-5771
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Station Owners...
Want To Broaden Your

CAST?

Where The World Tunes In

Station Owners... BroadcastMusic.com is your Free
Internet broadcasting solution. Consider what you get:
No monthly fees; no software or hardware investments;
no licensing fee (Bilk ASCAP, SESAC); Free advertising
banners; no limit to the number of simultaneous
listeners; G2 Surestream technology platform from
RealNetworks; Free listener email accounts with voice
mail through your custom audio player!
)

4

-To find but more visit us CO NAB Booth #1160 and #1256.
fh,

4 .
Or contactpechael
McPherson VP Sales/Marketing

(207)773-9447 email: broadcast@broadcastmusic.com

SOUNDBITES

NEWT IS ON THE AIR.

LEGENDARY BROADCASTERS TELL STORY

BAYLISS SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich and

OF RADIO IN INDIANA

The John Bayliss Broadcast Foundation has

Premiere Radio Networks recently launched

A new book, In the Public Interest: Oral His-

awarded a $ 5,000 Bayliss Radio Scholar-

The Age of Possibilities with Newt Gingrich,

tories of Hoosier Broadcasters, follows Indi-

ship for the 1999-2000 academic year to

adaily, 90-second Radio commentary. Tack-

ana's broadcasting history from the first time

each of 19 college and graduate- level stu-

ling topics ranging from computers, the In-

aRadio voice crackled across the airwaves to

dents at 15 colleges and universities na-

ternet, health, governrrient, politics and people,

the development of multimedia corporations.

tionwide. These students — who are pursuing

Gingrich says the commentary is aforum for

Among the 27 broadcasters who provide oral

Radio career goals ranging from program-

ideas and optimism but also for straight talk

histories are Jeff Smulyan, Amos Brown and

ming, announcing and engineering to broad-

and, when necessary, outrage. For more in-

Tom Carnegie. For more information, contact

cast journalism and station management

formation, contact Jennifer Johnson at Pre-

Ellen Gullett of the Indiana Historical Society

— were selected because of their high aca-

miere Radio Networks, 818-461-5418. à

at 317-232-1878. à

demic achievement, extracurricular Radio
activities, passion for Radio and desire to
contribute to the overall advancement of the
Radio industry.
The Bayliss Foundation was established
in 1985 to honor the life and work of John
Bayliss, one of the Radio industry's most
dedicated and respected executives. To date,
203 outstanding Radio industry candidates
have become Bayliss Broadcasters. NAB
President and CEO Eddie Fritts will be roast-

webcasting (
web •kast•in

n.

1. More Competition 2. Much More Opportunity

ed on October 21st at the annual Bayliss
Media Roast in New York. à

P\u'l PIEJFIL‘
AGuide to Developing
On-Air Superstars

See Our Latest Study at the
NAB Radio Show
What's the best path for your station in
the fast-moving world of the Internet?
The Arbitron and Edison Media Research
study "Webcasters vs. Broadcasters:
Which Business Model Will Win?''
answers this question and many others
about Web strategy for radio. Visit
Arbitron Lt booth #707 at the NAB Radio
Show to find out more.

Tracy Johnson & Alan Burns

THE BEST BOOK EVER WRITTEN
Well, that's according to veteran air personality and programmer Scott Shannon.
referring to Morning Radio: AGuide to Developing On Air Superstars. The book was
written by Alan Burns and Tracy Johnson.
and it focuses on the need for programmers, managers, and air talent to understand the process of developing dominant
air personalities.

ARBITRZIN
A Ceridian Company

www.arbitron.CORI

The book costs $ 70. Call 619-4958650, or read excerpts and order by eB
mail at www.tjohnsonmedia.com
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Worry-Free
Delivery.
Its no secret why the biggest radio sindicators
in the country use ABC Satellite Services for
distributing their talk tows, sporting events,
PSAs and Ihie concerts.
Serious broadcasters krlow the value of a
partnership with ABC -- the best, most
experienced'satellite distribution provider
in the radio industry:
Access to 6,000 stations
rgest client base in-the business
"Special rates available NOW*
Rely on the- industry leader for delivering your
programs to millions of listeners. Flawlessly.
,

• ç_.•...

tRates.

- •e

••
*Discount rates apply to new, short-term ( 1-2 month) contracts.

MIASATELLITE
'gar ee-Rwer

Delivering affordable quality 24 hours a day
For more information, call .212-456-5801

ZGlobeCast

ZABC RADIO PEIWORKS
PLEASE VISIT US AT OUR WEBSITE:
www.abcsatelliteservices.com

Good, Better and the Best Digital Systems
It's a fact: More U.S. radio stations
choose Scott Studios' than any other
digital system! 2,125 U.S. stations use
4,916 Scott digital workstations. Nine
of the ten top-billing groups have Scott
Systems. They're the easiest to use!
Scott Systems are intuitive, straightforward, simple, yet the most powerful!
Scott Studios is famous for our uncompressed digital systems at acompressed
price, (but we work equally well in
MPEG). Scott Studios' audio quality is
the very best and plays on laptops or
PCs with ordinary sound cards. We
dub your startup music library free.
Your PD can auto-transfer itongs
digitally in seconds with a C M
! OM
deck in his or her office.

R- E- S- P- E- C- T
Aretha Franklin
:11/3:30/F HIT HM9834 8:15
The Queen of Soul!
Ferry ' Cross the Mercy
Jerry & the Pacemakers
:17/4:13/F HIT HM2608 8:18
Home Depot
Q: Better at Home
:00/0:30/F COM DA2214 8:22
McDonald's
4:1: Prices may vary
:00/0:06/F COM DA2215 8:22
Eckerd's
Q: Sale Ends Saturday
:00/2:45/C COM DA1234 8:23
Start I
3

Cool 105 Fast Jingle
CI: Cool 105
:00/0.30/F JIN DA4315 8:23

Scott gives you industrial quality 19"
rack computers, but nothing is woprietary:
functional equivalenS are
available at computer stores. You also
get 24 hour toll-free tech support!
Scott lets you choose your operating
system: Linux, Novell, NT, Windows,
DOS or any combination. You also
choose from three systems: Good,
be tter, best. One's right for you!

Good

Spot Box

1-2-3
Len Barry
L717 4p
ABeautiful Morn.
The Rascals
L7/8 4p ' 12 7a

-

409
Beach Boys
L7/1 5a

96 Tears
& Mysterians
L6/27-2p N
ip
—
ADay In the Life
AGroovy Kind of
Beatles
Mindbenders
L7/6 11a N7118 8 L714 2a N1
7p

AHard Day's Nite 1 t
io
L
ri
lleeeB
sit Me, A
Beatles
L7/2 7p
L712 3a N
3')
A Lover's Ouestioi
Clyde McPhatter
L6129 5a

ASummer Song
Chad & Jeremy
L7/2 8p

AThousana Stars
Kathy Young
L7/2 9p

ATown Wout Pi
Gene Pitney
L7/2 10a
153

A Little Bit o' Soap
The Jarmels
L715 5p
6a
ATeenager in Loy
Dion & Belmonts
L714 3a N
5p

AWorld W'out Lc v Abraham, Martin
Peter &Gordon I Dion
L7/4 10a N7/12 1
11 L7/1 9p N7/20 10

AWhiter Shade of
Procol Harum
L7/1 3p
7a
—
Act Naturally
Beatles
L7122a ' 7/14 3p

Action
Freddy Canron
L715 8p

After the Gold Ru
Neil Young
!. 7/5 1p 14
8a

After Midnight
Eric Clapton
L715 12m N7,.

-Afternoon

Delight Ain't No Mountain
Starland Vocal Bar Diana Ross
L713 1p N7,17 9p L713 7p

Ain't No Sunshine
Bill Withers
L7/111p
3g

Ain't No Woman
Four Tops
L7/6 1p
14 8a

Ain't She Sweet
Beatles
L6'27 1p ,
r1 None

Ain't Nothing Like
MarviniTammi
L7/4 12n

Ain't That Peculial Ain't That ASham
Marvin Gaye
Fats Domino
L7/52a K7/ 127p L7/23p

Along Again, Natu
Gilbert O'Sullivan
L711 10a N7115 5g

The Scott System is radio's most user-friendly. You get instant airplay or audition of any song simply
by spelling a few letters of its title or artist. You see when songs played last and when they'll play next.
You also get voice tracking while listening to music in context, hot keys, automatic recording of phone
calls and graphic waveform editing, all in one computer!
. -

Better

MS' 2000+

Best

Scott System

The Scott" System (pictured above) is
radios most powerful digital system!
Both of You Motor...
:00/0:30fC CM
grief« Truck Ltoodop
:01/1:00/C CM
Dallao Ilkentimm Memo

41343 ow
oOr Moe. You Know

HA

C.M. Mt
Tam NM« SpooMmy
U M*, lioodyoda

t..19
ta
IL-S7

Slot,*
Come,"
Mt*, nol A.,., It

Scott's Spot Box delivers the simplicity
of a triple-deck "cart" player plus
compact disc quality digital sound.
Spot Box has only the one screen, so
announcers always know what's
playing. On the left of the screen,
three digital players have legible labels
for each spot and VU bars show levels.
Buttons show countdown times and
flash as each recording ends.
At the right of the screen, "Cart Walls"
let you pick and play any recording by
name, number or category.
Or,
number keys at the bottom load spots
quickly from your log.
Scott's Spot Box includes a recorder
and is very inexpensive.
Options
include log imports from traffic
computers and music on hard drive.

AXS. (pronounced ax'-cess) 2000+ is
radio's premier digital audio system for
automation and live assist. AXS.2000+
is fully featured, with 99 sets of 28
instant play Hot Keys, log editing in the
studio, live copy on-screen, big countdown timers, recording and editing of
phone calls, spots and network shows.
You also get auto-fill of network breaks
to cover missing spots, a Real Time
Scheduler, unattended net recording,
timed updates, macros and optional
time announce and WAVE file imports.

Your log is on the left side of the LCD
touchscreen. Instant access Hot Keys or
spur-of-the-moment "Cart Walls" are on
the right with lightning-quick access to
any recording.
Phone calls record
automatically and can be edited to air
quickly. You can also record and edit
spots or voice tacks in the air studio or
go on the air from production.
Scott" options include Invincible
seamless redundancy with self-healing
fail-safes, newsrooms, 16-track editors,
time and temperature announce, and
auto-transfer of spots and voice trax to
distant stations over WAN or Internet.
You'll easily make the move to digital
audio because every system includes a
week of Scott School at your station!
Check our website and call us toll-free.

Seat S441(44

For stations with large CD music
libraries, AXS. 2000+ can also control
inexpensive consumer CD multi-pack
and 300 CD juke box players.

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
Internet: www.scottstud ios.com
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

See Scott Studios' Booth 607 at the NAB
Radio Show in Orlando, Aug. 31-Sept. 2

(800) SCOTT- 77
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Please send news contributions to edryan@radioinkdcom

HIS-FM Los Angeles
Extends Brand On The Net

1<iisrmi
CeMIFIMIR

ut

On the heels of talkspot.com's
demise, Internet- guide site
about.com has unveiled anew
Radio show entitled Talking
About This Week. While talkspot
attempted afull-blown site,
about.com is starting slowly,
with one hour live per week on
Thursdays. Archived shows are
also available on the site.

•-•

According to host Stuart
Sheifet, the program contains
six to 12 interviews per show
and focuses on issues that occurred the previous week.

TECH-TERI11:

Sheifet says that the long-term

Ad agencies will ask Internet advertising venues to submit numbers
of Internet users who actually "clicked" on their ad miner from the
advertiser's Website anc " linked" to the client's information.

1999

About.Com
Unveils Talk Show

011101M11«,

KIIS-11\4 Los Angeles will unveil kiistmi.com un
Sept. 6, 1999. The product will not be asimulcast stream
of the station's FM signal. Instead, an entirely new product has been created for the Web audience.
It will include interviews, new music showcases,
breaking music, video entertainment and interactivity K1IS-FM to launch anew site, kissfmi.com. which
will extend the brand 01 the station with
Former Milli Vanilli member Fabrice will be offering
Internet- only programming.
advice on the Website's date channel.
KIIS GM Roy Laughlin says, "We believe that the creation of anew lifeform exclusively
for the Internet is akey addition to our existing kiisfm.com audio stream. Simulcasting AM
programming on FM Radio in the '70s was effective, initially. FM quickly developed
its own unique programming, as is the case for kiisfmi."
KIIS-FM is working in conjunction with InXsys Broadcast
Networks, adivision of BuySellBid.com.
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nternet Stats

fi Internet Expected To Receive
8Percent Of Advertising Pie
Online advertising spending will soar
to $32 billion in 2005, far surpassing
the approximate forecast of $2billion
for this year and topping the most
bullish forecasts. There will be a
rapid escalation of online spending in
the year 2000. Ad spending across all
media will total $400 billion in 2005,
with an 8percent share for the online
segment. Source The Mers Grouo
fi Company Providing Instant
Web Ads
Net-mercial.com has announced the
immediate availability of Net-merdials— simple but highly technical
transitional Web advertising solutions
that load ads almost instantly. Netmercials are aimed to enhance ecommerce. create advantages for
advertisers, build revenues for
Websites, and evolve highly targeted
Internet advertising, all with seamless integration.

To subscrIe, call 1-800-610-577

goal is to move the program
from aweekly to adaily to
reach the at- work audience via computer.
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Interactive Advertising Agencies
Are You Calling On Them?
by Ed Ryan, Editor of Radio Ink

mr

le Internet's growth and popularity with advertisers has led to the creation of a
new breed of advertising agencies. Interactive advertising agencies are popping
up all over the country. Traditional advertising agencies are adding entire interactive departments to keep up with the demand for the Internet.
Rich Person is the Executive Vice President/Director of Direct and Interactive
Marketing Services for the interactive agency Mullen. He states that an Interactive
agency " is in the business of buil
gbrands online."
Person explains the shift ha
ent expectations since the Internet has become
popular: 'The problem has been at alot of traditional advertising agencies did not
get the Internet, period. The result was that independent interactive agencies popped
up, and general agencies had to establish Internet divisions to deal with that.
"Clients don't care. They would much rather work with an agency which has all
of it in one place — asingle strategy to promote the brand. We see it with clients now.
They were forced by our own industry to seek out specialized Internet agencies."

Radio is going to be import
ere is a
premium on advertising, because all of
these dot- corn brands have to be in the
market and have their product up and
ready to go for Christmas. — Rich Person

INK: What is your primary focus in helping clients with their advertising? Is it finding the
right Websites on which they can advertise?
It will be arush u) grab Radio time,
PERSON: I
hat is asmall part. For example, the media group will decide where it is
and what they are charging now is amazappropriate to advertise and work with our Internet group within the agency. We
ing. Some of the networks are offering to
work on abrand-solutions approach.
buy back some spots to re sell them.
There is adifference between Internet advertising groups that work within an
These dot corn companies are all
integrated agency environment, like ours, and astandalone Internet advertising agency over. Radio people can contact the
that has its own Internet marketing capabilities. They don't live within an integrat- media people at advertising agencies.
ed advertising agency environment like we do. Everything we look at will involve We have alot of clients who are just
TV, Radio, print, banner advertising — amedia strategy about where we will go to getting ready to roll out. The first thing
promote traffic to aclient's Website.
we do is reserve the advertising space
The emphasis is on offline media to generate traffic to the site, because it for them now so we have it.
is proven that is going to be more effective. If you are in the Internet business It sounds line Radio stations should pay
and you have asite, you have to be advertising online as well. We put the ma- close attention to dot- corn companies.
loritv () Ithe media dollars offline
The dot-coms are coming. One ° I
What types of companies are using offline advertising to attract customers to their Websites?
the key sellers will be the credibility of
There are two types of companies. One is an existing company, like GM, who the brand. If you ace on TV or Radio,
will be building aWebsite for the GM credit card. They need to drive traffic to the you are credible. People buy brands
Website for aspecific reason, maybe aparticular promotion they are doing to acquire they are familiar with — name recognew credit card customers.
nition makes the difference. Last year,
There is also awhole new set of customers we call 'clot-cont customers,' from only two or three dot- corns were on the
insurance.com to furniture.com. They are getting
Super Bowl, but this year, you
into the e- commerce business and are in ahurry Top Interactive Agencies
will see many more.
to create abuzz about their brands, prior to Christ- 1) USWeb/CKS
This year and the next
mas. You will see an incredible amount of dot - 2) Euro RSCG Worldwide Interactive
two to four are going to be big
corn advertising on the Super Bowl and on TV
e- commerce opportunities.
3) Grey New Technologies
prior to Christmas.
There will be amajor shift in
4) Cambridge Technology Partners
How can Radio make sure it gets some of this
the way people do business.
5) AGENCY.COM
offline advertising?
People are getting used to
Radio is going to be important. There is apre- 6) Xceed
buying online. And, there is a
mium on advertising, because all of these dot corn 7) IMP Worldwide
great deal of profitability for
those selling products and serbrands have to be in the market and have their prod- 8) iXL
vices online. It is the way busiuct up and ready to go for Christmas. This is going 9) OgilvyOne
ness is headed. Éli
to be one of the biggest seasons for e-commerce.
10) Strategic Interactive Group
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e une Your Skills
Blueprint for
Promotional
Success

pdote
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Volume One: Retail Promotions
Volume Two: Holiday &
Seasonal Promotions

geig
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Proven Radio Copy

Instant Revenue: Low Maintenance
High Profit Radio Telemarketing!

650 proven advertising scripts in 100
categories. Save time and money,
virtually eliminate writer's block—
perfect for illustrating how your
copy should read.

Learn how to set up and run a profitable Radio telemarketing
operation — 52 tested and proven telemarketing campaigns. Learn
how to hire, manage and compensate your staff. Used successfully
in markets of all sizes Only - 11 7

Volume I: Retail

The Seven Strategies For High Performance Selling

Volume Three: Audience
Building Promotions

Volume II: Entertainment, Food,
Restaurants

All three volumes for

Volume Ill: Automotive, Professional
Services
All three volumes for only s197.

only $277.

The Radio Book:
The Complete Station
Operations Manual
A collection of the best authors'
best articles on running a Radio
station.
Volume I: Management
& Sales Management
Volume II: Programming
& Promotions
Volume III: Sales & Marketing
All three volumes only $30.

Promotional Marketing Planner

Your step-by-step guide through the planning meeting to your
station's marketing and promotional plans: station goals, department goals and personal goals for the year. The Planner guides you
month by month with important dates, community events, calendars, promotion ideas with easy-to-follow procedures. Only $ 119. Already have a
Planner? Order the 6-month update: January 2000-June 2000. Just $59.00

E\

5010

%1),,,\

More than 600 revenue-generating Radio promotions in a
three-book series. Complete,
ready-to-use packages: Just
till in your call letters, your
client's name, the price, and
you're ready to go!
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by Ken Greenwood
nwood's new book, your biggest problem may
After reading Ken
be where d your money. Thousands have benefited
from G
ood's original High Performance Selling. In his
new book, Greenwood reveals seven critical secrets to
exceptional sales performance. Only s29.99.

RADIO •
c:
All-new,
•
monthly, onehour cassette
program
for
Radio
Account
Executives. Valuable training and
ideas from top sales gurus, managers
and account executives. NOT repeat ,.
of Radio Ink magazine.

High PerformaAce Leadership

PERFORMAN
1.1

by Ken Greenwood
Ken Greenwood pgrides you with apractical plan to guide your
organization and your career into the new millennium. Complete
with valuable charts and forms to assess and evaluate present staff
and new employees. Onl - 59.
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Blast from the Past: A Pictorial History of
Radio's Fi9 t-75Yra
by Eric Rhoads
f

er_

Twelve 60-Minute Tapes 519R
($215 International)

nitsr,rYEARÇ
••

Secrets of Smart Rad'o: The A to Zguide to
Programming & Sales Promotion

Over 1,000 fiist
t

t

pliótographs have been packed into

this thick, hard-ho , 4Z2- page, oversized coffee-table book.
Covers the 1920s all thAvay through the late 1990s.

by Holland Cooke
An A-to-Zcompendium of practical Radio wisdom, with tested and
proven strategies, tactics and problem-solvers to help you get the
most out of your staff and resources. Only 559.

New Business Development Special Report

—

ATU

D PRODUC,

REVEALED—
Sean Luce's Secret Selling System.

by Sharon Kitroser
Establish your NTR/NBD department now with the trailblazing
pioneer who set up multi-million-dollar NTR/NBD operations at
ABC, CBS and Clear Channel. Only $79.
SinR

PLÁNED

Thr Mawr
CyAmnite
Swaim«
tell• Su*.

,

LUCES

Sparks Out of the Plowed Ground: The History
of America's Small Town Radio Stations

LAWS

by Bob Doll
Fhe stories in this book will help you understand why smalltown NJ(
lio is arich part of American history.
)nl\

Tools for Radio
Professionals

STIMLIfif

=_-(pptss.

800-610.5771
International Call 561-655-8778

10

11I'S TO

Sales trainer Sean Luce has revealed
his selling system. These books give
you selling tools and systems in easy
steps. Surpass your income goals.
Luce's Laws —
10 steps to Sales Success 539.
(1 or Sales People)
Luce's Leadership Laws —
10 Steps to Managing Sales
Success $
79.
(For Sales Managers)

Both Books Only 599

It's easy to order: Call 800-610-5771

Q .

Book Title

Price

or fill out the order form below and mail it to: Streamline Press. 224 Datura Street,
Suite 718, West Palm Beach, FL 33481. Fax 561-655-6164
Name/Title
Company/Station
Merchandise Total

Address
City

State

Phone

ZIP

Fax

Shipping & Handling: First item: $5; additional items: $1each.
(Outside the U.S., • ease call for shi. • ing char.es)
Florida residents add 6% sales tax.

E-mail Address

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

CI Check enclosed (payable to: Streamline Press)
Charge my: C1Amex
Card Number
Signature

O VISA

CI MasterCard
Exp. Date

ORDER TODAY! 800-610-5771
Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back.
Prices are effective April 1999 and are subject to change without notice.

WEBSITE CRITIQUES

Does Your Website Cut The
Mustard? Or Does It Cut Cheese?

WWW.WPLJ.COAN
(New York)
Originally, we were
anticipating high
marks for WPll

An important element to awinning Website is the ability to keep your listeners

New York because

comirg back day after day. In the Web world, the term used is " sticky". Here is are-

we saw the time

view of two randomly chosen Radio station Websites.

and date. This led

Think your Website
edryan@radioink.com

content. We were wrong. The flashing date was

cuts

the

mustard?

Let us review it Send an e-mail to

us to believe the site would have local, current
as current as the site got. The site was somewhat graphic- heavy, causing us to wait for
downloads, even with a500 MHz machine.
ImmediateIy, we looked on the front

27 number one 12+ books
in Jacksonville, FL

page for how to contact the Radio station,
but that couldn't be found. And as usual
for aRadio station Website, it was programming- heavy. No media kit information or sales
information coula be accessed easily. Surprisingly, on the front page were rules for a
contest — not very glamorous information.
And, in the who-cares department: We found
lyrics to songs — pretty boring.
We left the site when we clicked on an
icon labeled " Town Hall," only to be linked
to apage that read, " There are no threads
updated in the last 30 days "
Grade: D

"This is one
of the best
''guy-talk' shows
you'll ever hear."

‘ie

WWW.WOWC.COM

wilre

(Birmingham, Ala.)
On this site we were
immediately subjected to frames. an

UMW

immediate turnoff.
Frames make station Websites look
like bumper- stickers. This Web page had
alot of wasted space. The entire top frame
is nothing more than abillboard — no useable links. And. the ! eft side of the frame
acts as an index, again wasting valuable
space. The site did not list contact informatior, which is most important for a
station Website.
It took about six clicks before an advertiser was found on the site. Did the ad-

-Jack Taddeo/Sr. VP Programming-AMFM, Inc.
rlinfaltft & Listen Line Info:
d Peter lealpton

their banner thrown in as added value?
You would th irk this AMFM-owned sta-

available for Rock Talk e.ùports

1._prerfPlexandterry.contalL

vertiser know it would take tnat long? Was

tion would have amore savvy Website. There

214.528.416
fax/ 214.528.416
www.lexandterry.c

wasn't asingle item that encourages listeners to return.
Grade: D-

— e.r.

hear. here.
1NE

ÁDID iCOM

(Unlimited Bandwidth • Unlimited Streams)
reach more listeners, increase market share. generate revenue.
W W W

powered

WebRadio.com

by

contact: Affiliate Relations • 888.643.6783, ext. 302 • sales@webradio.com
Technology by
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Visit www.buysellbid.com
or call 800-320-7870 Today.

buY
sep
bid
_corn
VISIT US AT THE NAB
RADIO SHOW BOOTH 1037

Classified,

ONLINE («

Powered by ÇiessiFIND
www buysellbrc corn

Auction

di

on-line

ved by BuySellB..com
www buysellbrd.com

Pef;4deitwatesee,
www.datechannel.com

so/ArionAinrizti

www.ecormamerica.com
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nXsys
multimedia
on-line
classifieds, auctions, personals
& shopping will drive new &
repeat traffic to your
website
24/7, producing substantial new
non-traditional revenue from both
audiences & advertisers. Be a
major portal in your market and
cash in on the Internet,
with InXsys no-cost content.
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-LINE
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With No Cost,
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The vision for the
ford.com Website
is 2:1 marketing
— corporate with
the dealer to the
customer - to
develop alifelong
relationship with
the customer.

How Ford's Online Vision
Will Impact You
by Ed Ryan, Editor of Radio Ink

H

ave you ever had agreat experience while shopping for avehicle? You could
make acase that this question is an oxymoron. How about follow-up? Do
those pesky, pushy car salesman ever actually follow-up with you the way they
say they will when they are seducing you?
Today's savvy business owners are learning that aone-to-one relationship with
customers is the only way to succeed. However, it seems as though car salesmen
skipped that chapter in their training manuals.
About three years ago, our family purchased one vehicle, aNissan, and leased
another, aJeep. Since that time, we haven't heard from either of the salespeople
who closed the deals or from the companies that manufactured the metal.
At,the end of this month, the Nissan will be paid off, and the Jeep lease will
::xpit e. And, wouldn't you know it, our telephone has been ringing off the hook.
All of asudden, Iam Mr. Ryan: "How have you enjoyed your vehicle, Mr. Ryan? Can
we offer you afree oil change, Mr. Ryan? How's your baby daughter, Mr. Ryan?" —
typical, old- school, sales process.
By this time, we had already done our research for anew vehicle. However, it
wasn't with some pesky, pushy salesperson following us around the lot, offering us a
free hot dog and aballoon. It was on the Internet.
The Internet has made shopping for avehicle simple. You can make apurchase
on the Web or research the automobiles that interest you and hook up with a
local dealer. The result is that you are now in control of the sales process. You're
more educated.
In astudy released by CyberShopper, 34 percent of U.S. Internet users who plan
to buy acar will research that purchase online. The study indicates, however, that
Web users are not yet comfortable with purchasing online ;92 percent want arelationship with alocal dealer. But at least consumers will come to the lot betterarmed. And consumers have several choices while doing their research. There are
brokers, like autobytel.com and Microsoft's CarPoint, that act as ameeting ground
for dealers. There are local car dealers who have created cybershops for local customers. And, there are the manufacturers who have begun to integrate the Web into
their entire marketing function. Take Ford as an example.
-
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WHAT IS
David Ropes is the director of Ford's designed for our site and put them on
corporate advertising and integrated martheir site."
keting group. He says his goal is "to make
A new study released by J.D. Power
it easier for acustomer to spec aproduct and Associates reveals that 40 percent of
from the Ford Motor Company, any of Internet subscribers are willing to use the
our brands, and make it easier to contact Net to shop for acar. Furthermore, 26
us and do business with us."
percent of used car buyers shopped onRopes says online sales for Ford are line, according to the 1999 New and Used
expected to escalate, however, the relaAutoshopper.com study.
tionship is the key: " Iwould expect that
Ropes has an Internet vision for Ford
we will see more and more purchasing that may impact the way Ford spends
through the Internet with vehicles," says money on Radio and with other media.
Ropes. "Our philosophy, however, is 2:1
"If you read the trades you will see
marketing— ourselves with the dealer to that it definitely has an impact with
the customer. We believe that because a some recent decisions we have made
customer enters into arelationship with
in one area, mainly print," he says. "You
us and our dealers, rather than
are having to re- think your
just purchasing aprodmedia mix and not rely touct, we are develtally on the traditional
oping a lifetime
media but on amultirelationship with
media mix. The
that customer."
question is: How
It's that type
does print, Radio
of relationship, if
and TV work toadapted by all
gether with the Indealers,
that
ternet and where
might drive an
can you leverage
autobytel out of
them?"
business. " It's hard to
Most Radio stasay what viability they
tions do well with car
will have against the condealers. In fact, at some, ausumer out there as the mantomotive
money is too high a
[Because of the Internet'
ufacturers
create
a
percentage of astation's total
"you are having to re- think
customer- friendly interface
billing. As Ropes points out,
your media mix and not rely
over the Internet," says
Radio stations betterip.ok over
Ropes. "One of the things totally on the tradi tional media their shoulders.
•
but on anultim edia mix."
brokers will not be able to
"We have been ' public
-David If opes
do is facilitate that ownerabout our deal with CD
ship relationship. Only amanufacturer with
Radio, making an investment in that
its dealer distribution system can do that."
company to put satellite receivers in
At Ford, dealers have not entireour vehicles to accept the satellite sigly bought into the idea, according to
nal and allow for that range of Radio
Ropes. " Some of the best dealers do
products to come into our vehicles," he
get it while others are struggling," he says. " We are also entertaining anumsays. " We've stepped up and are inber of presentations from Internet- spevesting in an awful lot of quality traincific, Internet- savvy Radio companies
ing for the dealers, to give them some who are claiming to be in virtual Radio.
tools to handle the customers who
"The rules of the game as we used to
want to deal with them over the Inknow them have changed, that the only
ternet. They are developing their own
way to reach acustomer is through mass
sites as well as activating the main one
media. Today you can reach them on a
[www.ford.com]. We have actually deone-to-one basis, using the Internet, tarsigned aprogram for them which algeting your offerings.
lows them to contact us for the
"My advice to Radio stations? Learn
development of the site with them so to work with it not against it. It is here
that we can take the assets we have
to stay." à
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e-ListenerSuite?
e- MARKETING
Unlimted, personalized e-mail and
web marketing to listeners

LOYAL LISTENER
PROGRAM
Awards points automatically and keeps
listeners visiting every day

CONTEST 84 PRIZE
MANAGEMENT
Integrates on-line and on-air activity

DATABASE AUTOMATION
LISTENERS keep data current for you!

...all from your station's
web site!

e-ListenerSuite
DOES FOR YOU:
WHAT

BUILDS CUME
Listeners refer friends: Receive points
AND build yob,-audience

BUILDS T S L
Your web site generates Appointment
Listening with point incentives

BUILDS REVENUE AND
CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS
Offers your advertisers more, and gives
you a competitive edge with emerging
.COM category clients

BUILDS AT-WORK
AUDIENCES
Reach listeners at their office computer!

ri-LlstenerSuitèî
We SuperSerye your audience on the web!

Take the On- Line Tour:
www.listenerclub.com
or call ( 425) 643-9039
NAB Appointments Available
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MILLENNIUM

SURVIVAL

USADR is owned by many of the programming and from abusiness/sales
nation's top 10 Radio broadcasters, who and marketing sense."
Struble also believes that "AM and
collectively account for one half of the
industry's revenue. USADR is leading the FM Radios will become more ' intelliregulatory process on digital Radio, hav- gent' devices, with new programmaing filed aPetition for Rulemaking ( PFR) bility and data applications. Further out,
technology will continue to advance,
with the FCC in October 1998.
The FCC announced its intention and Radio will adapt. Consumers will
to move the process forward by issuing have even more choices competing for
aNotice for Proposed Rulemaking in their share of mind with Radio DVD,
summer 1999. USADR anticipates that Internet, satellite Radio, and several
stations will begin to convert to IBOC things not yet invented.
"Radio must face these challenges
in the second half of 2000, with the first
and successfully adapt, as it has in the
receivers ready in early 2001.
Robert Struble is USADR's presi- past against TV, eight- tracks, cassettes,
dent, CEO and Chairman of the Board and CDs. Again, we believe that IBOC
and has been responsible for strategic DAB will provide atechnical means for
and tactical leadership since 1996. Ac- Radio broadcasters to compete with these
cording to Struble, Radio will continue new offerings, by providing superior
to do very well in the new millennium: audio quality and enhanced data services
"Radio will survive the new millennium to listeners."
With all the improvements "digital"
by embracing and adapting to change
Radio
broadcasting will bring to the AM
and providing listeners aproduct which
meets their evolving needs. Radio broad- and FM spectrum as we know it today,
casters have successfully done this over the possibilities for aresurgence of AM
the last seven decades. No other medi- stations with FM-quality sound is most
um has had as many fundamental 'rebirths' likely. Struble believes that there will inas Radio, and the industry is stronger deed be acomeback for AM Radio in the
new millennium.
today than it has ever been.
Struble notes, " Be"All the trends are there for
cause of the upgrade in
continued success — great, taraudio quality it will
geted content ;more cars on the
THE DIGITAL CONVERSION
bring about, IBOC
Before any of us accept new tech- road and more time in cars ;
DAB will provide AM
nologies, we usually try to improve what we strong, sophisticated broadcastbroadcasters with new
have first. Such is the case with USA Dig- ers ;and ever-growing listeneropportunities. Digital
ital Radio, one of the pioneers in develop- ship. We believe that the
AM will sound like
ing technology to transition AM and FM transition to digital broadcasttoday's FM, so really viRadio from analog to digital broadcasting. ing, with its promise of offerable audio programUSADR's technology, In- Band On - ing listeners asuperior product,
ming becomes an
Channel Digital Audio Broadcasting (IBOC will be yet another chapter in
option again. SuccessDAB), is designed to bring digital broad- Radio's successful journey."
ful niche audio formats,
How will these technological breakcasting to consumers by using the same
not capable of being
AM and FM spectrum ( in-band) and the throughs change Radio broadcasting,
supported economicalsame dial positions (on-channel) that are what we hear, and how we hear it?
ly on FM, should grow.
"It is inconceivable that
used currently. This concept will lead to a
ROBERT STRUBLE
However, even in a
cost-effective, seamless, market-driven tran- AM and FM broadcasting will
be the only analog medium in an entirely digital world, AM will not be as 'good'
sition for broadcasters and consumers.
IBOC will be of great benefit to digital world, so the major, near- term as FM. It's aquestion of physics, because
technological change for Radio will be an AM station has only 1/20th the bandRadio listeners. First, there is the obvious improvement in audio quality. Dig- the transition to digital, with all the ben- width of an FM, but AM will be much
better off than in today's analog world."
ital FM will sound like CDs, and digital efits that will entail," says Struble.
What role does consolidation play in deAccording to him, " Digital will
AM will sound like today's FM. There
also will be asignificant improvement in mean better audio quality and enhanced termining how digital Radio will or will not thrive
reception, since digital greatly reduces data services, so broadcasting will evolve in the new millennium?
As Struble puts it, consolidation 72 111
to use these capabilities, both from a
interference, multipath and dropouts.

Technology is our friend — at least
that's what we've always been told. As
we approach the dreaded "Y2K," it seems
that the technology that surrounds us is
more threatening. Or is it?
Years ago, Radio broadcasters needed to worry only about the competition
down the street. Today, our competition
is still the station down the street, but it
has grown to include competitors that
we may not even know we have.
Like it or not, we are surrounded by
technology, and these new technologies
are here to stay. Like it or not, we have
to learn to either accept and embrace
these technologies if we wish to survive,
or we will be destroyed by them.
The following is the true story about
amedium called Radio and its likelihood
of survival in the year 2000. Joining the
cast of this story are Satellite Radio, LowPower FM Radio, Internet Radio, Digital Radio, and Pirate Radio — each of
which is looking to move from understudy into a "starring role."
Is it possible that the medium so many
of us grew up with, the medium so many
of us know and love as " Radio" can suddenly be replaced by one of these up-andcoming predators? Only time will tell.
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Here are three ways Eventide can hide

C

onsolidation brings market efficiencies, but also
big headaches and challenges. It's essential for

management to keep track of multiple stations. And
keeping a legal record of what was said and when
commercials aired is also more important than ever.

BOTTOM

Several groups have standardized on Eventide Digital
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Audio Loggers. Our economical VR204 records up to
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on the competition's spot loads, play lists and talent
while you record your own stations. New!! Now
Eventide loggers let you record/play in HiFi for full
"broadcast quality." Ideal for show replays, time zone
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ventide's BD500 Broadcast Delay makes talk
shows run smoother and sound better, for less. The

BD500's multiple dump feature divides
the delay time into several "slices" so
you're still safely in delay even right after
a "dump." It's the hassle-free talk
solution... even when air talent is
working without aproducer. No
other delay offers Eventide's high
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quality patented catch-up technology for clean audio combined
with fast catch-up. And it's the
only delay with optional digital
inputs and outputs for new alldigital studios. Yet the BD500 costs thou-
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sands less than our previous delay unit.
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ant to increase creativity without
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brand effects processor really does all that. Designed
and
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Elfelltide PRODUCTION ULTRAHARMONIZER

the

new

DSP4000B Ultra- Harmonizer features radio effects
designed by production whiz Jay Rose. Hundreds of
comic voices, sound effects, reverbs, pitch changers
and more are instantly accessible at the touch of abutton. Plus, the DSP4000B has superb Timesqueeze®

Better managed,
better sounding
radio yields
better results.

time compression/expansion capability. The DSP4000B
has optional digital I/O to interface easily with digital
editors and consoles. It's the radio effects box designed
to bring stations more business and more listeners.
The bottom line: Eventide broadcast products are
potent tools for today's radio. To learn more, talk to
your broadcast distributor, call Eventide direct at 201641-1200, or see our website, www.eventide.com.

Ev
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t
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One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643
Tel: 201-641-1200
Email: broadcast@eventide.com

Fax: 201-641-1640

Web: www.eventide.com
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All antennas are
not equal.
Because of their
design and our
pattern
enginering and
testing, Shively
antennas deliver
range, accurate
coverage and
flexibility.
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potential ;and they will pregreatly enhances Radio's
serve the existing industry
future, but widely diverse
structure ( no new station
ownership will remain a
classes or licenses etc.).
strength of the industry.
Equipment manufacturThe well capitalized, soers will get achance to sell a
phisticated players that
whole new class of digital
consolidation has created
products, and compete on feaare willing and able to
tures and benefits not curlead the industry through
rently available. Finally,
major transitions. Smallregulators will not have to
er broadcasters benefit
worry about new spectrum,
I
rom this leadership."
auctions or givebacks, new liWith the new milcenses or tower sitings, maklennium approaching
ing the transition to digital
and new technology
DAVM MARGOLESE
very easy. IBOC DAB is atecharound the
corner,
Struble sees avery positive future and nology that will bring great benefits to
even more technological advances for all in the industry.
digital broadcasting in the Year 2000: "
As
in all other digital consumer products,
As we begin to embrace this wonthe technical improvements brought
about by digital will get better and bet- derful new technology and prepare for
ter with time. IBOC DAB is designed the digital revolution and the new sound
to allow continual upgrades as new and of digital audio, we must now take the
focus of this report on the road. As many
better technical ideas are developed.
Radio programmers, owners, and broad"Sound quality and reception will
continue to improve over time, data ap- casters already know, Radio has always
plications will get better, Radio receivers had pretty much the monopoly on in will get more intelligent and become car listening due to its portability.
Now, another choice has entered
much more useful to listeners, and transmission
technology
will
get the arena — Satellite Radio, asatellite
better/cheaper/faster on an ongoing Radio feed designed to broadcast the
basis. Going digital will put the entire format of your choice directly into your
industry on acurve of continuous digi- vehicle. CD Radio is one of two combased,
tal technical improvements, making the panies building asubscription digital, satellite to-vehicle Radio broadproduct better and better over time."
According to Struble, it really won't casting system. CD Radio plans to debe very difficult to gain acceptance of livere programming on up to 100
digital Radio, as the quality and the ben- channels, 50 of them devoted to comefits are unprecedented: " IBOC DAB has mercial- free music.
CD Radio will broadcast 50 chanbeen designed to appeal to listeners and
nels
of
commercial free music and up to
all of the major industry participants."
50
channels
of
news,
sports, and enterFor example, Radio listeners will benefit from the enhanced audio quality and tainment programming, with digital-qualreception and the new data services with- ity sound and seamless coast- to-coast
out having to change their behavior. It will coverage, directly to subscribers' vehicles.
be much better AM and FM at the same Listeners will have to pay only amonthdial positions — no monthly fees, no funky ly subscription fee of $9.95 for the service,
less than the cost of an average CD.
antennas, no new stations to find.
David Margolese is the Co-founder,
Broadcasters will become more
Chairman
and CEO of CD Radio, which
competitive against the other digital
in
May
1997
acquired its FCC license
media at avery reasonable transition cost
to
develop
the
satellite Radio broadcast
(no new towers, antennas or studio
system_
According
to Margolese, "The
equipment are required, unlike digital
driving
force
behind
CD Radio's 74
TV) ; they will enjoy new revenue
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EUU1E FRITTG
You're in Disney World mow
at the NAB Radio Show...
WHERE ARE YOU GOING NEXT?

October 21, 1999
The Pierre Hotel, New York City
Presented by:
e =l
T

JOHN
BAYLISS
BROADCAST
FOUNDATION

Call now for tickets: 831.624.1536
or baylissroast@kagan.com
The Bayliss Foundation Board of Directors salutes the vital
accomplishments of NAB President and CEO Eddie Fritts
on behalf of NAB members. Join us in October when
Eddie sits in the Bayliss Hotseat c..".nd is roasted by his
peers. Your presence generates the fun in funding for the
Bayliss Radio Scholarships!
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programming philosophy
is our customers, and that
means our emphasis is on
the music and entertainment they want, not on
ad revenue, mass- appeal
...--•
l
and ratings.
"CD Radio will main,
tain complete creative con- t, ,
I
I
trol over what music is
broadcast, ensuring that •
our team of programmers
can cater even to niche audiences, and providing listeners with atruly unique
audio entertainment experience that
spans afull spectrum."
Margolese points out that CD Radio
is more than just ajukebox type of satelI
ite programming: " CD Radio will deliver original music programming,
presented by expert hosts who will enhance the listening experience with insights and information about the music.
On music channels, subscribers will hear

.1111e111111
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"Consolidation can hurt Radio because of the capitalistic,
money- oriented view many Radio people are forced to adopt.
It is becoming standard for the Radio SM at aparticular
station to program more time in an hour than the PD."
— Daniel Anstandig of DAER

••••

what they want, on demand,
without the distraction of extraneous content."
CD Radio's new broadcasting facility, located at the
company's headquarters in
Rockefeller Center, New
York City, will be home to
the stations that comprise
CD Radio's service. Content for all 100
channels will be up- linked to three custom designed satellites, currently under
construction by Space Systems/Loral and
expected to be launched in January,
March, and May of 2000.
The benefits of CD Radio's new
satellite system are numerous: commercial free music ;unprecedented choice of
entertainment programming through a

broad range of channels ;digital- quality
sound ;seamless coast- to-coast coverage
with no static or other interference ;tightly- focused formats that speak directly to
the preferences of listeners ;and the freedom to choose precisely what you want
to hear, when you want, anywhere in the
continental United States.
CD Radio's slogan is " The Next
Generation of Audio Entertainment," and
they're not far away from making adream
become areality. CD Radio is anticipating the commencement of commercial operations by the end of year 2000.

INVASION OF THE LISTENER
SNATCHERS
As we continue down our path to
the new millennium, we come across

In Today's Media Jungle, You Can't Afford Not To Change.
In the fast-paced world of media, ou have to keep improving
just to keep up.

information, proprietary management reports, international
collection services and much more.

You ought to expect the same from your collection service.

Since 1971, Szabo has helped more than 3,600 clients achieve

At Szabo A.ssociates we're improving as you

faster, more substantial settlements in

improve. As the first and largest media

every medium imaginable. Let us

collection firm, we're providing

help you. Send us details of a

more specialized service than

past-due account, or for more

ever. We've created separate

information, call us or visit our

divisions dedicated to each

website at vAvw.szabo.com now.

individual medium. No one

Because in abusiness as tough

else focuses so sharply on your

as yours, you need adifferent

individual needs.

breed of collection service.

This know-how helps us
offer value-added services you
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won't find anywhere else.
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the world's most comprehensive
database on advertisers and agencies,
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virtually dozens of other competitors
going after Radio listeners as we currently
know them. 'Virtually" is the operative
word in that sentence, as Internet Radio
becomes more and more prevalent in our
world today.
Internet broadcasters have many advantages over commercial Radio stations.
For one, they can program anything they
want, any time they want, any way they
want to. They can be heard around the
block or around the world.
The technology of Internet- based
Radio is improving almost daily. Radio has
survived television, cable broadcast, satellite television, and still remains the most
popular medium in America. However, as
the Internet and satellite Radio continue
to grow, and essentially offer amore appealing product to consumers, Radio stands
to see some stiff competition.
Daniel Anstandig, one such Internet broadcaster at DAER Internet
Radio ( www.daer.com) points out that,
"From the aspect of abroadcaster, Radio

NNIUM

SURVIVAL

programmers are going to have to find
new ways to make their product appealing. In the current age of Radio
consolidation, greedy owners are buying stations and pushing for big sales to
stay ahead, financially, of their competitors and stay attractive to investors.
"The amount of units per hour on a
typical commercial station across America is now around 16 or more, and it's still
growing. Now, add weather, news, and
quirks to the hour, and you have almost
22 minutes of non- music."
Anstandig strives for the opposite
with daer.com. " On Internet- Radio
DAER, we have three minutes an hour
of non- music. Which do you think a
consumer would better prefer? From an
advertiser's perspective, one might be
disturbed at the fact that his ad is buried
among five or six spots on either side.
Advertisers may consider the effectiveness and productivity of their commercials on the medium and determine
that their marketing is not conducive

erne on tfle A• r-
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to results on Radio."
According to Anstandig, Radio is
still avery viable medium, but it is not
immune to the threat of other forms of
media deteriorating its position in our
live:. " In the research I've seen, people
currently use the Radio most in the car.
One may note that Radio essentially has
amonopoly in the car when it comes to
live consumable media. As Satellite Radio
and eventually Internet Radio become
increasingly portable, Radio will stand
to be damaged in listenership."
Anstandig comments, " Idon't know
that Internet Radio will absolutely replace Radio. It will always be there in
some aspect. Keep in mind that Internet
Radio is essentially the same as conventional Radio, just with adifferent programming approach and more interactive
features. In the future, it might be possible for Radio to replicate the features
Internet Radio has created.
"At DAER, we did asurvey about six
months ago, asking our listeners
76
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if they would listen to our station in the
car or elsewhere if they had aportable
player capable of receiving our audio signal. More than 80 percent said yes. This
is indicative of ademand, at least among
the DAER audience, for aportable player or device to receive Internet audio. Once
this becomes possible, Internet Radio may
offer Radio some stiff competition."
According to Anstandig, consolidation may actually play arole in the
deterioration of conventional Radio broadcasting as we know it: "Consolidation can
hurt Radio because of the capitalistic,
moneyoriented view many Radio people
are forced to adopt. It is becoming standard for the Radio SM at aparticular station to program more time in an hour than
the PD.
"As Radio management crams as
many ads into an hour of decent programming as possible, without regard to
the level of performance of the messages
for their advertisers, they will simply continue to spread disinterest among advertisers and listeners, especially as
competitors emerge."

SURVIVAL

Anstandig also points out that the
best for Internet Radio broadcasting is yet
to come in the new millennium: "
Iforesee many changes in the way listeners use
Internet Radio. A project that is already
in testing is the concept of being able to
access the Internet via wireless connection. As this type of technology develops,
Internet Radio may be heard in cars, on
the beach, and in apark. This is exciting, as it provides Internet Radio with the
capability to position itself as acompetitor to conventional Radio outlets.
"A problem that will no doubt face
the development of Internet Radio is the
demand for bandwidth required to operate asuccessful and popular Internet
Radio service. In the future, multicasting
and other systems designed to optimize
the use of bandwidth will be necessary."

THE TRADITIONALISTS
We've taken alook at some of the
emerging forms of technological innovations in broadcasting that are coming our
way, and there are others, but is Radio as
we all know and love it really in trouble?

Your Cluster
+Shane Media
=Ratings at Revenue

SHANE MEDIA
713-952-9221
Programming, Research and Strategic Solutions
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Dennis Wharton, SVP/Corporate Communications for the National Association
of Broadcasterrs doesn't think so.
"It's really hard to predict where Radio
will be in five to 10 years, especially with
changes in consolidation and Internet
broadcasting, but Istrongly believe that
Radio stations that are tied to the local
communities and localism will survive and
thrive into the next millennium.
"Radio is ahighly adaptive medium.
Radio can withstand competitive challenges, as it has done in the past," he adds.
While Wharton points out that the
NAB is astrong proponent of digital
Radio broadcasting, he also notes that
satellite broadcasting and Internet broadcasting are very viable media, and will
not pose as big athreat to Radio if stations remain local and adapt accordingly. What the NAB strongly opposes,
however, are two of the more difficult
forms of competition, Low- Power FM
(LPFM) and Pirate Radio Stations.
"LowPower FM is one issue of considerable concern because of the potential for interference," Wharton says. "The
NAB is aggressively fighting what we call
aprescription for adding interference to
an already-congested Radio band. The
NAB has already filed with the FCC a
500page study discussing this subject.
If Low- Power FMs are allowed to broadcast, the interference you already get on
the AM band will also be experienced
on the FM band, thus limiting the potential for listeners to receive quality
Radio from their hometown stations."
Wharton also points out that Pirate
Radio stations are illegal: "You need alicense to go fishing in this country. Why
wouldn't you need one to operate aRadio
station? Hundreds of pirate stations have
been shut down this year alone, and the
NAB applauds the FCC for the actions it
has taken against pirate Radio stations."
Is Wharton worried about the future of the
Radio industry in Y2K?
"Not at all. As long as Radio continues to adapt and remain local, there
will always be aneed for the hometown
Radio station."
Legendary Radio broadcaster and
consultant Guy Zapoleon has legitimate
concerns about the status of Radio
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broadcasting as we know it, but is also
confident that we will survive.
"Both Internet and Satellite Radio
have the potential to swallow up alot of
usage being invested in Radio by the average person. Initially, Radio's competition from satellite comes in the car and
from the Internet at home and at work.
Soon, there will be interfacing technology to give access to every form of communication and entertainment over the
Internet, satellite, telephone and Radio
from one device. At that point, all these
sources for audio are competing on equal
playing fields, entertaining us at home,
in the car, and at work."
Zapoleon also points out that " Internet sites for Radio stations act as
added value to both listeners and clients,
and serve to add acutting edge to the
image of existing Radio stations. If Radio
continues with its ever-increasing spotloads and homogenized programming,
then passionate listeners will find other
sources of entertainment. Then, the Internet becomes agood news/bad news
scenario for Radio as we lead new listeners to acompanion medium that may
have the potential to encroach on Radio's
dominance as aprimary entertainment
provider both in and outside the home."
Will there still be aplace for Radio in
Y2K? Can Radio as we know it survive?
Zapoleon is optimistic, but cautious.
"Radio will certainly survive as part of
how people get their entertainment.
What the percentage of the total entertainment consumption pie will be remains
to be seen. It will all be about specialization and, most importantly, being topof-mind and owning aspecific product
in the consumer's mind.
"Narrow product focus, branding,
production values, and effective marketing are certainly the key issues. Most
people are comparing the onset of Internet and satellite Radio to how cable
influenced network TV. But Internet
Radio to AM/FM Radio may be what
FM is to AM now. The future depends
on Radio's continuing to be relevant to
today's pre- teens and teens who are
growing up on computers. Thank God
for the Pop revolution, which is bringing teens and pre- teen passion for Radio
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showing strong first- and second-quarback as that sound dominates Top 40."
ter profits. As the major companies have
Zapoleon also points out, "As companies get bigger and bigger, as with every
to pay back debt, you will see more and
more cost-cutting measures being taken.
successful sports franchise and every successful business, the key is building and
"The past year has been about figmanaging agreat team of people. To parauring out which economies of scale make
phrase Tom Peters, The secret will be
sense for broadcasting companies and
which don't. Everyone is trying
knowing how many peoMIKE HEN RY
ple and layers to have beto figure out ways to cut the
bottom line without hurting the
fore you get too far
programming and sales efforts.
removed from the front.
The man who creates a
"You'll continue to see
successful business must almore and more shared resources
ways go down to the 'front'
among alot of Radio stations
inside the company and market
to talk to the customer;if
cluster. Networks will provide
there are too many distractions or too many laycost-effective programming, national contests for acompany's
ers between them, then
the business loses touch
multiple Radio stations, and exwith the consumers, and
clusive company-wide deals
with one vendor to provide cost
the business fails."
Perhaps one of our
advantages to large groups of
Radio stations. You'll see all
these new business realities happening more and more during
the next three years."
As Zapoleon points out,
"These are certainly great ways
for companies to reduce the
bottom line and hit yearly cashflow percentage goals. In order
to meet these goals every year,
the chances are that companies
will keep cutting the money
that's earmarked to be reinvested in the product for manpower, marketing and resources.
ALAN BURNS
DENNIS WHARTON
"This means loss of peobiggest challenges in We may see traditional ple inside and outside the company, which limits the number
Radio's audience
this
world
of
consolidation is the way become more conserva- of people feeding ideas into the
pipeline. The challenge is for
in which Radio broadtive, older, and lowercasters choose to oper- income, as Internet and companies not to fall prey to
inside thinking that ceases genate their respective
satellite will be adopted
erating fresh ideas and stratestations. If we really
fastest by early adopters
gies. It's easy to believe that
want to survive in the
(who tend to be young)
everything that works in New
new millennium, then
and people who can
York will work in New Orleans,
it's basically up to us to
afford [
technology].
and that using the same soluensure that we do.
tions and products over and over is a
Consolidation and its after-effects will
play avery important role in detersolution to keep costs down.
"The danger is product stagnation
mining how Radio will or will not thrive.
through narrow thinking and stifled creZapoleon points out that "the imativity, with the end result being the loss
mediate news with consolidation is certainly good, as many companies are
of interest from the consumer. 70
—
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Once you develop atemplate for aformat,
it's certainly atemptation to take acookie-cutter approach, creating atemplate to
duplicate the basics of each format.
"But smart operators know that
every market is different, with different
competitive landscapes and adifferent
age/sex/race makeup. So each product
should be customized as much as possible for agiven market.
"We've seen the death of asea of
products and companies outside of Radio
due to these factors. Read any of Al Ries'
and Jack Trout's booksli
gn positioning
for examples. The cient trend of
consolidation indicates that the pendulum is swinging to the far right extreme
in the business cycle, and the result has
been product quantity, not quality.
"Its amazing how simple it all is,
and the basics never change. We're always looking for some new truth, some
new answer, so we'll probably fall prey
to the same mistakes."
As Zapoleon points out, the future
for Radio is no exact science, but he
does offer the following predictions:

The FM Series
SWR's FM antennas are
customized to meet broadcaster's
needs, ranging from educational
series to multi-station arrays,
(from 500w to 35kw per bay).
Options:
•Circular, horizontal,

or vertical

polarization
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"You11 see Radio getting even more 'niched.'
As more and more listeners get exposed to
different types of music, they will get more
sophisticated as time passes, and there will
be more exposure to musical choices around
the world with the Internet.
"Stations will become more specialized in their musical focus, narrowing the amount of music styles they play,
since many listerleys won't settle for
music they don't like to get to the music
they do like. As it takes less and less of
ashare to score well in amarket, you'll
also see an explosion of existing formats, like the ones you see on USSB/Direct TV Music choices, i.e. Metal,
Standards, Big Band.
"In every market, there is agroup of
listeners known as 'Love Ails' who thirst
for new trends in music and love wide varieties of musical styles. So, you'll also see
new formats that feature amuch wider
variety of music than you would expect
due to this exposure to world music. We'll
all get smarter about how to please our
customer as we learn more through profiling consumers over the Internet."

FM
ANTENNAS
FNI1 — 500W
FME —500W
FNI3 — 3KW
FNI10 — 10KW
FIVIU — 35KW

•Pressurized or non-pressurized
SWR's offers technical support
during and after the sale.

Systems With Reliability, Inc,
IROMICAST /MENUS & nuttsmossiosi SYSTEMS

Visit us at Booth #342 and pick up o
copy of our new Broadcast Ante
Transmissio
s I

P.O. Box 856
Ebensburg, PA 15931
Phone: 1.814.472.5436 Fax: 814.472.5552
Toll-free: 800.762.7743
E-mail: dsver@third-wave.com
Web site: http://www.sver-rf.com
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As Zapoleon sees it, these new
technologies feature one great benefit
for the consumer: great content, less
waiting. "These new technologies will
have aprofound effect on the way listeners consume entertainment. Nationwide President Steve Berger told
me 15 years ago that we were in an 'instant-gratification world.' "
"Today," Zapoleon explains, "We're
in abutton- pushing, point- and- click
world, as nothing holds our attention
for long. So, all forms of entertainment
will have to target more narrowly to
find their audiences and keep them satisfied and coming back for more, especially the Internet.
"Consumers won't tolerate the intrusions they tolerate today to get their
entertainment. So, we'll have to find
ways to remember consumers' evershortening attention spans — whether
it's commercial loads or wading through
the time-consuming graphics for ads to
appear before they get their 'entertainment' online."
With technology continuing to improve and increase, Zapoleon states that
other forms of media are on the rise as
well: "Certainly the ability to download
music is another challenge for both the
Radio and recording industry with MP3
sites giving music consumers the ultimate control over what they listen to
in various combinations for asmall price
or no price.
"Computer software that allows us
to control our computers through speech
is being fine-tuned now for the average computer user. Then the entire world
will be 'online' as the remaining technophobes can talk to their computers.
"Niche-programmed stations will find
their way online to super- serve our forgotten parents and grandparents. At some
point, we'll literally be able to control our
world through computer technology, and
the computer (and Internet) will become
as irreplaceable as arms and legs."
Mike Henry, Managing Partner of
Paragon Research has asimilar outlook
for the future of Radio as we know it.
"Quite frankly, Radio is in agreat position. It may not seem that way with
the advent of real and imaginary
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technology competitors appearing
every day.
"In the long run, however, these
technology competitors will likely be
viewed as extensions of Radio. People
say they listen to 'the Radio,' when in
fact they listen to Radio on the Internet. Smart operators will not view the
new delivery systems as competitors,
but as greater distribution sources."
As for the future of Radio, Henry
is very optimistic. " I'm boldly predicting that Radio will still be around in the
22nd century. If Radio focuses on superserving adistinct lifegroup in as many
ways as possible, and if Radio absorbs
new technology rather than ignoring
them, then Radio will certainly have a
viable position.
"These issues will have to be negotiated and maneuvered moving forward, requiring more finesse than Radio
as an industry has ever exhibited before.
Radio will not be replaced unless it loses
value with the consumer."
Henry does foresee one major
change in Radio broadcasting: "The stations will become even more local, while
their Internet presence becomes universal. The Internet combined with the
Radio station will allow stations to serve
the cume and core more discreetly. Stations will do things on the Internet that
they won't do on their AM or FM frequency. Internet sites will become their
own creative product, not simply an extension of the on- air product."
Consultant Alan Burns, President
of Alan Burns and Associates, offers
great insight on the future of Radio and
the competition it faces:
"Satellite Radio companies have
some fairly innovative things planned,
and Iexpect Satellite to get an audience.
Their business plans seem to be based
on fairly conservative numbers.
"How successful depends on a
couple of things: how far they can go
at offering programming not found
on traditional Radio, and how low
they keep the commercial loads on
music channels. Radio's ever-growing commercial load is agreat marketing tool for Satellite if they choose
to exploit it.

SURVIVAL

the satellite subscription or whatever
"At this point, never bet against the
makes the Internet portable in the next
Internet. We have to stop thinking about
few years."
Internet Radio: There is Internet audio,
"A wise man told me, ' Never get
video, text etc. People who approach
married to the technology.. stay focused
the Internet as just another place to
on content.' Stop thinking 'Radio' and
transmit audio are limiting themselves
'audio' and start thinking more broadtoo much.
ly ;think content, information, enter"Low- power FM is potentially very
tainment. If you can create entertaining,
harmful to smaller market radio stations.
useful content, you'll always have a
Under the last proposal Isaw, most lowjob...and maybe even get rich."
power stations would be in smaller markets, and commercially most of those
BE PREPARED
need more signals like you and Ineed
We will have two basic choices in
bad breath.
the new millennium: 1) Embrace this
"It's ironic, though, that in away
'big broadcasting' may have brought this
new technology. Make it apart of our
on itself: The FCC may justify low - world ;or 2) Fear this new technology.
Let it devour us before we know what
power as away to bring local voices
hit us.
back to individual markets."
Face the reality. Deal with the
Burns has afew thoughts about
technology.
Hold on and enjoy the
Radio's upcoming competitive threats.
ride.
The
strong
will survive. Ci
"It's possible that we may see traditional
Radio's audience become more conserAnthony Iannini is PD and 0M for WAFLvative, older, and lower income as InFM
and
WYUS-AM Ocean City. He may be
ternet and satellite will be adopted
reached
at
302-422-7575 or by e-mail at
fastest by early adopters (who tend to
ANTi@aol.com.
be young) and people who can afford
'Mk

Prt PnAi fd
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Research Director, Inc. armour sees
teams with the best strategies and
materials in the industry. Their service
has helped our sales people be more
effective at the point of sale. This means
increased billings.
—John Fullam
Sr. VP Regional Operations
Chancellor Media Corp.

upuiuq.d

Research Director, Inc. helps
radio broadcasters make sense of the
ratings for management, programming,
promotion and sales. They conduct Diary Rey iews
and analyze ratings for Programming and Promotion.

They also help stations put their BEST
foot forward with sales materials that

turn ratings into revenue.

Julie Heath- ,

ese.arch Director, Inc.

Charlie Sislen

7th Ratings Rxerts,"
410.974.8101 • fax 410.268.1915 • email: RD1@ea.net

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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JIM LONG

Long is survived by his wife, Joan; son,

Jim Long, former president/GM of WJR

John — who is GSM for WNIC Detroit; daugh-

Detroit, has died after abattle with cancer.

ter, Jody; and six grandchildren.

He was 67. Long had been with WJR since
1964, beginning in sales, then becoming Gen-

TONI BRADY

eral Sales Manager before retiring as President/GM in 1994. In 1985, he was briefly
with WPRO-AM/FM Providence, RI.
Many will remember his name in Detroit
headlines when he "took the fall" for Tigers
management over the controversial dismissal
of beloved baseball annoucer Érnie Harwell.

Inflate Your Profits.

Toni Brady, one of the first women in the nation to run and own aRadio station, has died
at 75, after along bout with lung cancer.
She began her broadcasting career in 1951
as arecord librarian at 1,000-watt WABY Albany, NY. Several years later she and two coworkers purchased the station. Over the next
20 years, she worked as Women's Director,
Program Directcr, Station Manager, Sales
Manager and General Manager.
Brady was the first to locally broadcast
Rock ' n' Roil in the early ' 50s, when the
music was still considered off-color and therefore off-limits. She took WABY to No. 1in
the local ratings market in 1962, beating

"The GIANT Blimp has done agreat job not only
attracting crowds to our remotes and special events,
but it really promotes our call numbers and format!"

WGY and WIRY, both 50,000-watt stations.
Brady was among the first in the Aloany market to hire black disc jockeys.
She is survived by her husband, Dirk;
two brothers; and asister.

John O'Brien,100.3 WAti

If you want to sell more live remotes, if you want your
station to be the center of attention at any event, then call
us today, at 1800 648-7907 and mention this ad for a
25% discount off our normal pricing! Advertising and
marketing is about visibility. Since 1987, our clients have
found that dollar-for-dollar, that flying a GIANT Blimp
above their location beats any other form of advertising,
sales promotion, or customer- building alternative they
could possibly invest in. Call today for the special offer!

JAMES SCRUM_
James Schulke, amajor force in the commercial development of early independent
television and FM Radio, recently died in
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., from complications
of pneumonia He was 77.
In 1968, Schulke convinced the Magnavox Company to fund the development of
the National Association of FM Broadcasters. When the FCC mandated separate programming for FM stations, Schulke and the
NAFMB established the firsl separate audi-

GIANT Advertising
15221 Transistor Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
www.giantad.com
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Blimps • Cold Air Balloons • Custom Inflatables
Nothing Beats The GIANT Blimp

île*
GIANT
IDVIRTISING

To subscribe, coil 1-800-610-5771

ence measurement tor FM stations, laying
the groundwork for its commercial development. In 1996, the Broadcasters' Foundation named him an American Broadcast
Pioneer. A daughter, Jamie, survives.
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COMING NEXT ISSUE

Running The Show at ABC

Consolidation Update
Nearly four years after Telecom was enact-

In our interview, Lyn Andrews of ABC talks

ed, what's the status of consolidation? Is

:about her climb to the top of the network

there anew, unexpected phase on the hori-

.
and shares some of her innovative thoughts

zon? Chancellor, CBS, Clear Channel, Cu-

.
on Radio.

mulus and the other big groups all peer into

+

Rising through the ranks at ABC, Lyn

Andrews is now running all aspects of ABC's

the consolidation crystal ball.

Getting
Perspective
Mitch Albom is more
than awriter for the
Detroit Free Press. He

network programming, including talents
such as Paul Harvey, Tom Joyner and Doug
Banks. Her professional goal has always

I

nto run her own business: " Ididn't think
ould be with ABC".

HOUR
tfordable k
4
111

is amusician, abestselling author and the
host of his own Radio
program.

Mitch's

most recent media attention came as aresult of

his

Digital Automatic,

book,

Tuesdays with Morrie. His story will put aRadio
manager's life in total perspective.

From Small-Time Jock
To Big-Time Celebrity

6345

How does asmall- market disc jockey going
through adivorce turn his life into asmashing
success? Learn how Scott lnnes ( left in photo
below) attained his life-long dream of replacing Casey Kasem as the voice of Scooby Doo.
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 1as all the features of the $ 50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, " It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On- screen Voice-Track editing, time-shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades Microsoft Windows 95. 98 or NT.

Why Salespeople
Are Just As Nasty
As Media Buyers
Roy Williams shares several of his recent experiences with salespeople.
As usual, Roy's column
will leave you wondering
how lucky we are to receive even 7percent of the advertising pie.
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888-13SIUSA1
"lediessibly

witéktimai
vAvabsiusa.com
To

subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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YELLOW INK'

CLASSIFIEDS
• SALES MANAGEMENT
Live in one of America's best small towns:
Charlottesville, Va., home of the University of
Virginia. WCHV and 3WV RADIO seek adriven and competitive leader for our Sales
Manager position. Prior experience, strong
motivational skills and adesire to win are
essential. We'll provide a lucrative salary
plus bonuses, adynamic and exciting work
environment and the opportunity to grow if
you'll provide dedication, enthusie and
increase in sales. Contact Biad Eure @
1140 Rose Hill Drive, Chailottesville. VA
22903. Phone 804-220-2310. FOE

SALES MANAGER for KVML-AM/
KISQ-FM, Sonora, Calif., in the
foothills of the beautiful Sierra
Nevada mountains. Train, mentor, lead, coach, and administer
seven sellers. Not arated market. Sell results and sizzle to
local advertisers. All the tools —
RAB, TOMA, Sign Pro. Benefits
include 401(K). Ski and play golf
the same day. Contact Terrell
Metheny, 342 South Washington
St. Sonora, CA 95370. EOE.

"Good things may come
to those who wait, but
only the things left by
those who hustle."
— Abe Lincoln, according to Roy
Williams. The Wizard of Ads

• SALES

Radio-TV- Cable- Internet Sales & Sales
Management Opportunities Nationwide

Why wait for something good to happen
to your career? Make it happen!

Over 75 openings. Find an AE for

Contact us to explore current and
potential opportunities in sales and
management. Over half of our
management team moved up from
within our company. Over 110 stations
in 21 markets coast to coast...
and GROWING. Current sales mgmt.
positions from Providence. RI,
to Baton Rouge. LA.

, www.birschbachmedia.com; 303-368-

Don't wait. Contact us today:
Gerry Schlagel
Citadel Communications Corp.
City West, 7201 W. Lake Mead Blvd.
#400, Las Vegas, Nevada 89128
PH 702-804-8213 , FX 702-804-5936
Equal Opportunity Employer

$250. FREE to candidates. Contact:
5900; fax 303-368-9675.
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

PARADISE
FOUND!

Clear Channel Palm Beach. You
place a strong emphasis on local
selling perfectly fit for this growing
market. Minimum 6 months' radio
sales. Send resumé to:
Scott Hyber
3071 Continental Drive
Communication Strictly

Citadel Communications Corporation

Confidential.

"Opportunity Fueled By Growth!"

Equal Opportunity Employer

GET THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS! • BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Our standard benefits package outshines most. We feature an employee recognition
program and fitness center. plus we'll pay for your move if hired!
Put yourself on afast track t
obecome aMarket Manager.

Openings for Director of Sales in upper midwest region.
In

today's Radio world, urgency is the key —
call now!

612-819-6044
Cumulus Broadcasting is an equal opportunity employer.

at affordable prices for small markets.
Barter is available. Quality Adult
Contemporary programming, all AC
format varients. Customized song-bysong music logs. Image sweepers and
complete format packages.
LA PALMA
BROADCASTING

(714) 778-6382
lapalmaepachelLnet

Ground- floor opportunity awaits at

West Palm Beach. FL 33407

• Be astone's throw away from the 15th • Be amarket manager in waiting with
Largest Market (Minneapolis)—yet be
the 3rd largest broadcast group in
able to enjoy asmall-town, family
the nation.
lifestyle ( population 125,000).
• Earn 70-80 Kand take off in the world
• Work for apublicly held company.
of radio consolidated mega groups.

CONSULTING
SERVICES

MUSIC PUBLISHER/
PROGRAM MUSIC
LIBRARY
For Sale
Noted, established pioneer
Company in Production Music and
Sound Effects Library industry.
Extensive, wholly owned 260+ CD
copyright collection. Perfect proprietary asset addition to radio network organization.

COPYWRITING

angtil

lg
101.‘,

This easy, step-by-step book
guides you
through the process of creating effective
copy and campaigns for your clients
BONUS:
FREE CD
of samples of
successful
spots.
599.00

800
110-5771

u
203-6 55-0203

Serious inq iries, fax to:

CUMULU

ACCOUNT MANAGER
West Palm Beach, Florida
Palm Beach Radio Broadcasting is in search of two self- motivated, hardworking and goal- oriented individuals to represent one of the best Modern
Rock Radio Stations in the nation, 103.1 The Buzz. Familiarity with event
marketing, NTR and The Internet are amust, along with aburning desire to
win. If you are looking for an upbeat and friendly working environment as well
as abetter- than- fair compensation plan with great benefits, fax or send your

Classified Ad Rates
Call 800-610-5771 or
fax to 561-655-6130.
Ad ads must be prepaid. Checks. MasterCard. Visa
and American Express cards accepted.
E-mail to sueallen@radioink.com

RATES:
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY,
(minimum 1inch, upward
in halt- inch increments)
$165 per inch.
SITUATIONS WANTED:

resumé with at least two references to:
Attn. Mark Krieger/General Sales Manager, Palm Beach Radio Broadcasting.
701 Northpoint Parkway. Suite 501, West Palm Beach, FL 33407.
Fax 561-684-3544. Palm Beach Radio Broadcasting encourages women and
minorities to apply and is an equal opportunity employer.

$1.50 per word.
BLIND BOO:
$15 per issue.
BLIND BOX NUMBERS:
When responding to ablind box, mail your
reply to the box number, c/o RADIO INK. 224
Datura Street, suite not, West Palm Beach, FL
33401 or tax responses to 561-655-6130.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

52 tested and proven
telemarketing campaigns
to help you increase
revenue on the phone.
Only $ 117.
Call to order your copy today at
800-610-5771 and ask for Gwen.
YELLOW INK INFO

To Place aYellow Ink Ad,

Call 800-610-5771
EXTENSION 217

800-610-5771

PROGRAMMING

MARKETING & PROMOTION

We Will Buy
30-Minute
Blocks Of Time
On Your
Radio Station'
E- Z UP
"World's
Fastest
Shelter"'

RI.M11111111111111MOPIVe
11=1:111=lapppC:=1

• Sets up in 60 seconds
• Compact size stores easily
• Durable reinforced all- steel
double truss design
E-ZUP INSTANT SHELTERS'"
ARE PERFECT FOR:
Boating • Picrucs • Camping
Sales Booths u Race Pits
Backyard Barbecues u Ball Games
Authonzed Dealer

BSR/E-Z UP:
BSR Products

Division

=l[te

1•800•57•COVER

126837)

For Immediate Details, Call
Paul Belson Now At:
516-329-38 50

19

15' tall x12' diameter - $ 5995
12' tall x10' diameter - 55495
includes simple artwork

• Set up/takedown

in less than 10 minutes
•lightweight/portable
•Easily fits into trunk of car
• Plenty of space for artwork/logos
Contact: Lenny Freed
330.273.3200 ext. 137
' ' I. I
Cofflight 1999 Scherbo Ireetres,

e

EQUIPMENT

Audio Consoles

www.autogramcorp.com
e-mail: info@autogramearp.com
(800) 327-6901
Fax ( 972)423-6334
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something really
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f LOOKING
FOR VALUES?
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BIG

MAX I
MAGE

3D Advertising Since 1980
URBAN NEWSPHONE

323-255-7301

New FREE Seivice For Your NR (" Inside
Line") Phone Lee Bailey at 323-255-7301 or
e-mail leabaileleebailey.com

BLIMPS

AllOVÉ SBEYOND BALLOONS

www.

advertisingballoons . corn ( 8001564-2234

HIGH QUAUTY

COMMERCIAL
JINGLES!
To help you land Florists, Banks,
Restaurants, Fitness, Trucks,
ISPs, Malls, Watersports, Real
Estate, Beauty Salons and Auto
Dealers.
The Moneydisc TM was $499,
now only $ 199!
Ghostwriters, 2412 Unity
Avenue North, Dept. RI,
Minneapolis, MN 55422-3540.
Phone or FAX: (800) 646-2911.
For production music, sound
effects and more, see our web
site: http://radio-mall.com

CALL SUE ALLEN
TO PLACE YOUR
CLASSIFIED ADS!
1-890-610-5771

-orook 40>

For over 125 years, we've been
lending helping hands to ahurting
world, offering food, shelter, comfort
— and hope.
One way we provide hope is
with radio:
Won.lerful Words cl Lile
15 min. weekly, inspirational
music and talk
(English & Spanish)
Heartbeat
:60 spot about life issues
(English only)

Doing Remotes??? Get noticed!!!

1-704-663.0955

INFLATABLE
MONEY MACHINE

Sizes:

We are a direct-response company
interested in buying 30- minute and
60- minute blocks cf time on your
radio station. We have ahighly entertaining show whose purpose is to sell
our products via tall-free numbers
which are given out during the show.
We're not talking about per- inquiry
advertising. And we pay you in.
advance. We'll quickly test one of
our shows, and then we can become
a regular customer. Your station,
network size or geographic location
doesn't matter. Let stalk right now...

Are you looking tor

Call for afree audition kit.
phone (404) 728-6727
fax: (404) 728-1331
voice mail ( 800) 229-9965}

INTERNET RESOURCES

STILL WAITING
FOR YOUR

WEB SITE
from the " other guys"?
We don't make
promises that we
can't deliver on!

Quality
Web Sites...
FAST!

Radio wiz.com

BUYSELLRADIO ONLINE
www.buysellradio.com

FIND BUYERS!
FIND SELLERS!
FIND INVESTORS!
http://www.buysellradio.coni
or E-mail: debebuysellradio.com
CAlI

941-573-4707!
AUDIENCE RESEARCH

Raaio Experts • Web Prolesstonals

1-888-823-8600
www.radiowiz.com

Audience Research

PRODUCTION
Radio Potato
800-468-6814
PRODUCTION MUSIC, VOICES, OUTSOURCE
PRODUCTION. Also great News-Talk Jingle
Packages!! Radio Potato. Call 800-4686874 for afree demo.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

-Survey Your Audience And Advertisers
uninv.audres. corn
Email: info@audres.com
1-800-RVS-6335

83

HEY! HAVE YOU

BLAST FROM THE PAST'

HAD YOUR
SPRINKLE
TODAY?
Kid Craddick has
afresh greeting
for the world
(sparsely inhabited)
in this undated
photo.
SEARCH YOUR
ARCHIVES Pull the
boxes from your storage
closet Radio Ink
magazine is searching
for old ( or should we say
mature?) photographs of
people, stations or promotions to use on our
Blast page. All photos will
be returned, but please
be sure to LABEL them
with identifying captions,
including areturn
address and contact
name. Mail to: Ed Ryan,
Editor, Radio Ink, 224
Datura St, Suite 701,
West Palm Beach, FL
33401.

If you are
completely
satisfied
with your
job...
no need to
read this.
84

tiqpprelrite;bil
Here's the radio sales job that
consolidation won't touch.
If the profile below is you call me today.
I
O.

You are the most convincing person you know.

9. You are fearless in asking for large budgets.
8. You are wilring to discuss money up front with CEOs.
7. You
6 You
5. You
4. You

have the ability to question like Mike Wallace.
are assertive, not aressive.
are always closing.
love SoutA Florida weather

3. You have apassion for winning!
2. You are driven by competition.

I. YOU LOVE LOTS AND LOTS OF MONEY!
Radio Ink Magazine is an equal opportunity
employer. Compensation is VERY competitive.
Communication is strictly confidential.
Call Veronica Cooper at

541-655-8778, Extension 213,
between 3and 5p.m. Eastern Time.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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JOHN BOY Ey BILLY
RE - INVENT MORNING RADIO!

Available nationwide in ROCK OR COUNTRY FORMAT! A proven ratings success high energy - non- offensive - entertainment intensive and fun - all morning long!
For more information and a demo call: Marty Lambert at (888) 552-4321 or
e-mail salesathebigshow.com, or visit us on the web at www.thebigshow.com

Whether un the air
or on the Internet,
stations can rel
on Beet

Gato Barbieri
Que paaa

Your Favorite Online Music Store

From production to
programming to broadcast,
Dalet allows stations to
increase efficiency,

Highlights

Linear Rudio/Mpeg
Group Connectivity
Music Scheduling
Internet Broadcasting
Rrchiving
Backup and Redundancy
Integrated Editors
Year 2000 compliant

li

421111,

I Order It

IE rie you ewioNdeo teach he.

SimulCast on the Internet

eq
streamline operations, and
Among our references : Emmis,
reduce costs.
Journal, ABC, Radio Unica, Sinclair,
With minimal effort, stations can
Crawford, CNN Radio, BBC (UK), CBC
easily and quickly establish their
(Canada). Etc.
Internet presence. Dalet Web
Publisher automatically publishes
and updates information such
as song titles, news stories, and
broadcast histories onto aweb
site. Stations wishing to
simulcast their on- air program
onto the Internet can use our
UJWW.dalet.coln
integrated G2 Player.

Call
(212) 825-3322
or visit

